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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Motor and Cargo Dynamics During Intraflagellar Transport:
A Single Molecule Investigation
by
Anthony Paul Kovacs
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
Washington University in St. Louis, 2015
Professor Yan Mei Wang, Chairperson
The advent of single-molecule fluorescence imaging and super-resolution microscopy has
produced a range of powerful tools that are able to interrogate biological systems at spatial
and temporal resolutions that were previously thought to be well beyond the reach of the
visible spectrum of light. While these new imaging techniques have already yielded impres-
sive results across a broad range of studies, they still face a number of limitations. The
work described herein aims to address some of these limitations by furthering the use of
these techniques for the investigation of in vivo protein dynamics. Specifically, total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy is used on fluorescently tagged proteins in the
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii intraflagellar transport (IFT) model system to interrogate both
the dynamics involved in IFT, which has been linked to a number of diseases, and to shed
light onto some of the dynamics involved with intracellular active transport. The first two
studies described here constitute investigations into the dynamics of IFT cargo and IFT
motor proteins, respectively, once they have arrived at the plus ends of microtubules at the
xiii
Abstract
flagellar tip. The third section consists of the observation and analysis of speed variations
along IFT tracks and the potential causes thereof. The final segment touches on a number of
nascent explorations into studying protein flagellar entry mechanisms and, separately, the use
of intensity profile standard deviations to extract IFT protein complex size and localization
information.
xiv
Preface
The following dissertation presents the work I performed in Dr. Yan Mei Wang’s single-
molecule imaging biophysics lab in the Physics Department at Washington University in St.
Louis from June 2010 to May 2015. During this time, my work centered around applying nu-
merous single-molecule imaging and analysis techniques, some of which had been developed
by previous graduate students in our lab, to study the dynamics of key proteins involved in
cellular active cargo transport. I spent most of my effort studying the microtubule plus-end
turnaround segment of intraflagellar transport (IFT) in the flagella of Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii. Specifically, we followed the IFT-associated protein, the BBSome (Chapter 2), and
the IFT anterograde motor, kinesin (Chapter 3), through the process of IFT microtubule
plus-end reorganization at the flagellar tip.
Chapter 4 follows an investigation we conducted concurrently with the above mentioned
projects. This investigation involved the study of IFT speed changes and their possible
correlation to the loading and unloading of protein cargo in the middle of active transport.
Chapter 5 recounts three smaller projects that were conducted concurrently with the rest
of the work presented here and might provide motivation for larger investigations in the
future. These smaller projects are (i) an investigation into the dynamics responsible for the
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entry of PKD2 transmembrane signaling proteins into the flagellum, (ii) the measuring of
the defocusing curve specific to GFP inside of flagella, as observed using our microscope,
and (iii) an investigation into using the standard deviations of diffraction-limited IFT train
intensity profiles to determine the length of trains during anterograde and retrograde IFT.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
The work in this dissertation revolves around the application of single-molecule fluorescence
imaging techniques and analysis methods to study the dynamics of motor proteins and
cargo proteins in the flagella of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells. The following chapter will
serve to motivate and describe which methods were chosen and why they are best suited
to address questions about these protein dynamics. When considering the complexity and
infinite variation found within biological systems, the modern state of the biological sciences
may seem to have only scratched the surface of what there is to explore within the field in
its entirety. The development of new experimental methods is constantly unlocking entirely
new fields of research1, and it is simultaneously providing new ways to consider old problems.
The work herein constitutes a bit of both philosophies—it seeks to shed new light into the
dark corners of a decades-old system.
1For instance, the development of the super-resolution microscope over the last 25 years has revolutionized
the ways in which light microscopy can be used to interrogate nanoscale structures.
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Even in their most simplified forms, biological systems constitute intensely complex and
dynamic ensembles. Traditional biological studies and assays have historically sought to
show results through the examination of effects found in a bulk sample2. Even in molecular
cell biology, the study of the inner workings of cells often requires the examination of samples
involving many thousands to even millions of cells. Some techniques, such as differential
centrifugation and gel electrophoresis, can be used to detect the composition of a cell type or
genome in a bulk sample. Other techniques, such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
are designed specifically to dramatically increase the presence of certain nucleic acids or
compounds so that they may be detected by a technique like gel electrophoresis. In many
cases, this necessity for bulk samples bears with it the advantage of averaging out the cell-to-
cell variations often found in nature. At the same time, however, this makes these techniques
less sensitive to any unexpected heterogeneities that might prove useful or illuminating.
1.1.1 Measurements in Biological Systems
In the time that scientists have been using methodologies like those described above, these
techniques have proven to be immensely powerful and very successful in helping to advance
both our understanding of the biological world and our ability to diagnose and treat our own
diseases. However, the effectiveness of such techniques, especially in the cases of cell biology
2The same may be said about many studies in physics and chemistry as well.
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and genetics, often relies upon the combination of at least two very different measurements.
The first measurement involves the detection of some genetic signal—specifically, in many
cases, the presence of a string of DNA or a certain type of organelle or protein. Many of
the techniques involved with these observations, be they highly intricate and challenging
or commercially refined to the point of being sold in kit form, consistently provide highly-
accurate results in a bulk sample. Combining these methods with monoclonal techniques
makes it possible to answer very specific questions about the genetic makeup or protein
expression of one cell line.
The second measurement generally constitutes an observation about the cells for which
the first measurement has already provided some genetic or compositional information. This
type of observation can range from the seemingly mundane3 to the more technically chal-
lenging4, and this need to make a relevant observation can serve either to help provide a
beautifully elegant and relevant result5 or serve as a point of almost insurmountable frustra-
tion6. Thus, it is at this very limit—when the ability to make a relevant observation hits the
limit of what has been thought to be physically possible—that advancing imaging techniques
becomes essential to the continued study of biological systems.
3Does this cell line grow on a specific medium?
4How do these cells respond to heat shock? At what level does this cell line express protein Q?
5When cell X contains gene Y, it can live on medium Z. All other things being equal, when the same cell
X does not contain gene Y, it cannot live on medium Z. Gene Y must somehow relate to the cell’s ability to
live on medium Z.
6For instance, it is important to determine how gene R affects protein F in vivo, but protein F is too
small for my microscope to see.
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1.1.2 Advances in Biological Imaging
Before the advent of imaging sensors like the electron multiplying charge coupled device
(EMCCD) and modern computational techniques and hardware, optical microscopy swiftly
ran into physical limitations on the size of the smallest objects it was able to resolve. Fig.1.1
demonstrates the relative sizes of some biological systems of interest and the resolving power
of different imaging techniques. This comparison clearly shows the limitations on what can
be effectively studied using traditional optical microscopy.
Fortunately for the advancement for micro- and nano-scale biological studies, the latter
half of the 20th century yielded a number of technical advancements that have opened up
progressively smaller and smaller length scales for study. These advancements include the
application and refinement of X-ray (microtomography and crystallography [1, 2]) and elec-
tron (tomography, crystallography, and microscopy [3–5]) techniques for use with biological
systems. The use of X-rays and electrons (of appropriate energy) has allowed for exploration
of biological structures on length scales that were previously too small for interrogation using
traditional optical microscopy. The use of these techniques does come with some drawbacks,
however. X-rays are a form of ionizing radiation, which can ionize atoms and break molecular
bonds, while the electrons needed for microscopy often come at energy levels that produce
similarly deleterious effects. Furthermore, electron microscopy techniques require that a
sample be viewed under vacuum, which necessitates the ”fixing” of any biological samples
using chemical fixation, cryofixation, or any of a number of techniques that all share the
4
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Figure 1.1: The size of notable biological systems compared on a logarithmic scale. Biological
structures of interest come in a wide range of length scales. While electron and X-ray imaging
techniques are able to resolve smaller structures than traditional optical microscopy, the
advent of modern single-molecule and super-resolution techniques has greatly expanded the
resolving power of the visible electromagnetic spectrum. A green bar indicates a technique
is safe for in vivo studies. A red bar indicates that the technique requires sample fixing
and may damage a biological sample. Some example images were sourced from Wikipedia.org under
Creative Commons licenses and are attributed as follows: C. reinhardtii - Ninghui Shi / CC-BY-SA-3.0; E.
coli Mariana Ruiz Villarreal / public domain; Influenza- NIH / public domain; GFP- Raymond Keller /
public domain.
requirement that the sample be (a) dead and (b) modified from its natural state.
Thus, towards the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st, the need to
observe biological samples in their natural state has motivated the development of single-
molecule and super resolution optical techniques [6–10]. The visible spectrum of light has
always presented a myriad of advantages for studying biological samples, including the ability
to image a living sample without damaging or destroying it. Recent advances in optical
imaging technology have been able to take these advantages and expand their use to the
study of smaller and smaller structures.
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Since Antoine van Leeuwenhoek reported the discovery of micro-organisms7 using a light
microscope in 1674, the use of light microscopy has been an integral part of microbiology.
This general technique has remained such a staple in the field because it simply and effectively
addresses many issues that are important to observing the microbiological world. To start,
the 250x to 500x simple microscopes available back in the days of van Leeuwenhoek are more
than sufficient to resolve large eukaryotic cells8, which has yielded an instant and enduring
relevancy to the field. Furthermore, using the visible spectrum of light provides the simplicity
of employing the human eye as a detector along with the advantage of causing little damage to
biological sample when used at proper intensities. Finally, more recent advances in compound
microscope design, phase contrast techniques, and imaging cameras (EMCCDs, etc.) have
progressively pushed the magnification and resolution powers of microscopes closer and closer
to their theoretical limits. This has allowed for continued advancement in microbiological
observation as smaller and smaller cells and structures have become resolvable.
At the same time, the usefulness of light microscopy only endures as long as it is able to
resolve the structures of interest. As is shown in Fig. 1.1, microbiological systems can range
anywhere from large eukaryotic cells, which are often many microns in diameter, to small
proteins like the green fluorescent protein (GFP) which is on the order of a few nanometers
across. As more and more systems of interest have moved to the tens-of-nanometers scale,
7animalcules, in his parlance
8including human blood cells
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it has become increasingly important to study and understand the physical limitations of
optical microscopy and how they might be circumvented.
1.2.1 Optical Microscopy and the Diffraction Limit
As it turns out, the wave nature of light imposes a physical limit on the size of objects that
a conventional light microscope is able to resolve. This limit and its effects on the ability of
a microscope to resolve structures on length scales on the order of the limit has been studied
extensively since the mid 19th century.
The Abbe Diffraction Limit and the Airy Disk
In 1873, Ernst Abbe described, in words9, how the diffraction of light moving through the
aperture of the objective lens would limit the resolution of light microscopes to half the
wavelength of blue light (the shortest wavelength detectable by eye) [12]. This limitation,
described mathematically in Eq. 1.1 has come to be known as the Abbe diffraction limit
and is described in its original form as
dmin =
λ
2 sin θ
, (1.1)
in which dmin is the minimum resolvable distance, λ is the wavelength of light, an θ is the
half-angle over which the objective gathers light. Notably, Abbe’s diffraction limit did not
9Interestingly enough, he described this relationship only in words without any mathematical equations
[11].
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take the index of refraction of the medium through which the light travels into account [11].
Taking this into consideration, the modern textbook description of Abbe’s diffraction limit
looks more like
a =
λ
2n sin θ
=
λ
2NA
, (1.2)
in which a is the minimum resolvable distance, λ is the wavelength of light, n is the index of
refraction of the medium through which the light is traveling, θ is the half angle over which
the objective gathers light (also called the aperture angle), and NA is what is known as the
numerical aperture. The highest numerical apertures available on modern objectives range
from 1.4 to 1.6 in oil-immersion objectives. As such, these microscopy systems have an Abbe
diffraction-limited resolution on the order of a couple of hundred nanometers10.
While Abbe’s diffraction limit gives a value for the theoretical resolution limit for a light
microscope, it does not directly describe how the microscope affects the light it gathers. As
light from a point source moves through a circular aperture, the diffraction and subsequent
interference of light results in the production of a diffraction pattern known as an Airy
pattern. The Airy pattern, shown in Figure 1.2, was first mathematically described by
George Biddell Airy in 1835 and consists of a central diffraction disk (the Airy disk) and
subsequent diffraction rings around it [13].
The mathematical definition of the Airy pattern, which describes how the circular aper-
ture of a microscope objective affects light from a point source, will be addressed in detail
10e.g. a system using 500 nm light and an objective with NA of 1.4 would have an Abbe diffraction limit
of 179 nm.
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A B
Figure 1.2: 2D and 3D representations of the Airy pattern. (A) This is a 2D representation
of the Airy pattern as it might appear on the imaging plane. It is important to note that
the intensity has been adjusted so that both the central Airy disk and the surrounding
minima and maxima of the diffraction pattern are visible. (B) This is a 3D representation
of the Airy pattern with the vertical axis denoting intensity. These images were sourced from:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airy disk and are available in the public domain.
later in this chapter. However, the mere existence of a function that describes the micro-
scope’s response to a point source leaves the actual definition of a microscope’s functional
resolution (not it’s theoretical, Abbe diffraction limited resolution, but the resolution that
can actually be obtained in practice) up to a bit of interpretation. As may be expected, his-
tory has witnessed the rise, fall, and persistence of a number of these microscope resolution
definitions.
The Rayleigh Criterion
Without a doubt, the definition of resolution in microscopes is very important when compar-
ing different microscopy systems or when working in length scales that approach the limit
described by Abbe. At the same time, determining such a definition is, in many ways, a
9
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somewhat arbitrary process since an observer’s ability to resolve the structures of the Airy
pattern may vary wildly from system to system. As such, there have been many definitions
proposed to describe a microscope’s ability to resolve two structures. One of the earliest
and still most commonly cited definitions for a microscope’s resolution is the Rayleigh Crite-
rion [11]. Described by Lord Rayleigh in 1896, the Rayleigh Criterion deems two structures
resolved if the principal intensity of one Airy pattern overlaps with the first minimum of
Airy pattern of the other structure [14]. This is mathematically described by
d =
0.61λ
n sin θ
=
0.61λ
NA
, (1.3)
in which d is the minimum separation distance required for two structures to be considered
resolved by the Rayleigh Criterion, λ is the wavelength of light, and NA is the objective
numerical aperture based on the index of refraction, n, and the aperture angle, θ. Thus, if
two point sources of light are separated by a value of d or greater, they may be considered
resolved by the Rayleigh Criterion, as demonstrated in Fig. 1.3. It is important to note
that Lord Rayleigh was the first to deal with not only illuminated objects but also self-
luminous ones [11]. This becomes extremely significant upon the emergence of fluorescence
microscopy, in which the signal usually comes from a fluorophore emitting its own light
rather than reflecting or scattering light from another source.
As alluded above, many other resolution criteria exist and are used in various situations.
One such criterion is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), proposed by Houston in 1927.
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Figure 1.3: Demonstration of two Airy disks completely resolved (top), at the mini-
mum separation set by the Rayleigh Criterion (middle), and unresolved (bottom), both
as seen from above (center) and from the side (right). Images from above were sourced from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airy disk and are available from Spencer Bliven in the public domain.
According to the FWHM criterion, two diffraction limited disks are considered resolved if the
centroid of one pattern is located, at a minimum, at the location of the other central disk’s
half-maximum intensity value [15]. Such a criterion becomes useful when the two emitters
cannot be assumed to be similar, as is often true in astrophysics [16], or when the function
governing the diffraction limited spots does not achieve a minimum of zero [11]. However,
for the purposes of this work and much of the work performed in the field of single-molecule
fluorescence microscopy, in which the emitters in question are often very similar, the Rayleigh
Criterion still serves as the standard for determining a microscope’s resolution power.
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1.2.2 Applications of Optical Microscopy in Biological Systems
Applications of light microscopy have evolved significantly since the days of van Leeuwenhoek
and his simple microscopes. The advent of compound microscopes, which are comprised
of an objective lens that collects light from the sample and an eyepiece that provides a
magnified virtual image for the observer, allowed for much higher magnification with reduced
chromatic aberration. The introduction of phase contrast techniques allowed for the imaging
of previously transparent samples without the use of stains. More recently, the advent of
fluorescent dyes and markers has allowed for the imaging and localization of very specific
compounds or molecules inside of biological samples.
Fluorescence and Fluorophores in Biological Imaging
Perhaps one of the most significant advances in biological imaging has come with the rise of
fluorescence microscopy. Before fluorescence microscopy, scientists were limited to imaging
biological samples with a number of techniques that are, in many ways, suboptimal. Tissue
stains are useful for identifying certain characteristics of cells11. However, tissue staining
often requires that the sample be “fixed” in some way that more often then not results in a
dead sample. If live, unfixed cells are used, the stains themselves may often prove toxic to
the cells.
The use of phase contrast instead of tissue staining avoids the issue of cell fixing or cell
11For instance, the technique of Gram staining, which is often the first step in the identification of bacteria,
detects the presence of peptidoglycan in the cell walls of gram-positive bacteria using the primary stain crystal
violet and the counterstain safranin (or sometimes carbol fuschin).
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toxicity. At its simplest, phase contrast microscopy creates contrast by (a) eliminating the
phase difference between background light and light scattered by the sample12 and then
(b) dimming only the background light to provide contrast between scattered light and the
background [17,18]. In this way, phase contrast imaging allows for the imaging of living cells
without any of the deleterious effects found in tissue staining methods. On the other hand,
phase contrast does not allow the observer to choose a specific compound or structure to
image within a cell.
An ideal imaging modality would combine the specificity of tissue staining with the
ability to image live, healthy cells as in phase contrast imaging. The first steps towards such
a method began with the discovery of fluorescence and then the development of fluorescence
imaging. Fluorescence is characterized by the emission of specific wavelengths of light from
special molecules and proteins, called fluorophores that have been excited by a specific
spectrum of incident light. The orbital electron in one of these fluorescent molecules is
placed into an excited state by the absorption of a photon with enough energy to bridge
the gap between the electron’s ground state and one of its excited states. In the case of
fluorescence, the electron subsequently relaxes to the lowest vibrational state of its lowest
electronically excited state through non-radiative processes and then releases a photon with
an energy equal to the difference between the electron’s ground state and its lowest excited
state13. The three primary results of this process are that (a) the electron is returned to
12Light scattered by the sample is typically phase shifted by -90◦, so phase contrast shifts the background
light by this same amount.
13This idea that the emission spectrum of a fluorescently active particle is dependent only on the energy
difference between the lowest excited state and the ground state of the orbital electron and not on the
13
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Figure 1.4: The Stokes shift. (A) A generalized Jablonski diagram depicting energy level
changes during excitation and fluorescence. Gray dashed lines represent non-radiative relax-
ation. (B) The emission and excitation spectra of eGFP. The excitation peak is at 488 nm,
and the emission peak is at 507 nm, resulting in a Stokes shift of 19 nm. The eGFP spectra
were produced using data found at: http://https://www.chroma.com/spectra-viewer?fluorochromes=10392.
the ground state, (b) a photon is emitted by the fluorophore, (c) the emitted photon has a
predictably longer wavelength than the excitation photon due to the non-radiative energy
loss between the initial excited state of the electron and the lowest excited state of the
electron. This shift in wavelength, which is always a redshift, is known as the Stokes shift
for Sir George Gabriel Stokes, who reported both the phenomenon of fluorescence and the
shifting of the wavelengths in 185214 [19]. These points are summarized in Fig. 1.4.
Fluorescence microscopy is based on the principle of detecting the light emitted from
fluorophores that have been strategically attached to certain parts of a cell or sample instead
of detecting transmitted or scattered light from a separate light source. The presence of the
Stokes shift allows, with the careful use of excitation and emission filters, for the collection
absorption spectrum is known as Kasha’s rule. It should be noted, however, that the emission spectrum still
sees a bit of spreading due to multiple vibrational states in the ground state.
14Incidentally, Stokes also coined the term “fluorescence.”
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of only emission light that is due to fluorescence from a fluorophore of interest. It is this
ability to limit signal only to a subject of interest that makes fluorescence imaging such a
powerful tool for imaging biological systems.
This basic concept of fluorescence microscopy has been modified and expanded over the
years to gain intricate control over the imaging process. The invention of the dichroic mirror
standardized the use epifluorescence microscope [20, 21], which achieves a higher signal to
noise ratio than a standard transmission microscope by illuminating the sample through
the imaging objective and collecting only reflected light. Following this, in 1961, Marvin
Minksy patented the first scanning confocal microscope, which became even more powerful
once the laser was fully realized as a source of illumination [22]15. In 1967, Stryer and
Haugland demonstrated the first use of Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) as a ruler
capable of using fluorescence to measure distances on the scale of 1-10 nm [24, 25]16. The
mid 1970s saw the rise of a method to optically measure biological turnover kinetics using
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [26,27]. Finally, in 1981, Daniel Axelrod
first demonstrated the use of total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy on
biological samples [28]. This method of imaging helps greatly reduce background noise by
using an evanescent wave at the glass-sample interface to limit excitation to only fluorophores
that exist within 100-200 nm of this surface.
15He was not the first person to develop or propose a confocal system, just the scanning confocal microscope
[23].
16FRET works on the principle that, given a close enough proximity and properly chosen fluorophores,
a donor fluorophore can excite an acceptor fluorophore through non-radiative energy transfer. Since this
non-radiative energy transfer falls off in efficiency to sixth power of distance, the FRET efficiency can be
used to determine the distance between the donor and acceptor.
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It may be imagined—not to mention evidenced by the advances made in the last sixty
years—that given enough research into light sources17, fluorophores18, and fluorophore at-
tachment methods19, fluorescence microscopy could be used to measure structure and activity
in any biologically relevant system.
Fluorescent Proteins and Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)
Since the advent of fluorescence microscopy, the study and development of fluorescent dyes
and probes has grown into a burgeoning field all its own. The versatility and variability of
fluorescent dyes is vast and ever-growing [29–31]. They can serve a purpose as simple as
dyeing a tissue or DNA strands in bulk, or they may be engineered to target only a specific
molecule or fluoresce under only certain conditions. At the same time, these fluorophores
may range from perfectly benign natural molecules to highly unstable and extremely toxic
engineered compounds [32].
Perhaps one of the most significant advances made in both the study of fluorescent
particles and the application of fluorescence microscopy came in the form of the discovery and
isolation of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) [33–36]. GFP was isolated from the Aequorea
victoria jellyfish and then subsequently cloned into other species in the early 1990’s. This
work on the isolation, cloning, and development of GFP earned Osamu Shimomura, Marty
Chalfie, and Roger Tsien the 2008 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Since this initial work, GFP has
17Lasers stand as the prime modern example.
18The study and creation of new fluorescent particles is a thriving field of research all its own.
19The last 60 or so years have seen the use of fluorophores as everything from general dyes to a replacement
for radioactive tags in immunolabeling and now even as tags directly inserted into the genetic code of target
proteins and structures.
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been developed into an entire class of fluorophores, including cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)
and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), that cover a wide range of excitation and emission
spectra as well as varying levels of efficiency and resilience.
GFP has earned the attention it has received due to the many advantages it provides
for studying biological systems. It is a relatively compact protein composed of 238 amino
acids, weighing 26.9 kDa and taking the form of a cylinder that is 4.2 nm long and has a
diameter of 2.4 nm. This small form factor allows it to diffuse throughout cells. GFP is also
a very stable complex that generally does not interfere with important cellular pathways
and does not cause the extreme phototoxicity to live cells that some other fluorophores often
do. Perhaps most importantly, however, the genetic sequence for GFP may be inserted into
the genetic code of target species in a number of different ways [37]. This allows GFP to
serve as a reporter gene for the presence of particular DNA or the up/down regulation of
genetic pathways. Beyond this, however, GFP has the even more powerful ability to be
placed directly into the genetic code of a protein or compound of interest. Thus, once the
protein of interest is transcribed in a cell, the GFP marker is transcribed as well. While care
must be taken to ascertain that the modified protein works as the unmodified protein did,
the small size of the GFP molecule allows for many tagged proteins to perform normally.
The work contained in this thesis takes advantage of the above described properties of
GFP as well as the shifted emission and excitation spectra (peaks at 488 nm and 507 nm,
respectively) of enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP). The proteins of interest are
expressed with an eGFP tag with the exception of one strain that has two different proteins
17
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Name
λexc
nm
λem
nm

M−1cm−1
Quantum Yield
Brightness, ∗QY
(mM * cm)−1
GFP 395-397 504 25,000-30,000 0.79 19.75-23.7
eGFP 488 507 56,000 0.60 34
mCherry 587 610 72,000 0.22 16
Table 1.1: The properties of GFP, eGFP, and mCherry fluorophores. λexc is the peak excita-
tion wavelength. λem is the peak emission wavelength.  is the molar attenuation coefficient,
which is an intrinsic property that describes how strongly the fluorophore attenuates light
(here at the peak excitation wavelength). The quantum yield (QY) is ratio of excitation
events that result in emission events. The Brightness is the product of  times the QY,
which estimates photon emission based on the likelihood of an excitation photon being ab-
sorbed and the likelihood of that event causing emission. The data for this table were found
in sources [36,39].
tagged with two different fluorophores. In this case, one of the proteins is tagged with an
mCherry fluorophore, which was isolated from the Dicosoma sp. coral [38]. mCherry has a
peak absorption of 587 nm and a peak emission at 610 nm, which makes it a good choice for
simultaneous imaging with eGFP. The important specifications of GFP, eGFP, and mCherry
are listed in Table 1.1.
While the advent of GFP-tagged proteins seems to have provided a viable avenue for
studying biological pathways on the protein scale, the issue of the diffraction limit still
plagues any technique that relies upon optical microscopy. To address this issue, the last
few decades have seen the advent of single-molecule imaging techniques applied to both data
acquisition and data analysis, which have helped in many cases to reveal what lies beyond
the diffraction limit.
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As addressed in Sec.1.1, a great number of measurements in physics, chemistry, and biology
have, historically speaking, relied upon observations made on bulk samples. This, in many
cases, has allowed for the averaging-out of heterogeneities that might otherwise obscure the
mean behavior or result. Such a smoothing may be not only acceptable but advantageous
when an experiment is designed to uncover the composition or response of a cell or structure
in its most common form. However, this advantage becomes an enormous disadvantage when
the target of interest is a dynamic process that occurs very quickly on a very small scale. For
example, a bulk measurement might easily answer where a certain protein is located during
the cell’s S phase20, but the same measurement could be completely incapable of measuring
how the fluorophore was transported to its location21. Thus, it is almost impossible to study
the dynamics of a process like active intracellular transport without methods that have the
time and spatial resolution necessary for direct observation of individual transport events.
1.3.1 Introduction to Single-Molecule Imaging
The end of the 1980’s brought about a seismic shift in the way that scientists were able to
approach the study of biological systems. In 1986, scientists at IBM invented the atomic
20This experiment could be performed by tagging the protein of interest with a fluorophore and them
imaging the cell as a whole through its life cycle. For a cell many microns in size, spatial resolution on the
order of a couple of hundred of nanometers would be more than sufficient to reveal whether a protein is
concentrated in an area of the cell or distributed evenly.
21To answer such questions, the experiment would need time and spatial resolution far beyond what is
necessary to make the example bulk measurement.
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force microscope (AFM) [40], which has subsequently been used extensively to determine
the mechanical properties of biological tissues and polymers on the nanoscale [41]. In 1989,
W.E. Moerner and L. Kador reported the first optical detection of a single molecule in a
solid22 [6]. The following year, in 1990, M. Orrit and J. Bernard reported the first detection
of a a single fluorescent molecule [8]. These breakthroughs have been followed by a quarter
of a century of exploration and feverish development of single-particle and super-resolution23
imaging techniques.
This is not to imply that all advancement in single-molecule studies has focused on super-
resolved fluorescence microscopy techniques. In fact, an entire subset of single-molecule force
spectroscopy studies based around force-based manipulation and detection using apparatus
like optical tweezers [42], magnetic tweezers [43], and the AFM have seen rapid development
and expanded use over the same time period [44, 45]. However, while these techniques are
invaluable for measuring mechanical properties of tissues or structures on the outside of cells
and force output from molecular motors in vitro, they are not as adept at exploring dynamic
processes occurring inside of living cells because they rely upon direct manipulation of single
molecules.
Fortunately, as has been established earlier in this chapter, fluorescence and light mi-
croscopy are ideal for interrogating processes occurring inside of cells with little disruption
to the cell’s life processes. Thus, once single-molecule fluorescence microscopy was demon-
strated at biologically relevant temperatures using the near-field scanning optical microscope
22Granted, this was at liquid helium temperatures
23Super-resolution is usually defined as resolution that is at least half of the Abbe diffraction limit.
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(NSOM) [46], the task of applying single-molecule fluorescence techniques to study biological
systems was begun. This has yielded a whole field of optical single-molecule methods that
have condensed into a number of optical “super-resolution” techniques, including STORM,
PALM, and fPALM [47, 48],that aim to extract information about a subject from length
scales far below the diffraction limit24. While the many approaches to single-molecule and
super-resolution fluorescence microscopy vary in their experimental details in countless ways,
there is one pressing need that unifies them all—in order to be able to extract information
from beyond the diffraction limit, the microscope’s response to a point emitter must be well
understood.
1.3.2 The Point Spread Function (PSF)
In order to push microscopy past its limits, it is first important to understand how it responds
at its limit. The point spread function (PSF) of a microscopy system describes how that
system responds to a point source of light. In other words, if a microscope is used to image
an infinitesimally small source of light, the PSF describes how that source of light would
appear on the imaging plane. In a linear imaging system like a conventional fluorescence
microscope, multiple PSFs are represented on the imaging plane through superposition. This
is to say that each individual PSF is stacked linearly in the final image. In fact, the image of
a non-diffraction-limited structure could be considered the superposition of PSFs produced
by infinitesimally small parts of the structure placed right next to one another.
24It is important to note that the development of super-resolution techniques has been so revolutionary
that it earned Eric Betzig, Stefan W. Hell and William E. Moerner the 2014 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
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The PSF of a microscope varies depending on the properties of the microscope and is
directly affected by both the choice of aperture and the optics that follow it. In the case
of an ideal imaging system with a circular aperture operating in the far field25 and, thus,
allowing for Fraunhofer diffraction, the PSF is described by the Airy pattern mentioned in
Section 1.2.1.1. The intensity of the Airy pattern is given by
I(θ) = I0
[
2J1(ka sin θ)
ka sin θ
]2
(1.5)
in which θ is the angle of observation, I0 is the maximum intensity of the Airy disk, k is the
wavenumber equal to 2pi/λ, a is the radius of the aperture, and J1(x) is the Bessel function
of the first kind of order one [13]. It is actually the solution to this Bessel Function that
determines the 0.61 term (which is actually 1.22 divided by an unrelated factor of 2) in the
Rayleigh Criterion found in Eq. 1.3.
It is important to note the Airy pattern only describes the PSF for a system that meets
these specific conditions. There is an entire field of “point spread function engineering”
that focuses on modifying the PSF of a microscope so that the dimensions of the PSF
reveal specific sub-diffraction-limited information. However, in the microscope used for the
experiments in this dissertation, this Airy pattern describes the PSF well.
25The far field is defined as the region in which the imaging plane is a distance from the aperture that is
much, much greater than the size of the aperture squared divided by the wavelength of light. Mathematically,
the far field distance to the imaging plane, L, is
L >> W 2/λ (1.4)
in which W is the size of the aperture (e.g. radius) and λ is the wavelength of the light.
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1.3.3 The Gaussian Approximation of the PSF
While the discussion so far has characterized the PSF as the microscope’s response to an
imaginary point source, in practice, any source of light that is significantly smaller26 than the
Abbe diffraction-limited-spot can be considered a point source. Thus, many fluorophores,
including GFP, will end up being represented on the imaging plane as diffraction-limited
PSF spots.
One of the core tenets of single-particle and super-resolution imaging is that the diffraction-
limited spot that represents any diffraction-limited emitter contains valuable information
about what is happening beyond the diffraction limit. The intensity of the PSF reveals
something about the quality or number of emitters within the diffraction-limited spot. The
centroid of the pattern carries information about the location of the emitter. Even the size
of the pattern can carry information about the axial location of the emitter. However, the
mathematical description of the PSF, in this case the Airy pattern, poses a practical and a
computational problem to trying to acquire this information. Since the Airy pattern, which
includes a first order Bessel function of the first kind, contains a central disk and surrounding
diffraction bands, it is difficult to extract any sort of localization or size information directly
from the mathematical description of the function. Furthermore, issues with inconsistencies
in being able to see the diffraction rings present an experimental obstacle to fitting data to
the theoretical PSF description [11].
At the same time, this very difficulty of consistently seeing the diffraction rings highlights
26On the order of a few nanometers across
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Figure 1.5: Cross-section of the Gaussian approximation to the Airy pattern. A radial cross-
section showing the Gaussian approximation (dashed line) to the Airy pattern (solid line).
The x-axis is given in units of wavelength,λ, times the f-number of the system. The f-number
is given by f/d in which f is the distance from the lens to the imaging plane and d is the
diameter of the aperture. This image, found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airy disk, has been placed
in the public domain by Marius Hagen.
the fact that the central disk of the Airy pattern contains approximately 83.8% of the
integrated intensity of the Airy pattern, as seen in Fig. 1.5. From this, it was cleverly
concluded that approximating the central disk of the Airy pattern with a 2D Gaussian
function would both significantly simplify the mathematical and computational effort to fit
the PSF and it would make the figures of merit (location and size) of the PSF trivial to
obtain (centroid and standard deviation, SD) [49, 50]. As such, the practice of using 2D
Gaussian fitting to extract the location (centroid) and size (standard deviation, SD) has
become largely indispensable in the single-particle and super-resolution fields [10,51,52].
With this approximation, the mathematical treatment of the intensity profile of a diffraction-
limited spot involves fitting the data with a Gaussian function
f(x, y) = f0 exp
[
−(x− x0)
2
2σ2x
− (y − y0)
2
2σ2y
]
+ 〈b〉 (1.6)
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Figure 1.6: An example of a 2D Gaussian fit used to approximate the Airy disk PSF of
eGFP adsorbed on fused-silica. (A) 2D Gaussian fit of the data showing the centroid (x-,
y- location) and the width (standard deviation, SD) of the fit (B) A zoomed in view of the
intensity profile of the adsorbed eGFP molecule. (C) The frame from which the datum in
(B) was selected. This figure was produced using some source material provided courtesy of Dr. Shannon
K. Zareh [53].
in which f0 is the maximum intensity, x0 is the x centroid, y0 is the y centroid, σx is the
SD in the x-direction, an σy is the SD in the y-direction, and 〈b〉 is the mean background.
Thus, both the location and size are revealed naturally by fitting this function to a measured
intensity profile, as may be seen in Fig. 1.6.
1.3.4 Localization to Nanometer Precision Through the Gaussian
Approximation
With the countless applications of 2D Gaussian fitting in modern microscopy, significant
attention has been paid to the evaluation of the localization precision provided through
this method. Some applications of the super-resolution family, such as STED, STORM,
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PALM, and fPALM, depend upon a well-defined precision to offer nanometer-scale localiza-
tion [47,48,54]. In these applications, this precision is often determined through calculating
the variance of a series of centroid measurements from successive frames of measurement.
However, this luxury is lost when the particles of interest are dynamic and in motion. In
these cases, it becomes necessary to calculate an error for each individual frame since each
frame holds an independent location measurement.
To this end, Thompson, Larson, and Webb derived an analytical expression for the
localization error
〈(∆x)2〉 = σ
2
i +
a2
12
N
+
8piσ4i b
2
a2N2
(1.7)
in which N is the photon count, a is the pixel size, b is the standard deviation of the
background noise, σi is the standard deviation of the distribution in direction i [9]. The
error scales with the inverse and inverse-squared of the photon count. This equation has
been subsequently improved by Dr. Yan Mei Wang’s group to more accurately apply to a
system using an EMCCD camera [55]. The modified version of the equation
〈(∆x)2〉 = 2(σ
2
0x +
a2
12
)
N
+
8pi(σ20x +
a2
12
)3/2(σ20y +
a2
12
)1/2(σ2b + 〈b〉2)
a2N2
(1.8)
accounts for the average background 〈b〉 as well as cross-terms from both directions of fitting.
Given that a single fluorophore has the capacity to emit well over 104 photons, 1 nm precision
is not only possible, but it has already been demonstrated experimentally [10].
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1.3.5 Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) Microscopy
With such advanced localization and error calculation techniques that demand high-precision
measurements, optimizing imaging parameters becomes much more important when using
high-precision techniques than when using standard fluorescence microscopy. Chief amongst
these optimizations is increasing the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. Since fluorescence mi-
croscopy deals with particles that emit light when excited by certain wavelengths of light,
one effective way to reduce background noise is to limit the number of fluorophores that get
excited to only those that are of interest. To accomplish this, the experiments in this work
make use of total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to limit the excitation
field to within a couple hundred nanometers from the surface of the sample.
TIRF microscopy was developed by Dr. Daniel Axelrod at the University of Michigan in
the 1980’s [28]. It works upon the principle of total internal reflection27, which essentially
dictates that when a beam of light is incident upon the interface between two dielectric media
in the case that the light would be passing into a medium with a lower index of refraction, if
the beam hits the interface at any angle above the critical angle, it will be totally reflected
back into its current medium. This follows from Snell’s law
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2 (1.9)
in which n1 is the index of refraction for the medium in which the light is traveling, θ1 is the
27This is the same principle upon which fiber optic cables rely.
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Figure 1.7: An illustration of transmission and reflectance below (A), at (B), and above (C)
the critical angle of incidence.
angle of incidence upon the interface, n2 is the index of refraction of the second medium,
and θ2 is the angle of transmission into the second medium, relative to the surface normal.
Eq. 1.9 may be solved for the critical angle of incidence θc
θc = arcsin
n2
n1
(1.10)
by setting sin θ2 equal to 1, the condition under which θ2 = 90
◦ and the beam is reflected
along the interface without transmitting into the second medium. Consequently, for any
angle of incidence θ1 > θc, the beam will be totally internally reflected into the original
medium. This principle is depicted in Fig. 1.7.
In and of itself, the fact that the incident beam is totally internally reflected does not
provide any advantage for biological imaging. The real value of this technique comes from
the fact that Maxwell’s equations in a dielectric medium require a non-zero transmitted wave
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for continuity [56]. However, this wave cannot be a traveling wave (sinusoidal) because one
of the key features of total internal reflection is that no energy is transported away from the
boundary in the second medium. Thus, the solution for Maxwell’s equations turns out to be
the exponentially decaying evanescent wave, which for a Gaussian beam looks like
I(z) = I0 exp
(
− z
zd
)
, (1.11)
in which I(z) is the intensity of the evanescent wave at a given distance from the boundary,
z, I0 is the initial intensity at the boundary, and zd is the characteristic penetration depth
given by
zd =
λ
4pi
√
n21 sin
2 (θ1)− n22
, (1.12)
in which λ is the wavelength of the incident light in vacuum. This phenomenon is depicted
in Fig. 1.8.
The establishment of this evanescent wave yields the power28, where biological imaging
is concerned, of TIRF excitation. Only fluorophores inside of the exponentially decaying
evanescent wave, which usually has a penetration depth of less than 200 nm, are able to be
excited29. Thus, the use of TIRF excitation allows for a significant reduction in background
28Or, perhaps, lack thereof. Forgive the TIRF humor. No power is transmitted across the boundary under
TIRF conditions.
29This raises an interesting point which is often not directly addressed when sources talk about TIRF
microscopy. The claim that all energy in the incident beam is reflected into the totally internally reflected
beam is only true in the case that no fluorophores are excited. After all, energy must be conserved. When
no absorption occurs in the evanescent wave, however, all of the energy in the incident beam is, in fact,
conserved in the reflected beam because the evanescent wave itself does not transmit any power into the
second medium.
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of the evanescent wave at the glass-sample interface under total
internal reflection conditions. Under TIR conditions (n1 > n2 with the excitation light angle
of incidence greater than the critical angle (θ > θc)), an evanescent wave is established in
the second medium at the glass-water interface. This allows only fluorophores within the
penetration depth, which is typically less than 200 nm, to become excited. This figure has been
modified from source material provided courtesy of Dr. Shannon K. Zareh [53].
noise that would otherwise come from fluorophores excited deeper in the sample.
1.3.6 Experimental Implementation of TIRF
The experimental implementation of TIRF microscopy comes in two distinct styles—prism
TIRF and objective TIRF [28, 56]. Prism TIRF, the method first described by Axelrod in
1981, requires the use of an inverted microscope, a prism with an index of refraction higher
than water, and a high-NA (>1.4) oil immersion objective. The sample is deposited on a
glass/fused-silica chip which is then optically melded to the TIRF prism using an index-of-
refraction-matching immersion oil. This is then placed on the microscope, and the cover slip
is optically melded to the objective, again using immersion oil of the appropriate index of
refraction. The light source used for TIRF (usually a laser beam) is then bounced through
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the TIRF prism from above, such that the region of excitation caused by the evanescent
wave in the sample is located above the objective.
In objective TIRF, the sample is again deposited onto a glass/fused-silica chip. However,
this chip is then optically melded to the high-NA objective using immersion oil. The TIRF
excitation light is then bounced up the inside side of the objective, totally internally reflected
at the glass/water interface, and then dumped back down the other side of the objective.
This arrangement gives an advantage (over prism TIRF) of having the sample be open to
manipulation of some sort. At the same time, objective TIRF is more difficult to set up and
runs with it the risk of having a lower SNR (when compared to prism TIRF) due to the
possibility of the excitation light being scattered inside of the objective. Prism TIRF avoids
this possibility by completely segregating the excitation light from the collection objective
by having the totally internally reflected beam be dumped out the top of the TIRF prism.
In Dr. Yan Mei Wang’s lab, prism TIRF is used on an inverted Nikon TE2000-S mi-
croscope with a 100x Nikon oil-immersion objective (NA 1.49). Fig. 1.9 A provides an
overview of the entire system from the 170C-SPECTRUM Ar/Kr multiline laser (Coherent,
Santa Clara, CA) to the Andor iXon back-illuminated EMCCD camera (DV897ECS-BV,
Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland). Fig. 1.9 B gives a zoomed-in view of the
prism TIRF/objective region of the experimental apparatus. Finally, Fig. 1.10 A shows
the microscope under overhead illumination and Fig. 1.10 B shows the system with total
internal reflection present. In Fig. 1.10 B, the laser beam bounces off of the kinetic mirror
(top middle of the figure), at which point adjustments are made to the beam angle to align
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of the TIRF setup found in Dr. Yan Mei Wang’s lab and zoomed-in
illustration of prism TIRF. (A) This schematic depicts the TIRF apparatus designed and
set up by Dr. Yan Mei Wang and Dr. Shannon K. Zareh. The DV2 two-channel beam
splitter was later added by A. P. Kovacs. It may be removed and replaced depending on the
measurement being taken. (B) This zoomed-in view of prism TIRF at the microscope stage
of the apparatus described in A shows the essential aspects of performing prism TIRF on
a 5 µl sample. This figure has been produced using modified source material provided courtesy of Dr.
Shannon K. Zareh [53].
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A B
Figure 1.10: Photographs of the TIRF Microscope in Dr. Yan Mei Wang’s lab. (A) shows the
microscope under overhead illumination. The inverted microscope and attached EMCCD
camera may be seen in the center. (B) shows the system with TIRF illumination. The
other side of the microscope with the laser optics is shown. This figure has been modified from
photographs provided courtesy of Dr. Shannon K. Zareh [53].
the TIRF excitation spot above the objective; enters the prism; totally internally reflects
off the glass/water interface; and then is dumped out the top of the prism (top left of the
figure).
1.4 Diffusion and the Random Walk
For this reason too ’tis fit thou turn thy mind the more unto these bodies which here are
witnessed tumbling in the light: namely, because such tumblings are a sign that motions
also of the primal stuff secret and viewless lurk beneath, behind. For thou wilt mark
here many a speck, impelled by viewless blows, to change its little course,
and beaten backwards to return again, hither and thither in all directions
round. Lo, all their shifting movement is of old, from the primeval atoms; for the
same primordial seeds of things first move of self, and then those bodies built of unions
small and nearest, as it were, unto the powers of the primeval atoms, are stirred up
by impulse of those atoms’ unseen blows, and these thereafter goad the next in size:
thus motion ascends from the primevals on, and stage by stage emerges to
our sense, until those objects also move which we can mark in sunbeams,
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though it not appears what blows do urge them.
–Lucretius (c.99 BCE - c. 55 BCE), On the Nature of Things (Trans. W. E. Leonard)
Having developed an imaging method and data analysis system capable of interrogating
the dynamics of biological processes on the single-molecule level, it becomes very important
to understand the possible types of motion that might be observed through these exper-
iments. Thinking from a macroscopic perspective, active transport and tight localization
(attachment) may seem to be the two most obvious possibilities for motion (or lack thereof)
that may be observed at the single molecule level. However, there is one other class of dy-
namics that is at once far less intuitive and simultaneously far more pervasive than active
transport or tight localization—diffusion.
Robert Brown is often credited30 with, in 1823, providing the first description of small
particles (subunits of pollen) moving at random when suspended in a fluid [57,58]. Later in
1905, Albert Einstein provided a full mathematical description of this motion as the result
of collisions with water molecules that were themselves diffusing around [59]. This theory
explaining Brownian motion (as it has come to be called) served as evidence for the existence
of atoms and molecules, and it was confirmed by work performed by Jean Perrin that later
earned him the 1926 Nobel Prize in Physics.
In fact, Brownian motion, as originally described, turns out to be the consequence of
the diffusive motion undergone by the microscopic particle as well as the diffusive motion
30However, he is by no means the first to report the random motion of small particles suspended in fluid.
In fact, written accounts go back all the way to the writings of the Roman Lucretius in the first century
BCE, in which he described the motion of dust particles in the air as resulting from collisions with atoms
(as quoted at the beginning of this section).
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undergone by the nanoscopic molecules that constitute the fluid in which the microscopic
particles are suspended. This diffusive motion is a consequence of the intrinsic kinetic energy
of the molecules/particle that is due to the temperature, T, of the fluid [60]. To gain a sense
of how this kinetic energy ultimately results in Brownian motion, we will closely follow the
reasoning put forth by Berg [60]. This energy manifests as kinetic energy of average value
kT/2 for movement along each axis. Using this value for the average kinetic energy along
any given axis, introductory-level physics reveals the mean squared velocity to be
〈mv2x/2〉 = kT/2
〈v2x〉 = kT/m
(1.13)
in which k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, m is the mass of the particle,
and vx is the speed of the particle along the x-axis. In the case of many subcellular molecules
at room temperature, the instantaneous velocity described by this equation would allow the
particles to jump across a typical room in less than a second [60]. However, since these
particles are confined within a fluid, they quickly collide with other particles in the fluid,
which naturally causes them to change direction very frequently. The resulting motion of
each particle is diffusion and may be described as what is known as a random walk.
A random walk constitutes a stochastic exploration of space in which a particle explores
each spatial dimension through a series of random steps. Since the average kinetic energy
along each spatial axis is independent of the average kinetic energy along the orthogonal
axes, so too is the velocity along each axis statistically independent of the velocity along the
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orthogonal axes. Thus, motion along each orthogonal axis may be treated independently
from motion along the other axes. This allows for the simplified treatment of diffusion as
the result of three, independent, one-dimensional random walks along three orthogonal axes.
To consider the case of simple diffusion along one axis, we will again closely follow the
example described by Berg [60]. This type of motion may be modeled, in a simplified
manner, as a random walk in which the particle moves at velocity ±vx changing every time
unit, τ . Thus, in successive time steps of value τ , the particle moves a distance of δ = ±vxτ .
Assuming no external constraints or biases, at each time step, the particle has a 50/50 chance
of moving in either the positive or negative direction. This has significant implications when
observing a set of N identical molecules undergoing simple diffusion, as might be the case
of a drop of dye being placed in the center of a bowl of water. Because the particles have
a 50% chance to move in either direction along a chosen axis, the average location of the
ensemble does not change. For every particle that explores the positive space, there exists
another particle that explores the negative space along the same axis, provided that N is
large enough. However, while the average location of these freely diffusing particles does not
change, the size of their distribution does grow as a function of time. Specifically, it has
been shown that the mean squared displacement in one direction (that is, the mean squared
distance that any freely diffusing particle travels from its starting point) as a function of
time looks like
〈x2〉 = 2Dt (1.14)
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in which D is defined as the diffusion coefficient equal to δ2/2τ , and t is the time spent
diffusing [60]. This relationship reveals that, in the case of free diffusion, the average dis-
placement a particles experiences from its starting point is not proportional to the inverse
of the time spent traveling. Rather, the average displacement traveled is proportional to the
inverse of the square-root of the time spent traveling. Thus, a freely diffusing particle might
take four times longer to move only twice the average displacement.
Since diffusion along orthogonal axes is statistically independent, the extrapolation of
this result into two or three (Cartesian) dimensions is trivial. For the three dimensional case
assuming that D is the same for all directions,
〈x2〉 = 2Dt, 〈y2〉 = 2Dt, 〈z2〉 = 2Dt
〈r2〉 = 〈x2〉+ 〈y2〉+ 〈z2〉
〈r2〉 = 2Dt+2Dt+ 2Dt = 6Dt
(1.15)
which allows for a simple construction of the three dimensional case from three one dimen-
sional measurements or simulations [60]. In this relatively simple equation, however, there
is still contained a great deal of information about how the particles in a diffusive system
behave and whether or not the diffusion is truly free or constrained in some manner.
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1.4.1 Mean Squared Displacement Analysis
It is perhaps simplest to extract meaningful information from a diffusive trajectory using the
well-established method of plotting a particle’s mean-squared displacement versus time [61].
As may be seen in Equations 1.10 and 1.11, the slope of the line formed when mean squared
displacement is plotted against time is proportional to the particle’s diffusion coefficient.
Furthermore, as is demonstrated in Fig. 1.11, the profile of the MSD vs. time curve also
reveals whether the motion being observed is free diffusion or anomalous diffusion [62]. If the
MSD vs. time curve grows linearly, then the motion it describes is simple free diffusion. If the
curve bends up, such that it grows with a power greater than one, the motion being observed
is a form of anomalous diffusion known as superdiffusion, which is an assisted diffusion that
includes either some flow of the medium or an active transport process. If the curve bends
down, such that it grows with a power less than one, then the diffusion being observed is a
type of anomalous diffusion known as as subdiffision. Subdiffusion occurs when a diffusing
particle is somehow constrained31.
Thus, a great deal can be learned about the motion that a particle exhibits by analyzing
that particle’s mean squared displacement versus time profile. This technique has proven
particularly powerful at revealing the intricate dynamics of proteins moving inside of cells
and proteins moving along DNA [53, 63], and thus it shows the strong potential to help
uncover the mechanics involved in dynamic cellular processes.
31For instance, subdiffusion occurs when a particle is diffusing within a very porous matrix or when a
particle is confined in one direction or another.
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Figure 1.11: Illustration of mean squared displacement (MSD) vs. time curves for anomalous
superdiffusion (red curve), Brownian diffusion (blue curve), and anomalous subdiffusion
(green curve). This figure has been made available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anomalous diffusion
under Creative Commons license Jkrieger / CC-BY-SA-3.0.
1.5 The Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Model System
Finally, with a firm grasp of the experimental and analytical techniques available to study
intricate biological processes and pathways, it becomes important to choose a model bio-
logical system that is well established, serves to naturally address the questions of interest,
and fits appropriately into the strengths and limitations of the experimental techniques to
be used. To this end, the research in this work makes use of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
model system.
1.5.1 A Brief History of C. reinhardtii
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, shown in Fig. 1.12, is a single-celled green alga with a cell body
approximately 10 µm in diameter and two flagella approximately 10 µm in length and 200 nm
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in diameter [64]. It has served as a model system in biology for over seven decades with the
current laboratory strain having been isolated from soil samples in Amherst, Massachusetts
in 1945 [64]. It is easily grown in the laboratory, it has a short generation time, and its
genome has been thoroughly studied and can be readily manipulated. This combination
of traits has made C. reinhardtii a key subject in the process of answering a wide range of
questions—from relatively simple inquiries about how cells move to more complex studies on
the regulation and function of flagella. Interestingly, due to a special hydrogen metabolism
that it employs during specific anaerobic conditions, C. reinhardtii has even served as a
model subject in research regarding the production of hydrogen gas using unicellular algae
since the early 1950’s [65].
A B
Figure 1.12: (A) Illustration and (B)scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. C. reinhardtii schematic made available under Creative Com-
mons license Ninghui Shi / CC-BY-SA-3.0. SEM image made available in the public domain
by the Dartmouth Electron Microscope Facility, Dartmouth College. Both images sourced from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlamydomonas reinhardtii .
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1.5.2 C. reinhardtii and Intraflagellar Transport (IFT)
For the purposes of the research contained within this work, C. reinhardtii is of most interest
due to its status as a model for intraflagellar transport (IFT). IFT is the process by which
protein complexes and axonemal precursors, which are all created within the cell body, are
carried along a series of microtubules along the length of the flagellum to the distal tip
of the flagellum [66]. At the flagellar tip, axonemal precursors are released for use in the
construction of the flagellum, and a retrograde train is formed to recycle IFT constituent
proteins as well as any other excess proteins back to the base of the flagellum.
IFT, Signaling, and Human Disease
While the flagellum was discovered towards the end of the 19th century, its importance in
cellular signaling processes was not recognized until the discovery of IFT at the beginning of
the 1990s. With the discovery of IFT, awareness has grown of the flagellum’s/cilium’s vital
role as a signaling organelle for cells [67,68]. Since most cells in the human body have at least
a primary cilium32, ciliary signaling has become an important topic of disease research. In
fact, a whole subset of illnesses relating to ciliary signaling malfunctions, collectively called
“ciliopathies,” has developed in the last 20 years [67, 68, 70–75]. Some of these ciliopathies
include Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (BBS) [72, 75], which can cause a whole host of unpleasant
symptoms including polydactyly and diabetes, and polycystic kidney disease (PKD) [70,71],
32The term ”primary cilium” specifies a cilium that serves a purely signaling role and lacks the machinery
for concerted movement. This is in contrast to a C. reinhardtii flagellum which serves a role in both signaling
and motility. Distinctions of ”primary” cilia aside, cilia and flagella may be considered very similar organelles
only really differentiated by the type of cell to which they are attached [69].
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which is characterized by the formation of large cysts in the kidneys and is one of the most
common life-threating inherited disorders. In the last 5 to 7 years, new research has linked
malfunctions in ciliary signaling to certain cancers, including a particularly dangerous form
of breast cancer [76–79].
The Structure of IFT
In order to understand the function (or malfunction) of IFT in the relevant medical cases, it
is first important to understand the structure of IFT. This structure has been the subject of
many in-depth inquiries over the past two or so decades, and the current understanding of
the structure of IFT is as follows from the literature [66, 80–82]. IFT is carried out by sets
of protein complexes, called “IFT trains,” that move along a set of 9 doublet microtubules
that are spaced evenly around the circumference of the flagellum (viewed from the flagellar
cross section) approximately 25 to 35 nm in toward the center from the flagellar membrane.
These doublet microtubules, which are composed of an incomplete B microtubule attached
to a complete A microtubule, run unbroken the length of the flagellum with their minus ends
located at the Basal body at the flagellar base and their plus ends located at the flagellar tip.
Approximately 200 nm from the tip, the B microtubule terminates while the A microtubule
continues the remaining length of the flagellum to ultimately anchor to the flagellar mem-
brane at the flagellar tip. In the case of primary cilia, which serve only a signaling function,
this is the extent of the flagellar axoneme. This configuration of microtubules is termed the
“9+0” arrangement . More commonly, the “9+2” configuration of microtubules is observed,
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Figure 1.13: Schematic of IFT and the flagellar axoneme. (A) Illustration of some main
components of intraflagellar transport. The view presented is a lengthwise cross-section of
the flagellum. The space between the microtubules and the flagellar membrane is not to
scale to allow for clarity in the IFT train model. (B) Transverse cross-section of the ”9+2”
axoneme arrangement as found in motile cilia and flagella. The 9 doublet microtubules are
composed of a complete a microtubule and a partial b microtubule. (C) Transverse cross-
section of the ”9+0” axoneme arrangement as found in primary cilia. The 100 nm radius
and the composition of the doublet microtubules holds for both B and C.
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especially in the cases of flagella and cilia that must perform mechanical roles as well. This
“9+2” configuration adds two singlet microtubules that run down the length of center of the
flagellum and serve as an anchoring point for the inner dynein arms that attach to the outer
microtubules and facilitate flagellar beating. As far as has thus been determined, however,
the natural presence or absence of the central microtubules does not affect IFT itself since
IFT trains travel between the outer microtubules and the flagellar membrane. Regardless of
whether the arrangement is “9+0” or “9+2,” the axonemal structure in cilia and flagella is
uniquely stable33 and predictably arranged with the microtubule minus ends at the flagellar
base and the plus ends at the flagellar tip—two qualities that make the flagellar axoneme
an ideal model in which to study motor protein activity. The structure described above is
summarized in Fig. 1.13.
The IFT trains that actually perform the act of transport along this system of micro-
tubules are protein complexes made up of individual proteins that perform very specific func-
tions. These constituent proteins include motor proteins, IFT particles, IFT cargo proteins,
and ancillary IFT proteins [81]. The motor proteins, as their name might suggest, actively
transport the rest of the proteins in the IFT train up and down the axoneme through ATP
hydrolysis. In the case of C. reinhardtii, the protein that drives plus-end-directed motion
(called anterograde IFT, towards the flagellar tip) at an average rate of 2µm/s is kinesin-
2 [66, 83–87]. The protein that drives minus-end-directed motion (called retrograde IFT,
33In general, the structure of microtubules makes them inherently unstable and prone to unraveling. The
microtubules found in flagella, however, are both stable and persistent. They also have a predictably stable
configuration in terms of where the plus and minus ends are located.
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back to the flagellar base) at a rate of approximately 4µm/s is cytoplasmic dynein-2 (for-
merly cytoplasmic dynein 1b) [81, 87–93]. These motor proteins attach to the next class
of constituents, the IFT particles. There are two IFT particles, IFT complex A and IFT
complex B, that are themselves composed of numerous IFT proteins. These complexes serve
as the structure of the train in that they attach to one another, to the motor proteins, to
some cargo directly, and to some ancillary proteins that then attach to other cargo proteins.
The IFT cargo proteins themselves can be any of a number of molecules of complexes that
need to be transported to the flagellar tip, back to the cell body, or somewhere along the
flagellar length. The possibilities include axonemal precursor proteins, components of sig-
naling pathways, and transmembrane signaling proteins themselves. Finally, the ancillary
IFT proteins, like the BBSome, tend to be proteins that serve as coat proteins or adapters
to help connect certain cargo proteins to the train34 [72].
1.5.3 The Advantages of Using IFT as a Model System for Motor
Transport
A number of the characteristics of IFT help to make it an ideal system for studying motor
transport. First, the highly stable and regimented axonemal structure in the flagellum serves
as an almost one-dimensional model for microtubule transport, especially when compared
34It has been suggested that some of these proteins, specifically the BBSome, might serve different functions
in different species. Recent work seems to indicate that the BBSome in C. elegans actually performs an
important structural function in the train [94]. However, it is expressed in C. reinhardtii at rates that are
too low for it to serve the same function.
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to the randomly oriented, unpredictably arranged, and highly unstable microtubule systems
found within the cell body. Second, as shown in Fig. 1.14, the compact size of the flagellum,
200 nm in diameter, makes it ideal for interrogation using TIRF microscopy since it guar-
antees that the particles will stay within the imaging depth and, at the same time, largely
eliminates the issue of interfering fluorescence from deeper structures of no interest. Third,
the two motor proteins found specifically in the C. reinhardtii IFT system are also found in
the C. reinhardtii cell body and have direct homologs that serve the same functions in human
cells [87]. Thus, how these proteins function in the IFT system bears direct relevance to how
these proteins might function in the cell as a whole. Finally, the relatively limited volume
of particles and the continuous turnover of fluorescing particles makes it straightforward to
ensure that single molecules are being imaged35.
1.6 Introduction Summary
Ultimately, the C. reinhardtii IFT system provides an ideal subject for the study of cargo
and motor protein interactions as well as a whole host of medically relevant disorders. The
ability to isolate single molecules through selective tagging and photobleaching techniques
helps to unlock the nanometer range precision of single-particle imaging and analysis without
needing to resort to the stochastic excitation techniques that, until very recently, required
imaging times that are much too long to interrogate dynamic systems. The compact size
35This can be accomplished either by tagging a protein that is expressed at a low rate or by bleaching
the proteins present in the flagellum and then waiting for new trains with fresh tagged-proteins to enter the
region of interest.
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Figure 1.14: Illustration of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii experiencing TIRF excitation. The
evanescent wave provides excitation throughout the depth of the flagellum but excludes
the cell head, helping to increase the SNR of the subsequent images. The Chlamydomonas
flagella are not to scale lengthwise. This figure has been created using some source material provided
courtesy of Dr. Shannon K. Zareh [53].
allows for the use of TIRF microscopy to effect excitation and increase signal-to-noise, while
the regimented structure allows for the study of transport from start to finish without having
to worry about a train moving out of the imaging plane.
Thus, it is with this set of tools that the following studies will address a few questions
about the dynamics of important phases of IFT, including the issue of what happens during
the flagellar “turnaround”—a segment of IFT that is essential for proper functioning but is,
as described in the literature, “poorly understood” [95], and how the transport of flagellar
transmembrane signaling proteins affects the speed of IFT. First, in Chapter 2, the nature of
cargo release at the plus end of the microtubule (flagellar tip) will be studied through mean
squared displacement (MSD) diffusion analyses of GFP-tagged BBSome proteins during the
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tip dwell time. Then, in Chapter 3, the path and fate of GFP-tagged Kinesin-2 motors will
be studied through the time period of cargo release, as established in Chapter 2, using similar
MSD analyses. Due to the broad application (in the cell) of the motor proteins relevant to
Chapters 2 and 3, the results regarding their behavior should further help illuminate some
details of motor protein/cargo protein interactions in general. In Chapter 4, the possibility
of cargo loading and unloading at points along the length of the flagellum causing speed
changes in IFT will be explored in the context of possibly developing a flagellar transport
assay. Finally, Chapter 5 will recount the preliminary results of three experiments that were
inspired and begun during the explorations found in Chapters 2 through 4.
In the end, the entirety of the work will serve as a demonstration of the application of
advanced imaging and analysis techniques directly to a living biological system with the
express intent of extracting information regarding dynamic processes that have been, until
now, beyond the reach of any other measurement or assay.
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Chapter 2
BBSome Reorganization Mechanism
in Flagella
2.1 Preface
The following chapter represents the combined efforts of Professor Yan Mei Wang, Professor
Susan Dutcher, Dr. Je-Luen Li, Dr. Huawen Lin, Jonathan Kessler, and myself. I performed
data acquisition and analysis as well as wrote and edited part of the paper. J-L.L. performed
computer simulations and wrote and edited part of the paper. J.M.K. performed data
acquisition. H.L. grew cells. S.K.D. grew and provided cell lines and edited the paper.
Y.M.W. initiated and oversaw the project, performed data analysis and simulations, and
wrote and edited the paper.
As of the submission of this dissertation, this paper is under review at the Biophysical
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Journal.
In order to answer the previously addressed question of what happens to the IFT train
once it reaches the microtubule plus end at the flagellar tip between anterograde and ret-
rograde motion, we must establish a timeline for the tip dwell period that accounts for the
behavior of each train component before, during, and after this dwell period. The work in
the following chapter begins the process of developing this timeline by following the BBSome,
an IFT-associated protein, through its time at the microtubule plus-ends at the flagellar tip.
2.2 Abstract
Intraflagellar transport (IFT) maintains proper flagellar function by moving protein-complex
cargo from the cell body into flagella, reorganizing the cargo, and transporting the reorga-
nized cargo back to the cell body. The BBSome protein-complex assists in this function by
anchoring certain cargo proteins to the IFT train. The IFT trains, BBSomes, and cargo
proteins must reorganize at the flagellar tip to complete this cycle. By tracking individual
BBSomes in C. reinhardtii flagella, we found that, upon arrival at the flagellar tip, BBSomes
detach from microtubules and reorganize by diffusion along the flagellar membrane. They
diffuse for an average of 2.2 seconds with a diffusion coefficient of 1.36 × 103 nm2/s before
commencing retrograde travel.
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Cilia and flagella are membrane-bound projections on the surface of many eukaryotic cells.
They perform essential motility and sensory functions for the cells. Defects in cilia cause
a large number of human disorders that include polycystic kidney disease [96, 97], retinal
degeneration, Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) [98], and primary ciliary dyskinesia [99]. The
assembly and signaling functions of flagella/cilia are maintained by intraflagellar transport
(IFT), which moves cargo from the cell body into the flagella (anterograde travel) and re-
moves material from the flagella to the cell body (retrograde travel) [100]. The proper func-
tioning of this process requires the IFT machinery, which is composed of kinesin-2 motors,
cytoplasmic dynein 2 motors, and IFT complexes(which are associated with the BBSome
protein-complex), to reorganize at the flagellar tip to transition from anterograde to retro-
grade movement.
The BBSome is composed of eight proteins and is conserved across many species [72,101–
103]. Research into the specific functions of the BBSome has revealed a number of potential
functions within the cell and the flagellum. Some studies suggest that the BBSome plays a
role in the ciliary localization of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and the removal of
proteins from flagella [72, 104]. Another suggests that the BBSome serves as a coat protein
that facilitates the trafficking of membrane proteins to flagella [102]. In Caenorhabditis
elegans it has been shown that the BBSome is an integral part of the IFT machinery and is
thought to play a role in both IFT assembly and in the reorganization of IFT at the flagellar
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Figure 2.1: IFT reorganization at the flagellar tip, as experienced by the BBSome. Only
two of the nine microtubule doublets and the central pair of microtubules are shown for
clarity. After the BBSomes arrive at the flagellar tip, they dissociate from the microtubule
while retaining attachment to the flagellar membrane, possibly tethered by their associated
membrane proteins. The conformation of much of the IFT train at the end of anterograde
travel remains unknown. The x-axis is along the length of the flagellum. The y-axis is
transverse to the flagellar elongation. The GFP photon emission along the z-axis is detected
by the camera in the xy-plane.
tip [94, 105]. Even in the context of all this research, however, the behavior of BBSomes as
a part of IFT reorganization at the flagellar tip has not been well described.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the IFT process in C. reinhardtii flagella broken into three
phases: Kinesin-2 motors travel along the B microtubule of an outer doublet microtubule to
the flagellar tip [106], carrying IFT trains and BBSomes [72]. At the flagellar tip, the IFT
trains, including BBSomes and cargo proteins, must be remodeled to allow for the dynein
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motor to drive the retrograde transport of cargo to be returned to the cell body. After the
reorganization, cytoplasmic dynein 2 motors initiate this retrograde transport back to the
cell body. Current understanding of the IFT cargo reorganization process suggests that it
occurs in the flagellar tip compartment beyond the end of the doublet microtubules [107].
The flagellar tip contains five structures along which reorganization may take place: the
original microtubule on which the IFT machinery travels, the extended singlet A microtubule
[106], the central cap [108], the flagellar membrane, and the flagellar lumen. It is unknown
which of these flagellar tip structures hosts the reorganization of IFT trains for retrograde
transport. The utilization different structures for reorganization would result in measurably
different behaviors that may be experimentally differentiated. If the BBSomes reorganize by
free, three-dimensional (3D) diffusion in the flagellar lumen, a fast diffusion of dissociated
BBSome protein-complexes with a diffusion coefficient (D) on the order of 1 × 105 nm2/s
would be observed [109–112]. This reorganization mechanism has been depicted, but not
experimentally verified, in many studies and reviews [107,113–115]. If reorganization occurs
on the microtubules, central cap, or flagellar membrane, the BBSome may be stationary or
may exhibit a slower motion constrained to 1D (on microtubules) or 2D (on the central cap
or the flagellar membrane).
To begin to understand the reorganization mechanism at the flagellar tip, we performed
single-particle fluorescence tracking measurements of BBSomes in C. reinhardtii flagella. In
our investigations, BBSomes were imaged using green fluorescent protein (GFP) attached to
BBS4 [72] with total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy. In this chapter, we
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quantified flagellar stability and corrected for the stage-drift and BBSome multimer effects
that can compromise high resolution measurements in the ≈ 250 nm by 200 nm flagellar tip
compartment. Our results suggest that BBSomes reorganize by diffusion along the flagellar
membrane.
2.4 Materials and Methods
2.4.1 Sample Preparation
For visualization of BBSomes, a cell line with the BBS4 gene with a C-terminal GFP tag [112]
that rescues the bbs4 mutant was used. Cells were grown on solid Sager and Granick medium
supplemented with 10mM NaAcetate for 3 days. They were collected into Sager and Granick
liquid medium for flagellar growth.
To avoid stage-drift effects in our localization measurements, we used eGFP adsorbed on
fused-silica surfaces for control particles. The eGFP molecules (4999-100, BioVision, Moun-
tain View, CA) were diluted in 18 MOhm DI water to 0.03 nM. Nine µL of the mitotically
grown C. reinhardtii cells expressing BBS4-GFP were mixed with 0.5 µL of the 0.3 nM eGFP
solution and then deposited onto manufacturer pre-cleaned fused-silica chips (6W675-575
20C, Hoya Corporation USA, San Jose, CA). The cell and eGFP solution was then sand-
wiched between the fused-silica surface and a coverslip (1.5 × 2.2 cm2), resulting in a 29 µm
thick water layer that allowed the 10 µm diameter C. reinhardtii cell body to move freely
in solution and many surfaced-adsorbed eGFP molecules [116] to correct for the stage-drift
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effect.
2.4.2 Imaging and Data Acquisition
Single-molecule fluorescence imaging was performed using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S inverted
microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) in combination with a Nikon 100X objective (Nikon, 1.49
N.A., oil immersion). Samples were excited by prism-type total internal reflection fluores-
cence (TIRF) microscopy with a 488 nm laser line (I70C-SPECTRUM Argon/Krypton laser,
Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) focused to a 40 × 20 µm2 region. The circularly polarized
488 nm line was filtered from the linearly polarized multiline laser emission using a polychro-
matic acousto-optic filters (48062 PCAOM model, NEOS Technologies, Melbourne, FL) and
a quarter-wave plate. The laser excitation was pulsed with illumination interval of 10 ms at
the excitation intensity of 2.75 kW/cm2. Images were captured by an iXon back-illuminated
electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera (DV897ECS-BV, Andor Tech-
nology, Belfast, Northern Ireland). An additional 2X expansion lens was placed before the
EMCCD, which produces a pixel size of 79 nm. The excitation filter was 488 nm/10 nm,
and the emission filter was 525 nm/50 nm. For DIC imaging of Chlamydomonas flagella,
continuous illumination was provided by the integrated T-DH 100W Illumination Pillar in
the microscope directed into a Normanski DIC system (Nikon, Melville, NY). Images were
captured at 33 Hz with the camera set to half maximum gain.
Single-particle fluorescence movies were obtained by synchronizing the onset of camera
exposure with laser illumination. The maximum gain level of the camera was used and the
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data acquisition rate was 1 MHz pixels/s (≈ 3.3 frames/s). Stationary flagella were selected
and the collected images were made into kymographs (Fig. 2.2A) by using ImageJ (NIH,
Bethesda, MD) clipping the area immediately around the flagellum of interest out of the
larger movie and then orienting this clip with the cell body at the top and the flagellar tip
at the bottom. Once these small clips are produced and reoriented, they are spread out,
frame-by-frame to produce a kymograph. In order to select flagellar tip BBS4-GFP data that
belong to one IFT train, we only used BBS4-GFP trajectories that traveled into flagellar
tips lacking previous BBS4-GFP occupancy. By watching a train arriving at the flagellar
tip by anterograde IFT and leaving the flagellar tip by retrograde IFT, we ensured that the
images at the originally empty flagellar tip belong to the IFT train that just arrived at the
flagellar tip rather than a prior BBS4-GFP that returned to fluorescence from the blinking
dark state. For each trajectory, the location measurements began at the first image when
BBS4-GFP molecules became stationary at the flagellar tip and ended at the last image
before the retrograde IFT travel or just before a new BBS4-GFP arrived at the flagellar tip.
For determination of the BBSome reorganization time at the flagellar tip, only trajectories
that include the end of the anterograde IFT travel into an unoccupied flagellar tip, the
flagellar tip reorganization images without another BBS4-GFP entering the flagellum, and
the beginning of the retrograde IFT out of the flagellar tip were used. Of the 59 trajectories
used in the analyses, 16 were from the MSD analyses data in Figs. 2.3A and 2.3B. The
remaining trajectories were not suitable for localization measurements and MSD analysis
due to factors such as lack of surface-adsorbed control eGFP molecules, flagellar motion,
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and high background noise from the cell body, etc.
Before analysis, the camera’s intensity count of all pixels in an image was converted into
a photon count by using the camera-to-photon count conversion factor calibrated the same
day of the measurement as described in our previous article [117]. For localization analyses of
the selected BBS4-GFP images at the flagellar tip, 20 × 20 or 18 × 18 pixel boxes centered
at the peak of the molecule’s intensity profile were selected by hand using ImageJ (NIH,
Bethesda, MD). For BBS4-GFP images that are adjacent to background noise fluorescence,
an off-centered or a smaller box was used to enclose the molecule while maximizing the
background area. The pixel intensity values of the selected boxes were analyzed by 2D
Gaussian fitting:
f(x, y) = f0 exp
[
−(x− x0)
2
2s2x
− (y − y0)
2
2s2y
]
+ 〈b〉, (2.1)
where f0 is the multiplication factor in photons, sx and sy are PSF standard deviations (SD)
in the x- and y-direction, respectively, x0 and y0 are the centroid location of the molecule,
and 〈b〉 is the mean background offset in photons.
The number of detected photons in a single-molecule image was obtained by subtracting
the total photon count of the background (〈b〉× number of pixels in the box) from the total
photon count of the image. For all localization analyses in this article, we only used flagellar
tip BBS4-GFP and surface-adsorbed eGFP PSFs with more than 50 photons to obtain
signal-to-noise ratios of more than three. The BBS4-GFP trajectories shown in Figs. 2.3A
and 2.3B have been further modified to remove data without a simultaneous eGFP image
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from a single surface-adsorbed eGFP molecule.
2.4.3 Correcting for BBS4-GFP Multimers
An IFT train carries an average of more than one BBS4-GFP molecule(described in part 7
of Materials and Methods). If the separations between these BBS4-GFP molecules are less
than the diffraction limit of 0.61λ/N.A. ≈ 210 nm for the mean GFP emission λ of ≈ 510
nm and our microscope objective’s numerical aperture N.A. of ≈ 1.49 [118], the number of
BBS4-GFP molecules cannot be determined by resolving the combined intensity profile. In
this case, the measured location is actually the center of fluorescence of all the BBS4-GFP
molecules on the train. If one BBS4-GFP in the multimer enters a blinking dark state or
bleaches, the measured location becomes the center of fluorescence of the remaining BBS4-
GFP molecules. In the case of a dimer, these two locations could differ by up to half of the
diffraction limit of ≈ 100 nm.
An example BBS4-GFP dimer or multimer fluorescence time trace is shown in Fig. 2.2B
where there are two fluorescence levels, which indicate blinking or bleaching of one of the
GFP molecules in the BBS4-GFP dimer or multimer. This trajectory was separated into
two trajectories in Figs. 2.2C and D and Figs. 2.3A and 2.3B. As such, we used fluorescence
time traces of BBS4-GFP trajectories to sort blinking or bleaching images of one BBS4-GFP
molecule out into a separate trajectory for MSD analysis. For the 60 selected BBS4-GFP
trajectories used for MSD analysis at the flagellar tip, 9 show distinct fluorescence levels due
to blinking or bleaching, resulting in the final count of 69 trajectories in Figs. 2.3A and B
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that are used for MSD analysis.
2.4.4 Correction for Stage Drift
The microscope’s stage drifts during imaging and such drift affects nanometer range local-
ization measurements such as ours. To correct for the stage-drift effect, we used reference
particles on the same substrate (this method is described in Ref. [119])–surface-adsorbed
eGFP molecules. A simultaneously imaged eGFP molecule will experience the same stage
drift as the BBS4-GFP molecules. Therefore, subtracting its localizations from those of the
BBS4-GFP molecule will correct for the stage-drift effect in our relative location measure-
ments. The stage-drift corrected location of a BBS4-GFP molecule in this article is the
difference between the x or y location of the BBS4-GFP molecule and the simultaneously-
measured x or y location of a surface-adsorbed reference eGFP molecule.
2.4.5 MSD Calculation
MSDx,y of BBS4-GFP is calculated using Eq. 2.3 and the stage-drift corrected localization
measurement data. This expression uses the displacement data of all available time intervals
of the 69 trajectories in Figs. 2.3A and 2.3B. It is a modification from the single trajectory
MSD analyses described in Ref. [61]:
MSDx,n =
∑69
j=1
∑Nj−n
i=1 (xj,i+n − xj,i)2∑69
j=1(Nj − n)
(2.2)
= 2Dxn∆t+ ∆MSDx, (2.3)
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where j is the BBS4-GFP trajectory label, Nj is the total number of location measurement
data available in trajectory j, n is the time interval index going from 1 to Nj − 1, and ∆t
= 0.3 sec is the time interval between two consecutive images. Here ∆MSDx is the mean
squared precision to our stage-drift corrected MSD measurements as described below.
If BBSomes perform free diffusion in a stationary flagellum,
MSDx,n = 2Dxn∆t+ ∆MSDx, (2.4)
here ∆MSDx is the t = 0 y-intercept of the MSDx,n vs. t plot and it should be equal to the
mean squared precision of our stage-drift corrected MSD measurements as described below.
2.4.6 Localization Measurement Precision
In single-molecule localization measurements, the precision associated with a lateral location
measurement
√〈(∆x)2〉 can be analytically calculated from a single intensity profile as
follows [117,120]:
〈(∆x)2〉 = m2
[
2s2x
N
+
8pis3xsy(σ
2
b + 〈b〉)
a2N2
]
, (2.5)
here N is the number of photons per intensity profile; 〈b〉 and σb are the mean and standard
deviation of the background noise in photons, respectively; a = 79 nm is the camera’s pixel
size; and m = 1.06 + 0.43a/s0x is the multiplication factor [121], where s0x =
√
s2x − a2/12
is the standard deviation of a BBS4-GFP or eGFP intensity profile without the camera
pixelation effect [117]. We obtained parameters in Eq. B.5 as follows: 〈b〉 is the mean
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background in the Gaussian fit of the molecule’s intensity profile using Eq.1 in the main
text. σb is the statistical standard deviation of the background noise of an 80 × 80 pixel
region selected near the flagellar tip for the BBS4-GFP data and next to the surface-adsorbed
eGFP molecules for the eGFP data. For each localization datum, we determined s0x,0y and
consequently m from the fitted sx,y values using Eq.3.1.
In our localization measurements that correct for the stage-drift effect, each localization
datum is the location difference between the BBS4-GFP molecule and the control eGFP
molecule. Consequently, the mean squared precision to a localization measurement is the
sum of the mean squared precision associated with the location measurements for the BBS4-
GFP molecule and the eGFP molecule as 〈∆(x, y)2BBS4−GFP + ∆(x, y)2eGFP 〉 [61, 63]. Thus,
the precision to each stage-drift corrected localization datum is
√
〈(∆x)2〉 =
√
〈∆(x, y)2BBS4−GFP + ∆(x, y)2eGFP 〉 (2.6)
In our MSD calculations that correct for the stage-drift effect, four location measurements are
involved in a squared displacement datum from two sets of BBS4-GFP and eGFP molecules.
The mean squared precision for the MSD calculation at all time intervals is therefore
∆MSDx = 〈∆(x, y)21,BBS4−GFP + ∆(x, y)22,BBS4−GFP+
∆(x, y)21,eGFP + ∆(x, y)
2
2,eGFP 〉.
(2.7)
Using Eq. 2.5, we calculated ∆MSDx = 3.54 × 103 nm2 and ∆MSDy = 3.20 × 103
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nm2. The experimental MSDx data fit well to a line using ∆MSDx as the y-axis offset on
the MSDx vs. t plot; the simulated MSDy using ∆MSDy as the y-axis offset agrees well
with our experimental MSDy data. These agreements between our calculated precisions and
the experimentally determined y-axis offsets indicate negligible flagellar and/or microtubule
motion during our measurements and further validate our localization measurement precision
express described in Eq. 2.5.
2.4.7 Estimating the Number of BBS4-GFPs per BBS4-GFP In-
tensity Profile
For accurate MSD analysis at the flagellar tip, it is essential to know whether the measured
location of the BBS4-GFP intensity profile is the location of one BBS4-GFP or the center
of fluorescence of many subdiffraction-separated BBS4-GFPs on an IFT train. The mean
numbers of IFT particles per train are 18 and 16 for anterograde and retrograde IFT trains,
respectively [122]. BBSomes are substoichiometric to IFT particles with the ratio of 1:3 [112],
on average there should be 6 BBSomes per anterograde or retrograde IFT train. In our
genomic sequence we have both the BBS4-GFP and BBS4 genes. Therefore if we approximate
that half of the BBSomes have the GFP label, the average number of BBS4-GFPs on an
IFT train should be three.
How these three BBS4-GFP molecules are separated on an IFT train is important for
determining the number of BBS4-GFPs in each subdiffraction-separated BBS4-GFP intensity
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profile at the flagellar tip. The average anterograde train size is 700 nm [122], yielding a
mean separation for the three BBS4-GFP molecules of 230 nm. Therefore, the imaged
BBS4-GFP intensity profiles may contain one, two, or even three (230 nm apart on average)
subdiffraction separated BBS4-GFP molecules.
2.4.8 Simulating BBS4-GFP MSDy
In order to assert that our experimental BBS4-GFP MSDy is diffusion along the flagellar
membrane, we performed simulations of BBS4-GFP diffusing along a ring of radius 125 nm
(flagellar cross section) using BBSome’s Dx = 1360 nm
2/s and a step interval ∆t of 0.3 sec.
On the flagellar circumference, a BBSome molecule moves a RMS displacement σ =
√
2D∆t = 30 nm in 0.33 sec. The simulation step sizes on the flagellar circumference were
drawn from the following probability distribution,
P (θ) =
1√
2piσθ
exp(− θ
2
2σ2θ
), (2.8)
σθ = σ/R = 0.230, (2.9)
where θ is defined in Fig. A.2. The starting position of the simulations ranges from 0◦ to 80
◦ with an increment of 10◦. 10,000 trajectories were simulated at each starting angle. The
displacements were then projected onto the y-axis. Fig. Averaging simulation results of all
starting positions yielded the mean MSDy = 3.20 × 103 nm2/s shown in Fig. 3C.
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2.4.9 MSDy Analysis of DIC Images of the Flagellar Tip
In order to show that flagellar tip movement, if any occurs, during imaging does not affect
the BBSome’s MSDy results, we analyzed the MSDy of the flagellar tip using its DIC images
(Fig. 3D). In this measurement, average DIC flagellar tip intensity profiles in the y-direction
were obtained from 31× 5 pixel boxes along the y× x direction. The intensity values of the
5 pixels along the x-direction were averaged, and values in the bright regions of the flagellar
tip DIC images were fit to a 1D Gaussian to determine the flagellum’s location at the time
of imaging. By simultaneously locating a dust molecule on the fused-silica surface with the
same box size, we corrected for the stage-drift effect. Figure 3C shows that the MSDy of
the flagellar tip is constant and should not contribute to the increase in our BBSome MSDy
results. This result indicates that the flagella is either stationary or it fluctuates around a
fixed point in the y-direction.
2.5 Results and Discussion
Location vs. time traces of particles expressing BBS4-GFP in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
flagella are shown in the kymograph found in Figure 2.2A. We observed two types of pre-
viously reported BBS4-GFP trajectories [72]: (i) Normal IFT trajectories that include pro-
cessive anterograde and retrograde BBSome motion interrupted by dwells at the flagellar
tip. The arrows mark such an isolated BBS4-GFP trajectory that includes a portion of its
processive anterograde movement before reaching the flagellar tip and a portion of the flag-
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ellar tip reorganization process without the interference of other BBS4-GFP molecules. This
trajectory indicates that a new BBSome-carrying IFT train has arrived at a dark flagellar
tip. (ii) Dissociated BBSome trajectories in the flagellar shaft that appear to be stalled BB-
Somes. The arrowheads mark such apparently stalled BBS4-GFPs, which have been shown
in other work to be BBSomes dissociated from an IFT trains during processive motion in
flagellar shafts [72]. Supporting Fig. A.1A presents an example that may explain how these
stalled BBSomes images arise in the flagellum. In a retrograde IFT trajectory (arrowhead),
the BBSomes start by moving processively, then stall, which according to Ref. [72] indicates
that the BBSomes have dissociated from the IFT train. After 2.1 seconds they appear to
continue the processive retrograde IFT, probably being carried by another IFT train. The
slanted arrowhead in Fig. 2.2A denotes a dissociated BBSome at approximately 500 nm to 1
/mum from the flagellar tip; the up and down arrowheads denote a dissociated BBSome near
the base and middle of the flagellum, respectively. In Supporting Figure A.1B, additional
anterograde and retrograde IFT tracks show that the cell is alive. Of these two types of
BBSome trajectories, we use the seemingly “motionless” BBS4-GFP images at the flagellar
tip from isolated IFT trajectories for the reorganization mechanism analysis.
Since an IFT train can be associated with multiple BBSomes that are separated by
subdiffraction distances (Section 7, Materials and Methods), we used fluorescence time traces
of BBS4-GFP trajectories to sort blinking or bleaching images of one BBS4-GFP molecule
into a separate trajectory for MSD analysis. The portion of the BBS4-GFP trajectory at
the flagellar tip in Fig. 2.2B contains two different fluorescence levels. The first bleaching
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Figure 2.2: Analysis of a BBS4-GFP trajectory at the flagellar tip. (A) Kymograph of a
BBS4-GFP trajectory that includes partial anterograde IFT travel (yellow arrow) and partial
motion at the flagellar tip (from orange arrow to red arrows). At 5.3 sec, a new IFT train
may have entered the flagellar tip and the BBS4-GFP data after were not considered for the
MSD analyses. The stalled BBS4-GFPs (green arrowheads) are BBSomes dissociated from
their carrier IFT trains, as reported in Ref. [123]. Scale bars: horizontal, 1 sec; vertical,
3 µm. (B) Fluorescence time trace of the BBS4-GFP trajectory showing two fluorescence
levels (horizontal dashed lines at 177 and 99 photons) that separate the trajectory into two
as denoted by blue and black solid squares. (C) x and (D) y vs t plots in the flagellar tip
region of the BBS4-GFP trajectory with and without correction for the stage-drift effect
(solid disks and open circles, respectively). The grey BBS4-GFP data after 5.3 sec in (B),
(C), and (D) were not used in the MSD analyses.
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step represents the blinking dark state or bleaching of one BBS4-GFP, which indicates that
this BBS4-GFP trajectory contains at least two BBS4-GFP molecules. The data after the
onset of the blinking dark state or bleaching of the first BBS4-GFP molecule are shown in
a different color and considered a separate trajectory in the MSD analysis.
2.5.1 BBSomes Move at the Flagellar Tip, Independent of Stage
Drift
To avoid the non-negligible stage-drift effect in our MSD analyses that demand nanometer-
range localization measurement precision, we corrected for stage-movement-induced displace-
ment in our data. Figures 2.2C and D show the position x and y vs time t measurements
for the BBS4-GFP multimer, respectively, both with and without the stage-drift correction.
The x-axis represents the length of the flagellum, and the y-axis is perpendicular to the
microtubules. The GFP emission along the z-axis was detected by the camera, forming
images on the xy-plane. As described in Materials and Methods Section 5, the data without
the stage-drift correction are the measured BBS4-GFP locations at their respective times
of imaging. Displacement measurements of such data, as a consequence, contain the stage
drift displacement. To correct for the stage-drift effect, we used a method described in
Ref. [119] in which the location of a simultaneously imaged control particle is subtracted
from each BBS4-GFP location datum, yielding a stage-drift corrected datum. The local-
ization measurement precisions before and after the stage-drift correction were determined
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by using Eqs. B.5 and 2.6 and were marked as error bars on the data, respectively. The
mean localization measurement precision after the stage-drift correction is ≈20 nm. For this
set of data at the flagellar tip, by subtracting displacements before and after the stage-drift
correction, we determined the stage-drift to be ≈20 nm between consecutive images of 0.3
sec apart. After correcting for this stage-drift, BBS4-GFP data at the flagellar tip (solid
black disks) still move by more than the error bars in 0.3 sec in both the x- and y-directions,
which indicated the presence of BBS4-GFP movement during reorganization.
In order to determine whether the observed BBS4-GFP motion represents diffusion, fluc-
tuation around a fixed location, or some other type of motion, we performed MSD analyses
in both the x- and y-directions using 69 stage-drift and BBS4-GFP multimer-effect-corrected
flagellar tip trajectories (Figs. 2.3A and B). We first analyze MSD in the x-direction. To
account for possible flagellar motion, we list expected BBS4-GFP MSDx vs. t relations for
different types of BBSome and flagellar motion in Table 2.1. Using ∆MSDx = 3540 nm
2
calculated from our data, Fig. 2.3C shows that the MSDx vs. t results fit well to a straight
line 2Dxt + ∆MSDx, yielding BBSome Dx = 1.36 × 103 nm2/s. We suggest that this nice
linear fit demonstrates the following points: (i) The surface-attached flagella are stationary
in the x-direction during data acquisition. (ii) The agreement of the calculated ∆MSDx from
BBS4-GFP intensity profile data with the t = 0 intercept of the MSDx vs. t data validates
our method of determining displacement measurement precision to stage-drift-corrected data.
(iii) (i) and (ii) assert that nanometer precision localization measurements can be performed
using GFP labels in live surface attached Chlamydomonas flagella. (iv) Facilitated diffusion,
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BBSome and flagellar motion
Mean Squared Displacement in x
MSDx
Free diffusiona 2Dxt + ∆MSDx
b.
Free diffusion in gliding flagella along x 2Dxt + (vx
ct)2 + ∆MSDx
Other motiond in stationary flagella f(t)e + ∆MSDx
Other motion in flagella gliding in the x-direction f(t) + (vxt)
2 + ∆MSDx
aFree diffusion can be in the flagellar lumen, on microtubules, or on the flagellar membrane.
b∆MSDx is the y-intercept of the MSDx curve at t=0 and should be equal to the mean squared displace-
ment measurement precision described in Eq. 2.7
cvx is the flagellar gliding velocity.
dSubdiffusion, facilitated diffusion, and diffusion on the central cap (whose spherical shape becomes
apparent after intensity profile projection onto the imaging xy plane) would all cause MSDx to deviate from
the linear 2Dxt form.
ef(t) is a function of time.
Table 2.1: Expected BBS4-GFP MSDx vs. t relations for different types of BBSome and
flagellar motion.
restricted diffusion, and diffusion on the central cap can be ruled out because these would not
yield a linear MSDx. (v) Therefore, BBSomes diffuse freely in the x-direction in stationary
flagella.
2.5.2 BBSomes Diffuse Along the Flagellar Membrane
At the flagellar tip, the detected free diffusion in the x-direction could occur in the flagellar
lumen, on the flagellar membrane, or along the microtubules. To determine where this motion
occurs, we first analyze the possibility of free diffusion in the flagellar lumen by comparing the
BBSome’s Dx with an expected value based on the values observed for similar proteins. Free
diffusion of axonemal proteins in the C. reinhardtii flagellar lumen, DRC4-GFPs and GFP-
tubulins, have been observed [109,111]. The Dx of freely diffusing BBSomes in the flagellar
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tip region lumen is estimated by using the axonemal protein GFP-tubulin (164 kDa) Dx
of 1.8 × 105 nm2/s in the C. reinhardtii flagellar tip region matrix [111] and the estimated
molecular weight of GFP-tagged BBSomes of 465 kDa [101]. The ratio of the effective Stokes
radii for the two protein complexes rBBSome=rGFP−tubulin;dimer ≈ (438kDa/164kDa)1/3 = 1.4
(assuming a globular geometry for both protein complexes). Since Dx ∝ 1/r, the BBSome’s
expected Dx in the lumen is 1.3 × 105 nm2/s. This value is comparable to the reported free
diffusion coefficient of YFP-FKBP-β-Gals (which has a molecular weight of 662 kDa which
is comparable to that of our GFP-tagged BBSomes) of 3.2 × 105 nm2/s in photoreceptor
connecting cilia [110]. These free diffusion D values in the ciliary lumen are ≈ 100 times our
observed BBSome Dx = 1.36 × 103 nm2/s. Therefore, it is unlikely that we are observing
BBSomes reorganizing by free diffusion in the flagellar lumen.
To differentiate between BBSome free diffusion on microtubules and along the flagellar
membrane, we compare our experimental MSDy with a simulation of diffusion along the
flagellar cylindrical membrane using the BBSome’s Dx. We first quantify possible flagellar
motion in the y-direction during imaging by performing an MSDy analysis on the flagellar
tip (Section 9, Materials and Methods). The flat flagellar MSDy vs. t result (Fig. 2.3C)
from differential interference contrast (DIC) images of the flagellar tip (Fig. 2.3D) indicates
that the only possible flagellar motion in the y-direction would be fluctuation around a
fixed point because other types of motion would yield a MSDy that changes with time,
rather than one that is constant in time. Table 2.2 lists the expected BBS4-GFP MSDy
vs t relations for different types of BBSome and flagellar motion. We suggest that the
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BBSome and flagellar motion
Mean Squared Displacement in y
MSDy
Free diffusion on microtubules in stationary flagella ∆MSDy
a
Free diffusion on microtubules in flagella
that fluctuate around a fixed position in y
t = 0, ∆MSDy;
t > 0, ∆MSDy + c
b
Free diffusion along the flagellar membrane
in a stationary flagellum
t = 0, ∆MSDy;
t > 0, ∆MSDy + f(t)
c.
Free diffusion along the flagellar membrane
in a flagellum that fluctuates around a fixed
position in the y-direction
t = 0, ∆MSDy;
t > 0, ∆MSDy + f(t) + c
a∆MSDy is the y-intercept of the MSDy curve at t=0 and should be equal to the mean squared displace-
ment measurement precision described in Eq. 2.7
bHere c is the mean squared fluctuation of the flagellum in the y-direction [61].
cf(t) is the simulated BBS4-GFP MSDy on flagellar membrane as described in Materials and Methods
Section 8
Table 2.2: Expected BBS4-GFP MSDy vs. t relations for different types of BBSome and
flagellar motion.
correspondence between the experimental data and the simulated results along a stationary
flagellar membrane indicates the following two points: (i) the flagella can be considered
stationary in the y-direction for our MSDy analysis, and (ii) BBSomes freely diffuse along
the flagellar membrane. Since the diffusion of the BBSomes starts as soon as they arrive at
the flagellar tip, they must first dissociate from the B microtubule once they reach its end
and then immediately start diffusing along the flagellar membrane.
How do BBSomes diffuse on the flagellar membrane? BBSomes share structural motifs
with COP1, COPII, and clathrin coat complexes. BBSomes help to move membrane proteins
into cilia [102,104] and ARL6 recruits BBSomes to the membrane [102]. The BBSome are also
known to associate with membranes via PH-like domains on BBS5 [101] and transmembrane
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Figure 2.3: MSD analysis of BBSomes at the flagellar tip. Stage-drift corrected (A) x and
(B) y vs t plot of the 69 BBS4-GFP trajectories. (C) Experimental MSDx,y, simulated
MSDy, and MSDy of the flagellar tip from DIC images of a Chlamydomonas cell attached
to the fused-silica surface in (D). For BBS4-GFP MSDx,y, the experimental values at t = 0
are the calculated mean squared precision values to the MSD measurements using Eq. 2.7.
For all MSD data, the error to each datum is the standard error to the mean (SEM) of the
MSD measurements at the specific time interval. Results beyond 3 sec are not shown for the
number of available data is less than 20, too small a data set for the accurate calculation of
the MSD. Scale bar, 0.5 µm.
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signaling proteins [104, 124]. The diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins vary from 4 ×
105 nm2/s for peripheral membrane proteins [125] to /approx 1 × 103 nm2/s for integral
membrane proteins [126–129]. Since our measured Dx for the BBSome falls in the range of
these membrane proteins’ diffusion coefficients, it is likely that these tethering proteins are
somehoe involved in the BBSomes’s diffusion along the flagellar membrane.
How do BBSomes dissociated from microtubules at the flagellar tip rebind to microtubules
for retrograde IFT? Figure 2.4 shows the reorganization time distribution of BBSomes at
the flagellar tip. Given this mean reorganization time of 2.2 sec, BBSomes travel a RMS
displacement of
√
2Dt = 79 nm along the flagellar membrane circumference, which is ap-
proximately the separation between adjacent microtubule doublets around the edge of the
flagellum. After diffusing to an adjacent microtubule, BBSomes would need to rebind to
IFT trains for retrograde IFT. This could occur in two ways: (i) the BBSome could bind to
an IFT train that is already on the microtubule, or (ii) the original IFT train could reorga-
nize together with BBSomes on the flagellar membrane. They would then diffuse together
and, upon binding to the adjacent microtubule, commence retrograde IFT together. Future
single-molecule investigations should help to differentiate between these two possibilities.
2.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have examined the movement of BBSomes during IFT train reorganiza-
tion at the wild-type Chlamydomonas flagellar tip. After arriving at the flagellar tip, the
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Figure 2.4: BBSome flagellar tip reorganization time distribution with a mean of 2.2 ± 0.9
sec (mean ± SD).
BBSomes detach from the microtubules but retain a connection to the flagellar membrane.
Reorganization for BBSomes at the tip takes 2.2 sec on average. During reorganization,
BBSomes are likely to diffuse along the flagellar membrane. This suggests that BBSomes do
not disengage into the flagellar tip but remain associated with the membrane. Further work
will be needed to address whether IFT particles diffuse separately or remain tethered to the
membrane with the BBSomes.
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Chapter 3
Kinesin Regulation Dynamics
Through Cargo Delivery, a
Single-molecule Investigation
3.1 Preface
The following chapter represents the combined efforts of Professor Yan Mei Wang, Professor
Susan K. Dutcher, Jonathan M. Kessler, and myself. I performed data acquisition and
analysis as well as wrote and edited part of the paper. J.M.K. performed data acquisition
and computer simulations. S.K.D. grew and provided cell lines and edited the paper. Y.M.W.
initiated and oversaw the project, performed data analysis and simulations, and wrote and
edited the paper.
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As of the submission of this dissertation, this paper is currently being prepared for
submission to a journal.
The results of Ch. 2 establish a timeline for what happens to the BBSome at the flagellar
tip and when it happens after arrival at the tip. The next step in understanding the dynamics
of the IFT reorganization at the flagellar tip is to take this information we have gained about
the dynamics involving these IFT-associated proteins and use it to help understand what
happens to the kinesin-2 motors that brought these proteins to the tip in the first place.
Thus, the following chapter contains work done to use GFP-tagged kinesin-2 to study what
happens to the kinesin-2 motors at the plus-end of the microtubule at the flagellar tip.
3.2 Abstract
Kinesin is a microtubule-based motor that delivers cargo to their destinations in a regulated
manner. Although numerous regulators of the kinesin cargo delivery process have recently
been identified, the kinesin cargo delivery regulation dynamics at the plus end of the mi-
crotubule are not known. By performing real-time single-molecule tracking measurements
of kinesin-2 motors that carry intraflagellar transport (IFT) trains in C. reinhardtii flagella,
we have observed that, upon cargo delivery at microtubule plus ends at the flagellar tip, the
kinesin-2s remain bound to and diffuse along microtubules for an average of 1.3 sec before
dissociating into the flagellar lumen and recycling back to the flagellar base via diffusion.
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3.3 Introduction
Kinesin is a processive motor protein that delivers cargo along microtubules in eukary-
otic cells [130]. This cargo delivery process needs to be regulated spatially and temporally
to ensure cargoes’ timely delivery to their destinations. Recent work has identified sev-
eral different regulators of this cargo delivery process [131, 132]. These regulators include
CaMKII (Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II), which regulates the kinesin-cargo
interactions [132], and MAPs (non-motor microtubule-associated proteins) that regulate the
kinesin-microtubule interactions [133]. However, the regulation dynamics of kinesin motors
at the plus end of the microtubules remain unknown. In order to deliver cargo the plus
end, do kinesins dissociate sequentially from both the cargo and the microtubule or is only
one dissociation needed? For either case, do kinesins undertake the recycling process to
the microtubule minus ends via dynein transport along microtubules or by diffusion in the
cytoplasm or lumen? Tracking single kinesin motors and their cargoes through the cargo
delivery process is required to address these questions.
Because of the typically large size of eukaryotic cells, which are often many microns in
diameter, tracking kinesin motors and their cargo moving at speeds up to microns/sec along
randomly oriented microtubules to the cargo destinations is challenging for single-fluorescent-
molecule tracking investigations, which often use total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
imaging microscopy in which only fluorophores within the penetration depth of less than
≈150 nm near the cell surface can be clearly imaged [56].
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B
C
Figure 3.1: Schematics of intraflagellar transport and kinesin-2 dynamics during and after
the cargo IFT train delivery. (A) Multiple kinesin-2 motors carry an anterograde IFT train
to the flagellar tip, traveling on a B microtubule. (B) After the IFT train dissociates and
diffuses along the flagellar membrane at the end of the B microtubule, the dynamics of the
kinesin-2 motors remain unstudied. Do they remain attached to the microtubules? Do they
immediately dissociate and diffuse away? (C) Around 2.3 seconds after arriving at the tip,
many IFT complexes, including IFT proteins and BBSomes, commence retrograde travel
pulled by cytoplasmic dynein 2. Where are the kinesin at this point? Are they diffusing in
the flagellar lumen or attached to the retrograde train?
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Flagella/cilia offer an ideal platform for such investigations. Flagella/cilia are membrane-
bound surface projections which provide motility and sensory functions for many eukaryotic
cells. Defects in cilia cause a growing number of human disorders ranging from polycystic
kidney disease [134,135] to Bardet-Biedl syndrome [136]. The growth and signaling functions
of flagella/cilia are maintained by intraflagellar transport (IFT), which is depicted in Fig.
3.1 broken into a three-phase process in C. reinhardtii: kinesin-2 motors travel along the
B microtubules of the 9 microtubule doublets to the flagellar tip [137], carrying cargo IFT
trains, which are linked IFT particles. After arriving at the microtubule plus end at the
flagellar tip, kinesin-2s switch to cytoplasmic dynein 2 motors while the cargo IFT trains
reorganize. After the reorganization, cytoplasmic dynein 2 motors carry the reorganized IFT
trains back to the cell body. The unique linear and confined geometry of the C. reinhardtii
flagella allows for the cargo delivery process of kinesin-2 motors to be directly visualized:
the 200 nm thick flagellar lumen allows for the GFP labeled kinesin-2 motors to be almost
completely captured by TIRF imaging [138]. Kinesin-2s are labeled at the KAP site (KAP-
GFP; KAP, a subunit of kinesin-2 [86]).
3.4 Materials and Methods
3.4.1 Sample preparation
For visualization of kinesin-2, the KAP subunit of kinesin-2 carries a GFP tag [86] that
rescues the fla3 mutant. Cells were grown on solid Sager and Granick medium supplemented
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with 10mM NaAcetate for 3 days. They were collected into M-N/5 liquid medium for flagellar
growth.
To avoid the stage-drift effect in our localization measurements, we used eGFP adsorbed
on fused-silica surfaces for control particles. The eGFP molecules (4999-100, BioVision,
Mountain View, CA) were diluted in 18 MOhm DI water to 3 nM. Nine µL of mitotically
grown C. reinhardtii cells expressing KAP-GFP was mixed with 0.5 µL of the 3 nM eGFP
solution and deposited onto manufacturer pre-cleaned fused-silica chips (6W675-575 20C,
Hoya Corporation USA, San Jose, CA). The cell and eGFP solution was then sandwiched
between the fused-silica surface and a coverslip (1.8 × 1.8 cm2), resulting in a 29 µm thick
water layer that allowed the 10 µm diameter C. reinhardtii cell body to move freely in
solution and many surfaced-adsorbed eGFP molecules [139] to correct for the stage-drift
effect.
3.4.2 Imaging and data acquisition
Single-molecule fluorescence imaging was performed using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-S inverted
microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) in combination with a Nikon 100X objective (Nikon, 1.49
N.A., oil immersion). Samples were excited by prism-type TIRF microscopy with a 488
nm laser line (I70C-SPECTRUM Argon/Krypton laser, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA)
focused to a 40 × 20 µm2 region. The circularly polarized 488 nm line was filtered from the
linearly polarized multiline laser emission using a polychromatic acousto-optic filter (48062
PCAOM model, NEOS Technologies, Melbourne, FL) and a quarter-wave plate. For data
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acquisition without bleaching, the laser excitation was pulsed with illumination interval of 10
ms at the excitation intensity of 7.5 kW/cm2. Images were captured by an Andor iXon back-
illuminated electron multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera (DV897ECS-BV,
Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland). An additional 2X expansion lens was placed
before the EMCCD, which produces a pixel size of 79 nm. The excitation filter was 488
nm/10 nm, and the emission filter was 525 nm/50 nm. For data acquisition that included
bleaching, after acquiring images for a certain number of frames, we turned on continuous
illumination at 16.3 kW/cm2 for 8 s to 10 s until no GFP molecules were visible and then
resumed normal pulsed laser excitation and data acquisition.
Single molecule fluorescence movies were obtained by synchronizing the onset of camera
exposure with laser illumination. The maximum gain level of the camera was used and
the data acquisition rates were 1 MHz pixels/s ( 3.3 frames/s). Stationary flagella were
selected and the selected images were rotated and made into kymographs in which the
flagellar elongation direction defined the x-axis. When a bend was observed in a flagellum,
the flagellar tip region was aligned to the x-axis for localization measurements of both the
stationary and scattered kinesin-2-GFP data (Fig. 3.3). Scattered data beyond the bend
were not used in our analyses. Since there are on average six sub-diffraction-separated
kinesin-2s per IFT train [140] and their combined image resembles a Gaussian function with
one peak as shown in the kinesin-2-GFP kymographs, our localization measurements of
kinesin-2-GFP molecules on an IFT train were the center of fluorescence of these molecules.
Localization measurements of stationary kinesin-2-GFP trajectories at the flagellar tip began
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when anterograde kinesin-2-GFP molecules became stationary and ended when a scattered
kinesin-2-GFP was observed or a new kinesin-2-GFP train arrived at the flagellar tip. The
interval between the kinesin-2-GFPs arrival at the flagellar tip and when a kinesin-2-GFP
began to scatter was defined as the flagellar tip dwell time of kinesin-2-GFPs on the specific
IFT train. 38 of the 67 trajectories from the MSD analysis data in Figs. 3.4A and B were
used for the kinesin-2 flagellar tip dwell time distribution analysis in Fig. 3.3C (the remaining
trajectories were terminated prematurely by new IFT trains).
Before localization analysis, the camera’s intensity count of all pixels in an image was con-
verted into a photon count by using the camera-to-photon count conversion factor calibrated
the same day of the measurement as described in our previous article [55]. For localization
analyses of stationary and scattered kinesin-2-GFP images, boxes of variable sizes ranging
from 11 × 11 to 15 × 15 pixels centered at the peak of the molecule’s intensity profile were
selected by hand using ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD). For kinesin-2-GFP images that are
adjacent to background noise fluorescence, an off-centered box also of variable size was used
to enclose the molecule while maximizing the background area. The pixel intensity values
of the selected boxes were analyzed by 2D Gaussian fitting:
f(x, y) = f0 exp
[
−(x− x0)
2
2s2x
− (y − y0)
2
2s2y
]
+ 〈b〉, (3.1)
where f0 is the multiplication factor in photons, sx and sy are PSF standard deviations (SD)
in the x- and y-direction, respectively, x0 and y0 are the centroid location of the molecule,
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and 〈b〉 is the mean background offset in photons.
The number of detected photons in a single-molecule image was obtained by subtracting
the total photon count of the background (〈b〉× number of pixels in the box) from the total
photon count of the image. For all localization analyses in this article, we only used kinesin-2-
GFP and surface-adsorbed eGFP PSFs with more than 50 photons to obtain signal-to-noise
ratios of more than three. The kinesin-2-GFP trajectories shown in Figs. 3.4A and B have
been further modified to remove data without a simultaneous eGFP image from a single
surface-adsorbed eGFP molecule.
3.5 Results and Discussion
Because of the high anterograde IFT frequency of approximately one IFT train/sec, the
kinesin-2-GFP trajectories at the flagellar tip normally overlap and cannot be differentiated.
However, in order to track kinesin-2-GFP molecules on individual IFT trains through the
cargo delivery process, isolated kinesin-2-GFP trajectories need to be imaged. Thus, in Fig.
3.2, we show that by bleaching residual GFP molecules in the flagellum, we can obtain iso-
lated kinesin-2-GFP tracks for localization measurements at the flagellar tip. The unchanged
IFT frequency of one IFT train/sec after bleaching indicates that IFT was not affected by the
GFP bleaching process. Figure 3.3A shows an isolated kinesin-2-GFP trajectory that arrives
at the flagellar tip, where it appears to be stationary initially for ≈4 sec before scattering
into multiple kinesin-2-GFP molecules.
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Intensity Adjusted
Bleaching Bleaching
Figure 3.2: Kinesin-2-GFP kymograph illustrating two sequential bleaching events. The
region on the left shows when the flagellum was first illuminated. Because the flagellum
was very bright before bleaching from background diffusing kinesin-2-GFP molecules, the
intensity of this region was adjusted to be shown together with the post-bleaching images.
The dashed lines mark the beginnings and ends of the two bleaching events. The arrow
marks one isolated trajectory after the first bleaching event that shows both the stationary
and some scattered kinesin-2-GFP images at the flagellar tip. Scale bars: horizontal, 2 sec;
vertical, 3 µm.
In this work, we divide the kinesin-2-GFP analyses after arriving at the flagellar tip
into two parts: the stationary part and the scattered part. In Fig. 3.3D the stage-drift
corrected localization measurements of the stationary part of the trajectory are shown in
the x-direction, which is along the flagellar elongation direction, and in Fig. 3.3E both
the stationary and scattered parts of the trajectory are shown in the y-direction, which
is transverse to the flagellar long axis. Because there are more than one kinesin-2-GFPs
per IFT train (6, based on Ref. [140]), the data are in fact localization measurements of
the center of fluorescence of all fluorescent kinesin-2-GFP molecules on the IFT train. The
total time between the arrival of the kinesin-2-GFP molecules at the flagellar tip and the
appearance of scattered kinesin-2-GFP molecules is defined as the flagellar tip reorganization
time of kinesin-2-GFPs, which for this particular kinesin-2-GFP multimer is 4 sec. Figure
3.3C shows the kinesin-2-GFPs’ flagellar tip reorganization time distribution in C. reinhardtii
with a mean of 1.3 sec.
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Figure 3.3: Experimental and simulation kymographs of kinesin-2-GFPs in flagellum. (A) An
isolated kinesin-2-GFP trajectory that includes the complete IFT process: the anterograde
IFT portion and images after the IFT train has arrived at the flagellar tip. After this
trajectory, more than three new kinesin-2-GFP trajectories entered the flagellum. (B) A
modified kymograph of the kinesin-2-GFP trajectory after arriving at the flagellar tip. The
horizontal scale bar is 1 sec, and the vertical scale bar is 3 µm. (C) kinesin-2 reorganization
time distribution at the flagellar tip. The mean is 1.3 sec. (D) x and (E) y vs t plots
of the stationary and scattered parts (E only) of the kinesin-2-GFP trajectory with stage-
drift correction, respectively. The error bars are calculated in Appendix B. The grey circles
represent the data before stage-drift correction. The missing data points are due to lack of a
bright kinesin-2-GFP molecule or a control GFP. For the scattered results, only data in the
straight region above the flagellar tip is shown. (F) A selected simulated kymograph of three
diffusing kinesin-2-GFPs (out of 10 kymographs) that most resembles the kinesin-2-GFP
trajectory in (B).
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In order to locate kinesin-2 motors throughout the cargo delivery process, it is important
to first define when the cargo delivery occurs at the flagellar tip. In our recent article, we have
shown that after arriving at the end of B microtubules at the flagellar tip, the BBSome, an
IFT-associated protein, immediately dissociates from the microtubule plus ends and diffuses
along the flagellar membrane for a mean of 2.3 seconds before starting retrograde travel
(Chapter 2). Drawing from this result, we propose that the time to start analyzing kinesin-2
regulation dynamics during cargo delivery is the time that the anterograde IFT trains arrive
at the B microtubule plus ends. As such, we determine kinesin-2s localization and dynamics
right after the cargo delivery by analyzing the stationary part of the kinesin-2-GFPs motion
after their arrival at the flagellar tip. At this point in the reorganization process, are three
possible scenarios for the kinesin-2 motors: (i) they dissociate from both the cargo IFT train
and the microtubule and diffuse in the flagellar lumen, (ii) they remain attached to the
cargo and diffuse along the flagellar membrane, or (iii) they remain bound to the original
microtubule, either remaining stationary or somehow moving along the microtubule.
We first rule out scenario (i) using calculations based on previously determined pro-
tein dynamics. The 3-D diffusion coefficient of kinesin-2-GFPs, D3, in the flagellar lumen
was estimated using the axonemal protein DRC4-GFPs (78 kDa) D3 of 2.2 × 105nm2/s in
C. reinhardtii flagellar lumen [109] and the estimated molecular weight of kinesin-2-GFP
of 299 kDa [84]. The ratio of the effective Stokes radii for the two protein complexes
rkinesin−2−GFP/rDRC4−GFP≈(299kDa/78kDa)(1/3) = 1.6. Since D3 ∝ 1/r, kinesin-2-GFPs
D3 is 1.4 × 105nm2/s (later in this chapter we determine the kinesin-2-GFP D3 to be an
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even higher value of ≈5 × 105nm2/s). If the bright stationary kinesin-2-GFP molecules at
the flagellar tip are single kinesin-2-GFP molecules diffusing in the flagellar lumen, we should
observe more than a root mean square displacement of
√
2D3t≈300nm between consecutive
frames along the x-direction. This is not the displacement observed in Fig. 3.3E.
3.5.1 MSD Analysis of Kinesin-2-GFP at the Flagellar Tip
Figure 3.4: MSD analysis of kinesin-2s after arriving at the flagellar tip. Stage-drift corrected
(A) x and (B) y vs t plots of 67 stationary (solid lines) and 12 scattered (disks) kinesin-
2-GFP trajectories. The (C) stationary kinesin-2-GFP MSDx (disks) and MSDy (squares).
Their values at t = 0 are the mean squared precision to the MSD measurements (a circle for
∆MSDx and an empty square for ∆MSDy). Results beyond 2.1 sec are not shown for the
number of trajectories decreases to below 5, which is too small for a statistically accurate
calculation of MSD. The slanted solid line is the best fit to MSDx. The horizontal dashed
line marks MSDy for all pairs of the scattered data in isolated trajectories, and the horizontal
solid line marks ∆MSDy for all the stationary data.
To differentiate the remaining two mechanisms, we performed mean squared displacement
(MSD) vs. time analysis in both the x-and y-directions using kinesin-2-GFP stage-drift cor-
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rected flagellar tip stationary trajectories (Figs. 3.4A and B). The localization measurements
in these data began when isolated kinesin-2-GFP images (in this chapter we will refer to the
combined intensity profiles of sub-diffraction separated kinesin-2-GFPs as the fluorescence
intensity profile (FIP)) were observed to enter the dark flagellar tip, where the first FIP that
began the flat stationary trajectory is the first localization measurement, and were stopped
when the kinesin-2-GFP molecules appeared to scatter, as indicated by the arrowhead in
the example trajectory in Fig. 3.4A, or when another IFT train arrived at the flagellar tip,
obscuring the isolated kinesin-2-GFP trajectory. If kinesin-2s are attached to the IFT train
and, potentially, some of its cargoes after cargo delivery, we might expect the same MSDx,y
as that of the BBSomes reported in Chapter 2 linearly increasing MSDx with a low diffusion
coefficient of Dx = 1.25× 103nm2/s and a more slowly increasing MSDy vs time profile. If
the kinesin-2s remain bound to microtubules, we expect to see a flat MSDy at the single-
molecule localization measurement noise level for the y-direction and either a flat MSDx
at the x-direction single-molecule localization measurement noise-level if the kinesin-2s are
stationary or a linearly increasing MSDx if they are performing diffusion. Figure 3.4C shows
that MSDx increases linearly with time as 2Dxt + ∆MSDx (the ∆MSDx is the precision to
our localization measurements as explained in Chapter 2). The best fit to MSDx yields
∆MSDx = 3315nm
2 and Dx = 1.33 × 103nm2/s, in which the ∆MSDx result is consistent
with our calculated value from localization measurements, 3686 nm2. MSDy is constant, and
is also comparable to our calculated localization measurement noise level of 3442 nm2. This
result suggests that after cargo delivery, kinesin-2s remain bound to and perform diffusion
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along microtubules.
We must also clarify two details regarding the MSDx analysis of kinesin-2-GFPs on
microtubules: (i) An IFT train on average contains multiple kinesin-2s, which may diffuse
together or separately on microtubules after dissociation from the cargo IFT train. (ii) The
kinesin-2s may reflect at the ends of the B microtubules, or they may continue to diffuse on
the A microtubules. Since we measure the center of fluorescence of multiple sub-diffraction
separated kinesin-2-GFP molecules and we do not know whether the multiple kinesin-2-GFP
molecules on an IFT train are bound together or are separated after the cargo delivery, we
must address whether the MSDx in this case is different from that of a single kinesin-2-
GFP particle. As such, we performed simulations for MSDx of the center of fluorescence of
three kinesin-2-GFP molecules with and without reflection off the end of the B microtubule
and with and without keeping the particles bound to one another at an even distance. All
scenarios resulted in a linear increase of MSDx within the relevant time scale (Appendix B),
strongly supporting our conclusion that kinesin-2-GFPs diffuse on microtubules during the
initial time period after cargo delivery.
3.5.2 Kinesin-2 Diffuses into the Flagellar Lumen
As the “stationary” period of kinesin-2-GFP reorganization ends, the kinesin-2-GFPs seem
to of all of a sudden “scatter.” However, it is not immediately obvious whether the kinesin-
2-GFPs dissociate into the flagellar lumen or they simply dissociate from one another and
move separately on the microtubules. To answer this question, “scattered” kinesin-2-GFPs
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should be tracked directly for MSDx,y analyses. However, this measurement is not feasible
because it is difficult, if not impossible using our experimental techniques, to reliably track
single kinesin-2-GFP molecules in this scattering phase. Using the trajectory in Fig. 3.3A
as an example, there should be three scattered kinesin-2-GFP molecules in each frame. At
image two after the onset of scattering there are three discernible individual FIPs; at image
three, there is only one. Additionally, the images are not isolated enough for clear separation
of individual molecules. Each FIP may contain a single kinesin-2-GFP or two or three sub-
diffraction separated kinesin-2-GFP molecules which is reasonably likely to occur in the 200
nm wide flagellum [141]. The bleaching and blinking effects of GFP molecules [142] only
further complicate the matter.
Instead, we use a different method to rule out the possibility of kinesin-2-GFPs scattering
along microtubules. Our base hypothesis is that if kinesin-2-GFPs remain on microtubules,
their transverse motion would be restricted and the MSDy for all pairs of kinesin-2-GFP
FIPs in the “scattered” state should yield a constant value comparable to the mean squared
measurement error ∆MSDy (Section 4, Appendix B). If kinesin-2-GFPs diffuse in the flagellar
lumen, MSDy should still be a constant but have a higher value than ∆MSDy by (100 nm)
2
≈ 104 nm2, in which 100 nm is a reasonable estimate for the mean separation between two
randomly distributed kinesin-2-GFP molecules in the 200 nm wide flagellar lumen. Using
scattered data from 17 trajectories (Fig. 3.4B), we obtained MSDy = 1.17× 104 nm2, which
is ≈104nm2 higher than ∆ MSDy = 3.44 × 103 nm2 (Fig. 3.4C). This result indicates that
the scattered kinesin-2-GFP images are molecules that are dissociated from microtubules
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and diffuse in the flagellar lumen.
Kinesin-2-GFP Simulations
To further confirm this model, we simulated kinesin-2-GFP FIPs diffusing in the flagellar
lumen using our experimental parameters, and then we compared the results with our ex-
perimental data. In order to make such a comparison, we isolated scattered kinesin-2-GFPs
from single trajectories by removing all anterograde and new kinesin-2-GFP FIPs in a kymo-
graph such that only one clear track and scattering event was visible. A modified scattered
kinesin-2-GFP kymograph and its original image are shown in Figure 3.3B and 3.3A, respec-
tively. Figure 3.3F shows a simulated kymograph trajectory of three scattered kinesin-2-GFP
molecules, which closely resembles the experimental trajectory in Fig. 3.3B (This example
simulation was selected from a set of 10 simulations; the other 9 kymographs are shown in
Fig. B.4). In order to simulate these kymographs, the appropriate kinesin-2-GFP D3 in the
flagellar lumen was first determined (Appendix B, Section 6).
In the simulated kinesin-2-GFP kymographs it is apparent that the spread of the scat-
tered kinesin-2-GFPs increases with time. Although the higher the kinesin-2-GFPs diffusion
coefficient, D3, in flagellar lumen, the faster the spread should be, the variation from one
kinesin-2-GFP trajectory to the next makes the spread of a single scattered kinesin-2-GFP
trajectory impractical for use in extracting D3. Instead, we developed a new method that
uses the composite of many scattered kinesin-2-GFP trajectories for comparison with simu-
lation results.
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Comparison of Kinesin-2 Simulations and Experiments
Figure 3.5: Comparing (A) the composite image of kinesin-2-GFPs after arriving at the
flagellar tip with that of the simulated composite images using D3 of (B) 5 × 104 nm2/s,
(C) 5 × 105 nm2/s, and (D3) 5 × 106 nm2/s. The arrow marks the beginning of the scattered
data. Horizontal scale bar, 1 sec. Vertical scale bar, 2 µm.
The experimental composite kymograph of scattered kinesin-2-GFPs is shown in Fig.
3.5A. It contains 30 trajectories with a mean of 11 frames. The scattered kinesin-2-GFPs
spread more and more as time progresses until the whole flagellum is filled. For comparison,
we simulated scattered kinesin-2-GFP kymographs using D3 values ranging from 5 × 104
nm2/s (Fig. 3.5B) to 5 × 106 nm2/s (Fig. 3.5B) and found the best visual match to the
experimental result at D3 = 5× 105 nm2/s (Fig. 3.5C, by their very similar kinesin-2-GFP
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spreading rates and fluorescence patterns). This diffusion coefficient is comparable to our
estimated value of 1.4 × 105 nm2/s, as reported above. Thus, the similarity between our
simulation result and the experimental data lends support to the model that kinesin-2s begin
the recycling process by diffusion in the flagellar lumen.
3.6 Conclusion
In summary, we have been able to provide what is, to our knowledge, the first experimental
evidence that kinesin-2s on single IFT trains dissociate from their IFT cargo (at least the
BBSome) immediately following arrival at the end of B microtubules. Subsequently, the
kinesin-2 motors remain somehow associated with the B microtubules for an average of
1.5 seconds, performing motion that strongly resembles diffusion along the microtubules
because it is tightly confined in the y-direction and free in the x-direction, before initiating
the recycling process by dissociating into and diffusing in the flagellar lumen back to the
flagellar base.
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Chapter 4
Load-dependent Speed Variation in
Intraflagellar Transport
4.1 Preface
The following investigation breaks a bit from the theme established in Ch. 2 and Ch. 3 but
was inspired by observations made during the experiments performed for those chapters.
Instead of looking at protein dynamics at the flagellar tip, this chapter is concerned with the
effect that cargo loading and unloading might have on the speed of IFT. Specifically, dragging
transmembrane signaling proteins through the flagellar membrane requires an appreciable
amount of force. If and when the membrane protein load on an IFT train changes, that
change should be reflected in the speed of the train. The work in the following chapter both
establishes the existence of and seeks to quantify and explain such speed changes.
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4.2 Introduction
Since the discovery of IFT in the early 1990s, speculation and investigation regarding the
specific motor proteins responsible for anterograde (base to tip) and retrograde (tip to
base) motion has abounded [80, 143]. In the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii system, subse-
quent work has pointed this responsibility to one specific motor for each direction. In the
anterograde direction, numerous knock-out and purification studies have pointed to het-
erotrimeric Kinesin-2 (previously called heterotrimeric Kinesin-II), which is composed of two
motor subunits FLA10 (85 kDa, homologous to KIF3A) and FLA8 (95 kDa, homologous to
KIF3B) and a non-motor subunit KAP (kinesin-associated protein, 115 kDa, homologous to
KAP3 and KIFAP3), as the protein responsible for IFT locomotion at an average rate of
2µm/s [66, 83–87, 144, 145]. In the retrograde direction, similar studies have revealed cyto-
plasmic dynein-2 (previously called cytoplasmic dynein 1b), which is composed homodimers
of the heavy chain motor subunit DHC2 (formerly DHC1b), intermediate chain FAP133,
the light intermediate chain D2LIC (formerly D1bLIC), and the light chain LC8, to be
responsible for locomotion at a rate of approximately 4µm/s. [81, 87–93].
On top of the significant effort expended to identify these proteins, a great deal of atten-
tion has been paid to their functionality in vitro. Kinesin family motors (usually Kinesin-1)
have been the subject of numerous in vitro and in silico studies aimed at uncovering and
modeling their dynamics, both on average and step-by-step, as individuals and groups as
a function of their load and ATP concentration [146–152]. Dynein family motors have re-
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ceived a similarly thorough examination [91, 153–159]. However, while these studies have
gone to great lengths to provide detailed information about the structure, step-cycles, and
load response of these molecular motors under varied conditions, there remains a disconnect
between this in vitro information and the application of these results to evaluating fluctua-
tions in what would be considered normal IFT. Specifically, while some studies address the
speed of anterograde and retrograde IFT as a function of variables like temperature, pH, and
mutation [92,160], many studies address IFT speed merely as a distribution of track speeds
(sometimes with a mean and a standard deviation) [66, 80, 161]. Further considerations of
speed fluctuations within individual IFT tracks are exceedingly rare [162].
This lack of attention comes as a surprise, especially considering the well-established
role of IFT in ciliary signaling [163]. It has been determined that approximately 10% of
flagellar PKD2, a 210 kDa protein that cleaves into 120 kDa and 90 kDa sub products in the
flagellum and acts as a transmembrane signaling protein (cation channel), undergo IFT at
any given time [71]. The remaining 90 % of PKD2 in the flagellum appear to be stationary
or possibly diffusing within the flagellum [71,121]. Furthermore, of the 10% undergoing IFT,
many PKD2 proteins do not travel the length of the flagellum from base to tip. Rather, as
may be seen in Fig. 4.1, these proteins seem to start and stop IFT at seemingly randomly
distributed locations along the flagellum. Even if this model does not hold true for all of the
many unknown transmembrane signaling proteins that might also use IFT to translocate
throughout the flagellum, the mere fact that this behavior is exhibited by PKD2 warrants
an investigation into the possible effects that the loading and unloading of transmembrane
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Figure 4.1: Example kymograph of PKD2-GFPs undergoing active transport for only a por-
tion of the flagellar length (yellow arrowhead) and diffusing freely in the flagellar membrane
(red arrowheads).
signaling proteins along the length of the flagellum might have on the IFT train.
To this end, it is important to consider the forces affecting the train as it undergoes IFT.
In 1994, Dr. Steven Block’s lab quantified the force-velocity curve for Kinesin-1 using an
optical trapping assay [147]. 21 years later, Block’s lab completed an even more thorough
evaluation of Kinesin-2 under a variety of loads and ATP concentrations [152]. According
to the relationships reported by these studies, a change of a few pN of force (drag) should
result in an appreciable change (potentially on the order of hundreds of nm/s) in the velocity
at which the kinesin are able to travel. Thus, it is important to first evaluate if the force
required to drag a transmembrane protein through the flagellar membrane might come close
to this regime.
Early models of the force required to drag a transmembrane protein laterally through the
flagellar membrane1, such as the Saffman-Delbruck model [164], scale the force as a function
of the effective viscosity of the membrane and, weakly, the size of the protein. Subsequent
experimentation has found many results both for and against this type of model, and more
1or, inversely, the drag caused by a transmembrane protein moving laterally through the cell membrane
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recent work in the field has tended to favor a more complicated model of the membrane
acting as a compartmentalized fluid with corralling effects rather than the continuum fluid
of Saffman and Delbruck [129,165]. As such, the actual modeling of transmembrane proteins
moving laterally through the lipid bilayer falls into a field that is still rapidly changing.
Conveniently, numerous experiments using optical traps and gold beads to physically drag
transmembrane proteins laterally through the lipid bilayer have been conducted over the
years [128,166–168]. Using results from these and other experiments found in the literature
[165, 169–172], we find that, at speeds between 0.6 µm/s and 2 µm/s, between 1 pN and
10 pN is a reasonable estimate for the drag caused by a transmembrane protein moving
laterally in the membrane. Comparing this ∆F to the force-velocity curves reported by
Block’s lab [147,152], it becomes apparent that the loading and unloading of transmembrane
signaling proteins could very well produce observable changes in the speeds of IFT trains.
In order to investigate the possibility of observable speed changes due to loading and un-
loading of cargo proteins, we have employed TIRF-based single-molecule fluorescence imag-
ing methods to image GFP-tagged BBS4 proteins in living Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the changes that we would expect to see in a fluorescence kymo-
graph in the event of loading/unloading induced IFT speed changes. Using this method of
examination, we have not only observed the existence of these speed changes but also char-
acterized the distributions of speed changes in the anterograde direction. In order to directly
tie these results to loading/unloading events, we have further explored this phenomenon us-
ing simultaneous two-color imaging. In doing so, we have observed loading and unloading
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Figure 4.2: Model for describing expected displacement vs. time changes due to loading and
unloading of IFT cargo proteins. Loading events should slow down IFT trains (decreasing
the magnitude of the slope of a track in the kymograph), and unloading events should speed
IFT trains up (increasing the magnitude of the track slope in the kymograph). When not
attached to a train, cargo would most likely exhibit a diffusive behavior.
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events of BBS4-GFP correlated to speeding up/slowing down of IFT trains labeled with
IFT20-mCherry.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Sample Preparation
Since this singly-tagged portion of this study shares its data set with the BBS4 study found
in Ch. 2, the sample preparation method is the same and may be found in Ch. 2.
For the doubly-tagged portion of this study, sample preparation was largely the same as
the singly-tagged portion except that a C. reinhardtii strain expressing both IFT20-mCherry
and BBS4-GFP was used [72]. Furthermore, the manufacturer pre-cleaned fused-silica chips
(6W675-575 20C; Hoya Corporation USA, San Jose, CA) had been coated with 0.8 mg/mL
polylysine solution (P6407 Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and dried to ensure that the
flagella would stick to the chip.
4.3.2 Image Acquisition
For the single-color portion of this study, the image acquisition method follows that of Ch.
2.
For the two-color portion of this study, a Photometrics DV2, two-channel, simultaneous-
imaging system (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) was inserted between the Nikon Eclipse TE2000-
S inverted microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY) and the Andor iXon back-illuminated EMCCD
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(DV897ECS-BV, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland) with the DV2 Green/Red
cube insert (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). The sample was illuminated with the 488 nm and
563 laser lines (I70C-SPECTRUM Argon/Krypton laser, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA)
focused to a 40 × 20 µm2 region. This resulted in an intensity of 3.25 kW/cm2 for the 488
nm line and 1.63 kW/cm2 for the 563 nm line, due to the properties of the laser. Using
this system allowed for the simultaneous acquisition of emission from the GFP-tagged BBS4
proteins and the mCherry-tagged IFT20 proteins. The remainder of the settings follow from
Ch. 2.
DIC images were acquired in the same fashion as in Ch. 2.
4.3.3 Selection of Data
Data for this study were selected only from sections of flagella that were deemed to be
straight by examination of the time-averaged fluorescence profile and an independently ac-
quired differential-interference contrast (DIC) image. Once suitable flagella were chosen, a
kymograph was created for each the video by placing the frames of the video next to one
another in chronological order. IFT tracks in the appropriate (straight) region of each flag-
ellum were then evaluated for speed and speed changes. All speed values were determined
by fitting a straight line through the peak of the intensity profiles. Line fitting required at
least three consecutive frames to establish a new train speed.
For the two-color data, each color channel was evaluated separately and then superim-
posed in ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD) using the previously determined relationship between
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the pixels of each channel.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Single-tag Speed Change Study
Anterograde IFT 
Speed Changes: 
+167 nm/s, 
 -416 nm/s 
Retrograde IFT 
Speed Change: 
-257 nm/s 
Figure 4.3: Example of speed changes observed during IFT of trains labeled with BBS4-GFP.
Speed changes can be seen to manifest as both increases and decreases. Changes in speed
have also been observed in the retrograde direction of travel. The time and location plotted
data are to scale with the kymographs.
Fig. 4.3 demonstrates an example of the speed changes typically observed in our singly-
tagged BBS4-GFP data. The distribution of these speed changes in the anterograde direction
may be found in Fig. 4.4. As can be seen, these speed changes manifest as a distribution
of both speeding up (unloading) and slowing down (loading), though this distribution is
asymmetrical with the average speed up being +304 nm/s while the average slow down is
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-590 nm/s. At the same time, 63% of the speed changes manifested as increases in speed.
Figure 4.4: IFT anterograde speed change distribution. The average speed decrease and
speed increase values are -590 nm/s and +304 nm/s, respectively.
Comparing these results to the Kinesin-2 force-velocity curves produced by the Block
lab [152], the average speed increase equates to the loss of approximately 6 pN of drag while
the average speed decrease would require the addition of more drag than is explored by
that study. Such observations and results go a long way toward suggesting that (a) IFT
speed changes do exist as observable phenomena and (b) they may be linked to loading and
unloading of cargo. However, to get more concrete evidence to link these speed changes to
loading and unloading events, a double-tag study is required to show both the presence of a
speed change and the loading or unloading of a cargo protein.
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4.4.2 Double-tag Study of Speed Changes
Fig. 4.5 demonstrates the result of one such two color study that we performed to address
this issue. The result shown here, goes primarily to demonstrate that, in some cases, the
change in speed of an IFT train can be linked, at least spatio-temporally, to the starting or
stopping of a potential cargo protein’s active transport.
In truth, these data serve mostly to demonstrate the existence and range of speed changes
within individual IFT tracks. The explanation or expansion of these results onto specific
systems is, at the current level of understanding, limited by a number of external factors. As
is shown in Fig. 4.4, the range of the speed changes goes beyond the possibilities explored
by the Block lab for a the single Kinesin-2 [152]. However, other research in the field has
shown repeatedly that an IFT train is pulled by many kinesin molecules working together
[160,173] (Chapter 3). Furthermore, these many kinesins working together are somehow able
to yield a maximum speed of active transport that is 5 to 6 times faster than the maximum
demonstrated speed of individual Kinesin-2 molecules in vitro. This fact2, in and of itself,
reveals a large disconnect between our understanding of how kinesin work on an individual
level and how they work in the IFT system.
4.4.3 The ATP Depletion Model
Nevertheless, these data demonstrate in-track speed changes in IFT that, at least in theory,
may be attributable to changes in IFT load. One explanation for these speed changes that
2This discrepancy is explored further in Appendix C
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Figure 4.5: Simultaneous two-color imaging of BBS4-GFP and IFT20-mCherry. In both (A)
and (B), the top row has both channels superimposed on one another while the following
two rows display single channels as labeled. The BBS4-GFP particle indicated by the dotted
arrow in (B) seems to halt retrograde travel, diffuse dimly in the flagellum, and then get
loaded onto a new anterograde train, causing a speed change in the process (as highlighted
by the orange and purple lines in (B)). The speed change present here matches closely with
the average negative speed change found in Fig. 4.4.
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does not depend on load changes is the possible existence of fluctuations in ATP concen-
trations along the flagellum. Since the flagellum is a relatively long and narrow organelle
with a small attachment to the cytoplasm on one side, it might be concluded that the ATP
concentration within the flagellum would establish a sharp down gradient from the flagellar
base (source) to the tip. This would result in progressively less and less ATP being available
to the molecular motors as they move closer to the tip and, consequently, slower transport
closer to the tip. Fortunately, the issue of ATP concentration inside of cilia and flagella has
been a matter of interest because of its implications on the motility of flagella. In fact, the
number of protein motors involved in flagellar transport is paled in comparison to the amount
of axonemal dynein that is present in the central structure of the flagellum [174]. Since this
axonemal dynein, which is responsible for flagellar beating and motility, requires its own
steady supply of ATP to function, the concentration of ATP and the maintenance thereof
within cilia/flagella has been studied in detail [174, 175]. As it turns out, both in Chlamy-
domonas and other ciliated cells there exist pathways for the production of ATP within the
flagellum itself, and through these pathways the cells are able to maintain constant levels
of ATP along the length of the flagellum [174, 175]. Furthermore, our own experimental
evidence shows no relationship between location in the flagellum and an increased likelihood
of a speed increase or decrease.
As for the correlation of speed changes to loading and unloading of transmembrane
signaling proteins, we have only been able to demonstrate a few examples of these correlations
using IFT proteins and the BBSome coat protein due to the availability and reliability issues
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of cell lines. Ideally, we would be able to demonstrate this correlation using an actual
tagged transmembrane protein correlated to a tagged IFT protein. However, no available
cell lines of this type are currently available. Our own attempts to create such a line (Ptc-
neon/IFT20-mCherry) have met with some difficulty3 and so have yet to yield any results.
Even so, what has been shown using the BBS4-GFP/IFT20-mCherry cell line is promising
for the interpretation of speed changes as a result of cargo loading/unloading and validates
the further study of this phenomenon.
4.5 Conclusion
Through the use of single-molecule imaging techniques with singly-tagged cell lines, we have
been able to demonstrate the existence and distribution of speed changes within individual
IFT tracks. Through further investigation using simultaneous two-color imaging techniques,
we have been able to demonstrate the coincidence of IFT train speed change events with IFT
cargo speed change events. While the exact interpretation of these results is still hampered
by limited knowledge of the exact nature of Kinesin-2 dynamics and involvement with IFT in
vivo, the observable nature of this phenomenon presents the possibility of potentially using
a speed change assay to study the health, signaling, and transport of flagellar mutants in
the future.
We believe that the results provided here serve as another step on the path to under-
3Both experimentally and in terms of finding enough available man-hours
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standing the process of intraflagellar transport from an energetic and physical perspective.
Furthermore, we believe that this phenomenon both needs and deserves further study as
the understanding of IFT components and flagellar signaling becomes more advanced. Once
more is known about the transmembrane signaling proteins that use IFT and where they
might attach to the IFT train, single-molecule FRET studies may prove useful in giving
detailed information about the loading and unloading of specific proteins. Such studies may
even be useful in addressing the recently raised concerns regarding the model of IFT as
consisting of trains with stable size and cargo [176].
Regardless of which direction future investigations go, the results presented here help
to further our understanding of IFT as a transport process involved in flagellar signaling.
More and more, IFT seems like a dynamic process that goes well beyond the old model of
point-to-point transport between the flagellar base and the flagellar tip.
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Chapter 5
Nascent Explorations
5.1 Preface
The following sections detail a number of investigations that, while in nascent stages, present
results and preliminary evidence for avenues of exploration that may prove to be both in-
teresting and significant. The first section details an early attempt to address the question
of how membrane proteins enter the flagellum, which has a series of diffusion barriers at its
base. The second section details work on measuring the standard deviation of the intensity
profile of GFP inside flagella as a function of focus depth. The final section contains pre-
liminary work done on experimentally determining IFT train size during anterograde and
retrograde periods using intensity profile standard deviation measurements.
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5.2 Single Particle Tracking of PKD2-GFP at the En-
try Region of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Flagella
5.2.1 Preface
The work in this section was performed by Dr. Michael DeSantis, Dr. Yan Mei Wang, and
myself early in my tenure in Dr. Wang’s Lab. I performed the entirety of the experimental
data acquisition (on a cell line provided by our collaborator, Dr. Susan Dutcher, from the
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis) while Dr. DeSantis and Dr. Wang
performed the data analysis and prepared the first written description of this experiment.
The description that follows is loosely based upon the description put forth in Dr. DeSantis’
dissertation [121].
5.2.2 Introduction
As has already been mentioned in Ch. 1, malfunctions in the signaling pathways found in
cilia are implicated in a host of diseases, known as ciliopathies. In many of these ciliopathies,
which include the likes of polycystic kidney disease (PKD) and Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS)
among others [134, 136], defects in IFT functionality have been implicated as factors that
may cause or contribute to the disease. Fortunately, many of IFT-related proteins identified
with these diseases have homologs in the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii system like PKD2 and
BBSomes [72]. This opens the door for single-molecule studies on the dynamics of these
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proteins inside the Chlamydomonas model system.
The mechanics of flagellar signal transduction pathways are generally not well understood.
For instance, there exist diffusion barriers, a membrane diffusion barrier located at the
flagellar base which prevents lateral diffusion into/out of the flagellar membrane and the
transition fibers at the basal body which prevent the free diffusion of larger proteins (greater
than 60 kDa) in the flagellar lumen / cell cytoplasm, at the base of the flagellum [177,178].
However, signaling proteins, which are all made in the cell body itself, must somehow make
their way into the flagellum to perform their functions [179]. Two different models have
been proposed as possible ways in which membrane signaling proteins can get around these
barriers [180, 181]: (i) In the first model, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.1A, membrane proteins
are carried to the basal body by post-Golgi vesicles which then fuse with the membrane past
the membrane diffusion barrier and allow the proteins to laterally diffuse into the flagellar
membrane [182]. (ii) The second model, as shown in Fig. 5.1C, IFT trains/components bind
to the membrane proteins before the barrier and actively transport them into the flagellar
region.
These models may be evaluated using in vivo single-particle tracking experiments on
fluorophore-tagged transmembrane proteins at the flagellar base. The nature of the two
models makes it such that (see Fig. 5.1 B) they may be differentiated from one another via
the location vs. time trajectory produced by a tagged protein. As such, we have performed
mean square displacement (MSD) analysis on the trajectories of PKD2-GFP and BBSome-
GFP proteins, which we have acquired separately using single-molecule imaging techniques.
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Figure 5.1: Two models for transmembrane protein entry into the flagellum and subsequent
IFT within the flagellum. (A) Model I: A transmembrane signaling protein, like PKD2,
laterally diffuses into the flagellar membrane (potentially after being deposited by a post-
Golgi vesicle) and then diffuses along the membrane until it becomes associated with an IFT
train and undergoes active transport until it dissociates from the train (case a) or arrives at
the flagellar tip (case b).(B) Potential displacement vs. time trajectories for PKD2-mCherry
(orange), BBSome-GFP (green), and an IFT20 particle (gray) according to Model I (solid
lines) and Model II (dashed lines). Straight lines respresent processive motion whereas jagged
patterns prior to IFT and following dissociation indicate Brownian diffusion. (C) Model II:
(i) A transmembrane signaling protein, like PKD2, associates with an IFT train before the
transition fibers and is actively transported into the flagellum after which it undergoes IFT
until it dissociates from the train (case a) or arrives at the flagellar tip (case b). This figure
has been provided courtesy of Dr. Michael DeSantis [121].
5.2.3 Methods
Sample Preparation and Imaging
Due to human PKD2’s (polycystin-2) known link to PKD and its availability as a GFP-
tagged construct expressed in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, PKD2, the Chlamydomonas ho-
molog of the human protein polycystin-2, was used, in the PKD2-GFP form, as the subject
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of this study [71,135].
5 µL of Chlamydomonas cells suspended in R medium were deposited on manufacturer
pre-cleaned fused-silica chips (6W675-575 20C; Hoya Corporation USA, San Jose, CA), which
had been coated with 0.8 mg/mL polylysine solution (P6407 Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
and dried, and sandwiched by an oxygen-plasma-cleaned coverslip (2.2 × 2.2 cm2), which
produced a a 10.5 µm thick sample layer on the chip. After coming into contact with
the polylysine-coated chip, the flagella (and some cell bodies) of the isolated cells become
attached to the fused-silica surface. As described in Ch. 2, we then perform single molecule
prism-type TIRF microscopy using a circularly polarized 488 nm laser line. We pulse the
laser excitation with illumination intervals of 1 ms and excitation intensities of approximately
20.75 kW/cm2. In order to separate excitation light from emission (collected) light, we use
an excitation filter at 488/10 nm and an emission filter at 525/50 nm.
Data Acquisition and Selection
To acquire movies, we synchronize the onset of camera exposure with laser illumination;
an example frame from a movie of PKD2-GFP molecules being transported by IFT in a
Chlamydomonas flagellum may be found in Fig. 5.2B. The camera settings we used were as
follows: maximum gain level on the EMCCSD camera with 16-bit data acquisition at a rate
of 1 MHz pixels/s (≈3.3 frames/s). Kymographs of flagella of interest were then produced
using the same method described in the Materials and Methods section of Chapter 2. An
example of a kymograph produced from PKD2-GFP data may be seen in Fig. 5.3 which
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was produced from the lower flagellum seen in Fig. 5.2B. After selecting fluorescent GFP
molecules that appear in multiple subsequent frames of a kymograph, a 17 × 17 pixel region
centered at peak of the molecule’s intensity profile in each frame was selected by hand using
ImageJ; 2D Gaussian fitting and localization were performed using the center 15 × 15 pixels
in these selected data, and the remaining outer pixels were used for background analysis.
As described in detail in the Materials and Methods section of Chapter 2, processing
the data acquired through the method explained above requires first converting each pixel’s
camera count into a photon count. Individual intensity profiles are then fit using 2D Gaus-
sian fitting in MATLAB in order to extract high precision localizations (centroids of the
fits) as well as data (fit standard deviations) for the calculation of the precision of each of
these localizations (again, as described in detail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). Once these
localization data the associated precisions have been calculated, MSD analysis is performed
on the trajectories of individual proteins in order to determine whether they exhibit free
diffusion or processive motion in the flagellar entry region.
5.2.4 Results
Figs. 5.2A and 5.2B, demonstrate the results of imaging individual Chlamydomonas cells
using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy and TIRF microscopy, respectively.
The kymograph, shown in Fig. 5.3 of the lower flagellum in Fig. 5.2B shows numerous GFP-
tagged proteins exhibiting different behaviors. Some of the PKD2-GFP undergo anterograde
transport (i.e., being transported on IFT trains) all the way to the flagellar tip (bottom) while
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A B
Figure 5.2: Differential interference contrast and total internal reflection fluorescence mi-
croscopy images of a Chlamydomonas cell expressing PKD2-GFP. (A) Differential interfer-
ence contrast image of a Chlamydomonas cell. (B) Total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy image corresponding to the cell in part A. TIRF illumination allows for
the isolation of PKD2-GFP fluorescence within the flagellum. The scale bar is 4 µm. This
figure has been provided courtesy of Dr. Michael DeSantis [121].
others seem to diffuse within the flagellum, potentially after dropping off of IFT trains.
To gain a clearer understanding of the dynamics exhibited by PKD2-GFP molecules
in the flagellar entry region, we performed mean squared displacement (MSD) analyses on
PKD2-GFP trajectories in this region and in other parts of the flagellum. Figure 5.4A, which
contains a subsection of the kymograph from Figure 5.3, shows two PKD2-GFP trajectories,
9 and 12 seconds in length, of which one, denoted by the blue arrow, is in the flagellar entry
region and the other, denoted by the white arrow, is approximately half-way between the
flagellar tip and the flagellar base. The intensity profiles in each trajectory were localized
using 2D Gaussian fitting and then plotted as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 5.4B.
These data were then used in single-trajectory MSD analyses [61,63], shown in Fig. 5.4C, to
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Figure 5.3: Kymograph of a PKD2-GFP TIRF movie for a single flagellum. This flagellum
happens to be the lower flagellum found in Fig. 5.2B. The kymograph displays the 300 frames
from the original movie (acquired at ≈3.3 frames/s) spread sequentially across three rows.
Movement from top to bottom in each row represents anterograde transport of PKD2-GFP
from the flagellar base (top) to the flagellar tip (bottom). The PKD2-GFP seem to display
various other dynamics including random motion that resembles diffusion. The scale bar is
2 µm. This figure has been provided courtesy of Dr. Michael DeSantis [121].
determine the type of motion being exhibited by these particles.
This single-trajectory MSD analysis method was performed using Eq. 5.1. This takes the
form of
MSD(n,N) =
∑N−n
i=1 (xi+n − xi)2
N − n = 2Deffn∆t+ 2∆x
2, (5.1)
in which n is an integer, ∆t is the shortest time interval between a total number of N
successive observations, Deff is the particle’s effective diffusion coefficient, and ∆x is the
error associated with each localization measurement. The results of applying this to the
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Figure 5.4: Localization and single trajectory mean squared displacement analyses for PKD2-
GFP particles in a flagellum. (A) Kymograph displaying frames 51 to 100 of Fig. 5.3
(top row). A PKD2-GFP trajectory in the flagellar entry region is highlighted by the blue
arrow. A PDK2-GFP trajectory at approximately the middle (lengthwise) of the flagellum is
indicated by the white arrow. The scale bar is 2 µm. (B). Location data plotted vs. time for
the 9 second blue (circle) and 12 second white (square) trajectories, synchronized to start at
the same time. (C) Mean squared displacement data for each trajectory (color coordinated)
plotted vs. time intervals, n. Error bars are included for data points used in the linear fitting
(below nc < 50%). The blue (flagellar entry) trajectory demonstrates a linear fit slope of
0.74 and a Deff = 5.88 × 104 nm2/s. The white (flagellar center) has a linear fit slopes of
1.12 with Deff = 7.12 × 103 nm2/s. This figure has been provided courtesy of Dr. Michael
DeSantis [121].
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two trajectories in Fig. 5.4 may be seen plotted on a log-log scale in Fig. 5.4C. To draw
information from these MSD curves, the points that fall below the cutoff value nc (found
using the fractional uncertainty to MSD(n,N) as nc <
√
(2n2+1)
[3n(N−n+1)] < 50%) were fit with
linear functions. From these linear fits, two important pieces of information may be gleaned.
First, the slope of the linear fit on this log-log plot helps determine the type of motion
exhibited by the moving particle. Slopes of value 1 indicate Brownian diffusion. Slopes
above 1 indicate some sort of facilitated diffusion (super diffusion). Slopes below 1 indicate
some sort of confined diffusion (anomalous subdiffusion). The second piece of information
that these fits yield in the case of Brownian motion is the effective diffusion coefficient, Deff,
which is actually the n = 1 y-intercept of the linear fit. For the trajectories in Fig. 5.4, the
entry trajectory and the middle-of-the-flagellum trajectory yielded slopes of 0.74 and 1.12
with Deff = 5.88×104 and 7.12×103 nm2/s, respectively. Further analysis performed on eight
more trajectories found in Fig. 5.3 yielded slopes between 0.73 and 1.12 with Deff ranging
from ≈103 to 5.88×104 nm2/s, a range which falls nicely into the range of previously-reported
transmembrane protein diffusion coefficients in cell membranes [183].
5.2.5 Discussion
The slopes of the fits to the MSD analysis of single PKD2-GFP trajectories demonstrated
in Fig. 5.4C tend to support the idea that lateral diffusion plays a role in the entry of some
membrane signaling proteins into the flagellum. In the case of active transport (superdiffu-
sion), a slope greater than 1 would be expected on a log-log representation of the MSD vs.
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time. However, the trajectory in the entry region has a slope below one, which might indicate
anomalous subdiffusion. Anomalous subdiffusion (in which MSD 〈x2〉 ∝ Defftα, with α < 1)
might, in fact, be expected in a region that is (a) known to have a barrier designed to stop
or slow diffusion and (b) ostensibly crowded by many other particles (steric hindrance).
In truth, these results are preliminary at best. Many more data are required to produce a
statistically significant analysis of this entry mechanism. Furthermore, given the variability
of Chlamydomonas attachment to the fused silica surface, the exact definition of an entry
region and the determination of whether that region may be discerned in any given TIRF
video would be quite difficult to standardize. This issue is compounded by the fact that
≈500 nm of the flagellar basal body is embedded in the cell body [184], which makes it
difficult, if not impossible, to image that region. In addition to this, typical issues of GFP
photobleaching and interference from other PKD2-GFP in the flagellum further complicate
the process of selecting individual trajectories. Nevertheless, these challenges may all prove
tractable, if not a little difficult to address, if no better method were found to interrogate this
region in vivo. In any case, it is also important to consider that lateral membrane diffusion
into the flagellum and active transport into the flagellum may not prove to be mutually
exclusive. Like many biological processes, flagellar entry of large proteins may, in fact, result
from a linear combination of these two mechanisms, with one model dominating at certain
times or under certain conditions.
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5.2.6 Conclusion
Even with all of the considerations that remain to be addressed, the results presented here
reveal much about the possible flagellar entry mechanisms for the PKD2 protein. We have
been able to show PKD2-GFP proteins performing diffusive behavior (anomalous subdiffu-
sion) near the base of the flagellum with diffusion coefficients that fall in the range of what
might be expected from transmembrane proteins. At the same time, the ratio of PKD2
particles undergoing active transport to those diffusing in the flagellum seems to agree with
the rate (≈10%) reported in the literature [71].
As such, we believe that further examination of this system is warranted. This could be
achieved through either repeating the previously described experiment until a statistically
significant number of data points is attained. It could also be addressed using two-color
imaging with a similar experimental method or even single molecule FRET measurements.
However, in these latter cases, the two proteins chosen for tagging would have to be chosen
very carefully so that they do not cause too much noise in the entry region (for the two-color
case) or are actually able to produce a meaningful FRET result. Ultimately, however, the
results presented here suggest that, regardless of the path chosen, single-molecule optical
imaging may yet serve as a powerful tool for exploring the nature of membrane protein’s
entry into flagella.
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5.3 Determining the Defocusing Curve for GFP Inside
of Flagella
5.3.1 Preface
The following section outlines the work I performed in the latter half of 2011 in an attempt
to extend our group’s single-image axial location analysis method to the Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii flagellar system.
5.3.2 Introduction
In order to employ a single-image axial localization analysis, as previously developed and
reported by the Wang group [185], its is necessary to be able to accurately model the rela-
tionship between the standard deviation of a diffraction-limited intensity profile and axial
position/defocusing distance of the sample. The referenced method relates these values using
the following:
si(z) = sf
√
1 +
(z
d
)2
+B
(z
d
)4
, (5.2)
in which sf =
√
s20(z = 0) +
a2
12
is the standard deviation of the diffraction-limited fluo-
rophore at focus taking the pixelation effect into consideration, d is the imaging depth of
the microscope, and B is a higher order fitting parameter that corrects for the refractive
index mismatch effect and the non-ideality of an imaging system [47, 186]. Eq. (5.2) may
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subsequently be inverted to solve for z as a function of si
z(si) = ± d
B1/4
(
C − 1
2
√
B
)1/2
, (5.3)
in which C =
√
( si
sf
)2 − 1 + 1
4B
. The method uses the error in the SD measurement of
an image, ∆si as the measure of the precision with which a molecule’s position along the
axial dimension, ∆z = ( ∂z
∂si
)∆si, may be determined. Finally, the method finds the axial
localization error to be:
∆z =
dsi∆si
√
2s2fC
(
2C
√
B − 1
)1/2 . (5.4)
In order for these equations to prove useful for imaging a specific reporter in a specific system,
however, Eq. 5.2 must be successfully fit to experimentally determined values. Ref. [185]
completed this analysis for phycobilisome (PBS) samples imaged on fused silica. While PBS
may have served, as the authors state, as an “ideal emitter” for this study due to the 396
fluorophore distributed across its large 60nm × 30nm × 20nm (l × w × h) size [185, 187],
it bears little resemblance to the single GFP fluorophores used in tracking proteins inside
of Chlamydomonas cells. Furthermore, while the PBS complexes were allowed to attach
directly to the fused silica surface, the GFP in the flagellum are forced to remain at least 20
nm removed from the surface due to the presence of the flagellar membrane. As such, use
of the axial localization model presented by Ref. [185] in the Chlamydomonas system would
require the experimental determination of the fit parameters for Eq. 5.2.
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5.3.3 Methods
Sample Preparation and Imaging
Samples were prepared and imaged using the same parameters as found in Sec. 5.2.3.1.
The only difference is that a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii strain expressing IFT20-GFP was
used instead of the PKD2-GFP from the previous study. Flagella adhered to the fused silica
surface were imaged at focal depths ranging from z = 750 nm down to z = -750 nm (relative
to the location of the GFP emitters, which for a flagellum, is most likely ≈ 100 to 125 nm
below the fused silica surface on average) in 50 nm increments for 300 frames at each depth.
Data Selection and Analysis
For each flagellum imaged, the videos corresponding to the different focal depths were rotated
so that the flagellum was oriented vertically. The flagellum was then clipped from the video
such that no part of an IFT20-GFP intensity profile was left out, and this smaller clip was
turned into a kymograph. These kymographs, of which there was one for each imaging
depth for each flagellum imaged, were then analyzed using the DataAnalyzer plugin I wrote
for ImageJ, which automates the selection, aggregation, and saving of individual intensity
profiles1 in an kymograph and then prepares them for further analysis in MATLAB, so that
all of the available intensity profiles in each kymograph were clipped out and aggregated.
These collected intensity profiles were then fit to a 2D Gaussian using MATLAB in the
same way as in the rest of this work. Once the standard deviations (SD) for each individual
1Which are initially selected by the program and then screened by the user
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Figure 5.5: Experimentally determined defocusing curve for GFP in Chlamydomonas flagella.
The B value that resulted from this fit is 3.54.
intensity profile at a given depth were determined, the distribution of these lateral SDs
was fit to a one-dimensional Gaussian function to find the mean and standard deviation of
the distribution of lateral SDs for a given imaging depth. This was repeated for all imaging
depths, and then mean and standard deviation of the distribution of SDs was plotted against
focal depth.
5.3.4 Results and Discussion
The results of this analysis may be seen in Fig. 5.5. As is apparent, especially in comparison
with the result presented in Ref. [185], the results are somewhat noisy. This may be due to
any combination of a number of factors including the significantly decreased brightness of
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GFP (as compared to the emitting power of PBS) and the variable average imaging depth
of GFP inside of flagella (due to the fact that GFP in a flagellum may be present at any
of a number of depths within approximately 200 nm). Nevertheless, these results do fit
reasonably to Eq. 5.2, yielding a B value of 3.54. Given that this B value is almost an order
of magnitude less than the value reported in Ref. [185], performing this measurement for
GFP in flagella has indeed demonstrated its own merit.
Soon after the completion of Fig. 5.5, other investigations began to take priority over
this project, so the results were never fine-tuned or applied. If necessary, this experimental
method could be repeated several times to produce an average result or attempted using
varying intensities of excitation light or shorter videos at each depth so that the range
of useful data may be increased. However, whether used on their own or as part of an
ensemble, these results presented here will nevertheless prove useful were single-image axial
localizations in flagella to be seriously revisited.
5.4 Optically Evaluating IFT Train Size In Vivo
5.4.1 Introduction
The size of IFT trains and how it relates to the IFT cycle is an issue that has come up period-
ically over the last two decades. Investigations using electron micrographs have established
two populations of IFT trains—one of which had an average length of 250 nm and the other
had an average length of 700 nm [80, 82, 145]. It has long been speculated that these two
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populations might represent anterograde (long) and retrograde (short) trains [82]. However,
some more recent experiments using photobleaching of GFP-tagged kinesin have suggested
that IFT train size may be more so a function that scales inversely with flagellar length [140].
Unfortunately, both electron microscopy and photobleaching methods require that the cells
be fixed, which, of course, makes correlating size to direction of travel an impossible task.
In order to directly address the question, in vivo, of how IFT train size might relate to
direction of travel, we have performed single particle tracking experiments on individual IFT
trains traveling in live Chlamydomonas flagella. We propose that, given an even distribution
of IFT20-GFP, a GFP-tagged IFT paticle subunit, particles along the length of an IFT
train, the standard deviation of the intensity profile along the length of a train 700 nm in
length would differ appreciable from that of a train 250 nm in length, as shown in Fig. 5.6
in which we have simulated the intensity profile cross section of 172 GFP particles spread
evenly along the two different train lengths. Thus, if we compare the intensity profiles of IFT
trains performing anterograde motion and retrograde motion, we should be able to directly
link direction of travel to any observed differences in average train length.
2We chose 17 GFP because, according to Ref. [82], the long trains have 40 nm repeating sections and the
short trains have 16 nm repeating sections. Dividing 700/40 gives ≈ 17.5 sections and dividing 250/16 gives
≈ 15.6 sections. As such, 17 approximates each situation well enough.
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Figure 5.6: Simulated 1D intensity profile of 17 GFPs distributed evenly over 250 nm (red)
and 700 nm (blue). Each GFP was given a Gaussian intensity profile with SD of 140 nm
(as determined for our experimental setup) and a consistent, arbitrary maximum intensity.
Spreading these individual intensity profiles evenly over 250 nm and 700 nm yields combined
intensity profiles with SDs of approximately 160 nm and 270 nm, respectively.
5.4.2 Methods
Sample Preparation and Imaging
Sample preparation and imaging is the same as is described for BBS4-GFP in Ch. 2 except
that in order to visualize IFT particles, we used cells in which IFT20 carries a GFP tag
[112] that rescues the ift20 mutant. Cells were grown on solid Sager and Granick medium
supplemented with 10mM NaAcetate for 3 days. They were collected into M-N/5 liquid
medium for flagellar growth.
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Data Selection and Analysis
The two analyses in this investigation use different evaluations of the same data set. For
both evaluations, kymographs were prepared (again, in the same fashion as described in Ch.
2). Then, for the first analysis, all available intensity profiles corresponding to IFT trains
moving in the anterograde and retrograde directions were selected from the kymographs and
fit using the 2D Gaussian fitting method as described in Ch. 2 and Ch. 3. The two resulting
data sets (anterograde and retrograde) were then fit to a 1 dimensional Gaussian curve using
proFit (QuantumSoft) to determine the mean and standard deviation of each distribution.
For the second analysis, only the first 20 frames from the first video of a cell were con-
sidered for data selection. The reason for this selectivity comes from the desire to minimize
the effects of photobleaching that might skew the results of this analysis. Aside from the
frame selectivity, the remainder of this analysis was carried out in the same fashion as the
first analysis.
5.4.3 Results and Discussion
The results of the first analysis are reflected in Fig. 5.7. As may be seen, the mean SD of
intensity profiles in the y-direction (transverse to the long axis of the flagellum) is both sig-
nificantly smaller than the SD in the x-direction for either type of travel and also agrees very
nicely between anterograde and retrograde travel. This is the result that would be expected
for trains of fixed width, which is the currently accepted and experimentally demonstrated
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Figure 5.7: SDx and SDy comparison for anterograde and retrograde trains using all available
data. (A) SDy comparison showing that Anterograde and Retrograde trains share similar
widths (157 ± 1.4 nm and 155 ± 1.1 nm, respectively), as expected. (B) SDx comparison
for Anterograde and Retrograde trains demonstrating similarity (203 ± 2.1 nm and 219 ±
4.7 nm, respectively) (mean + SEM).
model [82]. In the x-direction (along the long axis of the flagellum), the mean SDs for
both anterograde and retrograde trains are larger than the mean SDs in the y-direction, as
might be expected for trains that are appreciably longer than they are wide. However, the
x-direction mean SDs do not appreciably differ between anterograde and retrograde train
populations. Furthermore, the mean SDs (203 nm and 219 nm) seem to sit right in be-
tween the SDs of the shorter train (160 nm) and the longer train (270 nm), as shown in
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Fig. 5.6. Since the model of IFT20-GFP particles distributed over 250 nm or 700 nm found
in Fig. 5.6 would predict at least a 110 nm difference in the SDs of two such populations yet
the observed values tend to split this difference, it seems that our experimental result might
indicate that the populations of anterograde and retrograde trains that we have been able
to observe contain similar distributions of train length.
Since these values do seem to split the expected difference so nicely, we felt it important
to make sure that this observation was not the result of an extraneous effect like fluorophore
bleaching. Thus, we performed a second, more stringent analysis on the data in which we
only selected anterograde and retrograde points from the first 20 frames of the first video
of each cell. Using this method, we hoped to avoid any problems that might arise from
fluorophores on the trains bleaching and affecting the width of the intensity profile.
The results of this second analysis may be seen in Fig. 5.8. It is immediately clear that
this second analysis suffers from a reduced data set size, especially in the retrograde data set.
While unfortunate, this is merely a byproduct of applying the more stringent criterion to the
analysis. Even with this reduced data set, we see some expected and some interesting results.
Again, the mean SD in the y-direction is consistent between anterograde and retrograde data
sets, and these results also match nicely to the results in Fig. 5.7A. In the x-direction, the
anterograde SDx matches nicely with the original result, as well. The retrograde data set,
on the other hand, shows that it has a significantly reduced datum count and skews towards
a higher SDx with a mean of 249 nm. Even in this deviation, however, the retrograde SDx
does not act as might be expected if retrograde trains were shorter than anterograde trains.
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Figure 5.8: SDx and SDy comparison for anterograde and retrograde trains using only the
first 20 frames for each cell. (A) SDy comparison showing that Anterograde and Retrograde
trains still share similar widths (159± 0.74 nm and 157± 0.55 nm, respectively), as expected.
(B) SDx comparison for Anterograde and Retrograde trains demonstrating similarity (214
± 5.0 nm and 249 ± 2.8 nm, respectively) (mean + SEM).
While this result is far from proving that train lengths do not correlate to direction
of travel, it does add another voice to recently growing consideration that the speculation
behind the size/direction classification may not have the experimental support it requires
[176]. Furthermore, this result bolsters the idea proposed in Ch. 2 that trains might not
dissociate at the flagellar tip, as was originally assumed. If, in fact, trains to do not dissociate
and reform at the flagellar tip, then it might be expected that a retrograde train would
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look similar to the anterograde train it was before the flagellar tip-dwell period and the
populations of anterograde and retrograde trains would look very similar.
5.4.4 Conclusion
While the experiments performed here cannot conclusively show that train size does not
correlate to direction of travel, the results presented above seem, at least, to give pause
to this assumption. Even the more stringent analysis, which saw the number of available
retrograde data suffer, seemed to indicate that anterograde and retrograde train populations
contained a similar distribution of long and short trains.
Of course, more work would be required to conclusively show that anterograde and retro-
grade travel does not correlate to a specific train size. From one angle, this experiment could
be repeated using tags on other proteins known to be present in each repeated section of
IFT train to see if a similar result arises. In another direction of exploration, single-molecule
FRET studies between IFT A and IFT B particles could be used to verify claims about train
composition and the presence or lack of any conformational changes in the train during any
part of the IFT cycle. Nevertheless, even in the absence of further study, the result demon-
strated here seriously calls into question the speculation that anterograde and retrograde
IFT trains exhibit two different length populations.
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Chapter 6
Dissertation Summary and Conclusion
Without a doubt, the advent of single-molecule fluorescence imaging techniques and super-
resolution optical microscopy has revolutionized the ways in which the optical microscope
can be used to interrogate biological systems of importance. What was once an uninteresting,
diffraction-limited blob in a microscope eyepiece is now a window to the nanoscopic world of
proteins, waiting to be mined of its data. Cellular structure can be observed as never before,
and the movements of protein motors in vitro can actually be seen. In many ways, without
this revolution, we would still be blind to the inner workings of cells.
In this context, the work presented in this dissertation serves a dual purpose. On one
hand, the desire to extend and demonstrate the use of single-molecule techniques for the
analysis of protein dynamics in vivo has informed and motivated many of the experiments
recounted herein. On the other hand, the use of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii model
system has presented the opportunity to examine previously unstudied active transport
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dynamics that bear significance not only in the context of intraflagellar transport (IFT),
which is medically significant in and of itself, but also in the understanding of certain aspects
of intracellular transport in general.
We have employed total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to study
fluorescently-tagged proteins of interest within the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii flagellum.
Using this model system, we have been able to take advantage of the flagellum’s nature to
study active transport dynamics in a well-contained and well-defined structure. Combining
this model system with single-molecule imaging analysis techniques has further allowed us to
determine the location of individual proteins within tens of nanometers to high (0.3 second)
temporal resolution. We have used this powerful combination of techniques and experimen-
tal conditions to probe the dynamics of active protein transport at the flagellar tip and along
the flagellar length.
Specifically, we first set out to explore the nature of cargo release by kinesin at the
plus end of the microtubule. To do this, we turned to the specific application of this in
IFT. Studying IFT in flagella allows for the specific localization of the microtubule plus end
in a region that is well within the TIRF excitation field. Thus, we were able to observe
the behavior of both the BBSome, and IFT-associated protein (Ch. 2), and the kinesin
motors that drive anterograde transport (Ch. 3) throughout the transport and cargo release
process without having to worry about the location or orientation of the microtubule plus
end (which, in this model system, are always at the flagellar tip, parallel with the glass/water
interface). Through these studies, we were able to shed light onto the previously unstudied
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flagellar-tip-turnaround dynamics of IFT, and we found that, once the kinesin reaches the
microtubule plus end in the case of IFT, it releases its cargo (at the very least, some of it) and
then remains associated with the microtubule (in some way that resembles 1D diffusion) for
about 1.3 seconds before dissociating from the microtubule and diffusing back to the flagellar
base/microtubule minus end in the flagellar lumen. Concurrently, the IFT-associated protein
(cargo) that we were able to observe (the BBSome) seemed to diffuse along the flagellar
membrane at the tip before being picked up/commencing retrograde transport after about
2.3 seconds.
In this way, we have been able to present an experimentally determined time line and set
of dynamics present during the IFT tip turnaround period. Beyond the importance of this to
certain diseases, which sometimes seem to manifest due to a failure to commence retrograde
IFT, the fact that many of the proteins involved in the specific case of IFT are either present
directly or through a closely related variant in the cell body itself allows for the possibility
that some of these observations may hold true for active intracellular transport in general.
This connection, of course, would have to serve as the focus for future experimentation, but
the possibility that the study of active transport along the tightly defined axoneme of the
flagellum may hold true, even to a limited extent, within the big, messy microtubule network
of the cell is a concept that deserves some consideration.
In Chapter 4, we were able to turn our attention to the physics of dynamic cargo loading
and unloading and how that may affect the speed of IFT. Specifically, we found that we were
able to observe a distribution of large, observable speed changes along the length of IFT tra-
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jectories. These changes corresponded to what might be expected for the loading/unloading
of the drag produced by pulling transmembrane signaling proteins along the flagellar mem-
brane. Using two-color imaging, we were even able to identify some instances in which
changes to the speed of an IFT train (labeled on IFT20) corresponded spatio-temporally
with the halting or resumption of the active transport of a cargo protein (BBS4).
Finally, in Chapter 5, we presented the preliminary results from a number of nascent
investigations. In the first segment, we were able to identify and quantify the diffusion of
PKD2-GFP, a GFP-tagged transmembrane protein, near the entry region of the flagellum.
This observation suggests the possibility that diffusion along the membrane may serve as one
of the flagellar entry mechanisms for larger transmembrane proteins. In the second segment,
we showed the results of the defocusing study needed to apply single-image axial localization
techniques to GFP-tagged proteins in flagella. In the third segment, we demonstrated the
use of the intensity profile standard deviation of an IFT train as a metric for determining the
length of the train in vivo. Specifically we found little to no difference in the distribution of
SDs for anterograde and retrograde IFT train populations. This suggests that, on average,
there may be no difference in the size distributions of anterograde and retrograde, which is
contrary to the currently held (and assumed) model that retrograde IFT trains are generally
much shorter than anterograde IFT trains.
For all of the suggestions and answers we have been able to provide through these in-
vestigations, we have highlighted many more that have yet to be addressed. More work is
being conducted and will need to continue to reveal the dynamics of cytoplasmic dynein-2
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throughout IFT train reassembly and the commencement of retrograde IFT. More work will
need to be done to observe and quantify IFT speed changes as a result of loading/unloading
of specific transmembrane proteins if the technique is ever to be used as a way to observe the
trafficking of specific proteins. Finally, each of the preliminary results in Chapter 6 would
need further work to turn them from merely hinting at results to strongly supporting them.
Nevertheless, each of these explorations demonstrates a triumph in the application of
fluorescence single-molecule imaging techniques to study protein dynamics in vivo. The
studies at the flagellar tip have provided the first experimental glimpse at both the IFT
turnaround process and the release of cargo at the plus end of a microtubule. The cargo
loading and unloading study stands as the first consideration of dynamic IFT cargo loading
and how it might physically affect transport. Even the nascent projects in Ch. 6 present
viable single-molecule investigations that merit further study. Thus, the work presented in
the preceding pages has successfully served to achieve three primary goals: to demonstrate
new applications of single-particle imaging in vivo, to suggest which dynamics dominate
certain aspects of intraflagellar and intracellular transport, and, ultimately, to hint at the
shape of future single-molecule and IFT studies to come.
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Appendix A
Supplemental Material: BBSome
Reorganization Mechanism in Flagella
A.1 Supplemental Figures
The following page contains two supplemental figures referenced in Ch. 2. Fig. A.1 contains
additional BBS4-GFP flagellar kymographs. Fig. A.2 presents a schematic of the simulation
used to model BBSome diffusion in the y-direction (transverse to the orientation of the
microtubules).
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A.1 Supplemental Figures
Figure A.1: Additional BBS4-GFP Kymographs. (A) Kymograph of BBS4-GFPs showing
a stalled BBSome during retrograde IFT (arrowhead) that later continues active transport.
The first four data points after the IFT train arrives at the flagellar tip were used in the
MSD analysis (arrow). (B) A longer kymograph of Fig. 2.2A showing additional antero-
grade and retrograde IFT trains and stalled BBSomes. These kymographs demonstrate that
stalled BBSomes (BBSomes that have fallen off IFT trains [72]) are observed in live, healthy
Chlamydomonas flagella. Scale bars: horizontal, 1 sec; vertical, 2 µm. )
Figure A.2: Simulating BBSome (green disk) diffusion along the circumference of Chlamy-
domonas flagellar membrane. The BBS4-GFP emission is projected along z onto the xy
plane for imaging by the EMCCD camera.
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A.2 Making a Connection Between BBSome Dynamics
and IFT Particle Dynamics
The work presented in Ch. 2 revolves primarily around uncovering the flagellar tip reorgani-
zation dynamics of the BBSome. As already described in Ch. 2, the BBSome was chosen for
this study because (i) it has been shown to be associated with IFT in multiple species and (ii)
it is expressed at sub-stoichiometric levels in the C. reinhardtii flagellum. As such, tracking
GFP-tagged BBSomes (in the form of BBS4-GFP) allows us to follow trains throughout the
IFT process while minimizing the number of fluorophore emitters that can interfere with one
another.
While this choice of experimental parameters does come with the many benefits described
above and in Ch. 2, it also comes with the one drawback that we are not actually tracking
a protein that has been shown to be integral to the structure of the IFT train in all species.
In order to do this, we would have to track one of the IFT protein complexes (IFT A or IFT
B), which are expressed at a much higher frequency than the BBSome.
In fact, we did perform some experiments designed to track IFT particles (IFT20-GFP,
specifically) through the IFT process. The results of this investigation may be seen in
Fig. A.3. As may be seen in Fig. ??A, the frequency of IFT20-GFP-tagged trains is too
high to allow us to acquire trajectories of individual trains at the flagellar tip, as we did for
the BBSome study in Ch. 2. We were, however, able to produce a distribution of IFT20 tip
dwell times, as is shown in comparison to the same distribution for BBS4-GFP in Fig. A.3.
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Figure A.3: (A) A kymograph of IFT20-GFP in flagella. The black arrows denote two bright
trajectories with flagellar tip reorganization times of 3.6 (left) and 3.0 sec (right); and the
yellow arrows denote their anterograde and retrograde IFT traces. Scale bars: vertical, 1.5
µm; horizontal, 3 sec. (B) Flagellar tip reorganization time distributions of BBSomes and
IFT trains.
The striking agreement between the tip dwell times of IFT20-GFP and BBS4-GFP in-
spired us to find a way to determine whether this agreement was due to IFT particles and
BBSomes reorganizing together during the flagellar tip dwell or some other mechanism. Due
to experimental limitations, we used simulations and thought experiments to see if we could
produce a viable model in which BBSomes and IFT particles dissociated from one another
once they entered the flagellar tip but also exhibited similar tip reorganization dwell time
distributions. While we ultimately found that it would be highly unlikely for these two con-
ditions to be met within the parameters of the Chalmydomonas flagellar IFT model, these
results still lacked the experimental verification that would be needed to include them in the
final version of the paper found in Ch. 2. As such, I am including in the following pages the
descriptions and arguments originally written (by Dr. Yan Mei Wang, Dr. Je-Luen Li, and
myself) for the simulations and calculations we performed to determine whether the similar
(nearly identical) dwell time distributions of BBSomes and IFT particles indicated that these
particles remained associated with one another during flagellar tip IFT reorganization.
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A.2.1 The Dissociation Model for BBSomes
Before we delve into the idea that BBSomes and IFT particles reorganize together, we have
to address the question of whether the BBSomes themselves remain intact during reorgani-
zation. Since we have only observed BBS4-GFP diffusing along the flagellar membrane, can
the other six BBS proteins dissociate into the flagellar lumen and rebind before the retro-
grade IFT? We performed Monte Carlo simulations for 3-D freely diffusing BBS proteins in
the flagellar lumen (Fig. A.4A). If BBS proteins’ rebinding rate to BBSomes within their
flagellar tip reorganization time is near 100%, the dissociation model could be a viable model
for BBSome reorganization. Our simulations yielded a maximum of 73% BBS proteins that
returned to the binding site. If all six non-membrane-bound BBS proteins in a BBSome dis-
sociate simultaneously, only 0.736 = 15% of BBSomes remain intact at the time of retrograde
IFT, contradicting the observation of only intact BBSomes in flagella [112, 189]. Therefore,
most BBSomes would be able to dissociate during reorganization at the flagellar tip.
A.2.2 The Same Set of BBSomes and IFT Trains Seem to Arrive
at and Leave the Flagellar Tip Together
Reorganized BBSomes are carried back to cell body by IFT trains. Are BBSomes carried
by their original IFT train, or do they go with earlier or later IFT trains? To assess this,
we compare the flagellar tip reorganization times of IFT20-GFPs and BBS4-GFPs. A ky-
mograph of IFT20-GFP particles is shown in Figure A.3A. Since an anterograde IFT train
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contains 17 IFT particles [82], the isolated IFT20-GFP fluorescence intensity profiles are
most likely subdiffraction-separated IFT20-GFP aggregates. The density of IFT trains is
higher than that of BBS4-GFP tagged IFT trains since some IFT trains may not carry a
BBS4-GFP molecule. Therefore, to determine the IFT train reorganization time at the flag-
ellar tip, in addition to isolated IFT trajectories without interference of other IFT trains, we
also used bright trajectories where the anterograde IFT travel, flagellar tip motion, and the
retrograde IFT travel were clearly visible to be from one IFT train. Arrows in Fig. A.3A
mark two bright IFT train trajectories. Strikingly, Fig. A.3B shows identical BBSome and
IFT train reorganization time distributions with a mean of ≈2.2 sec. We therefore argue that
the original set of anterograde BBSomes and IFT train performs retrograde IFT together for
the following reason: The IFT arrival rate is approximately 1 train per 2 sec based on the 32
anterograde IFT20-GFP tracks in the 60 sec imaging time in Fig. A.3A. If a BBSome uses
an IFT train that arrived 2 sec before for its retrograde transport, the mean reorganization
time for IFT trains would be 4.3 sec. If a BBSome were to use a later train, then the mean
IFT train reorganization time would be 0.3 sec. The same logic applies to even earlier and
later IFT trains.
A.2.3 IFT Train Reorganization Mechanism
Where do IFT trains reorganize at the flagellar tip? Again we have the option of the four
flagellar tip subcomplexes: the original microtubule on which the IFT train travels, the
central cap, the flagellar membrane, and the flagellar lumen. Among these four locations,
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no BBSome-IFT-train dissociation is involved only when they reorganize together along the
flagellar membrane. For the other three locations as well as the flagellar membrane in the
case that BBSomes do not reorganize together with IFT trains, dissociation and rebinding
of BBSomes to their original carrier IFT trains are required for them to perform retrograde
IFT together.
We performed simulations of the rebinding kinetics of dissociated flagellar-membrane-
diffusing BBSomes to stationary IFT trains on flagellar membrane or microtubules (Figs. A.4B
and C). We asked whether it is possible that all dissociated BBSomes can return to a binding
site on the IFT train within their flagellar tip reorganization time. If not, the dissociation
model does not seem viable for BBSomes. We use stationary IFT trains in the simulation to
set an upper bound on the rebinding rate since we reason below that when IFT train move-
ment is involved during its reorganization, such as diffusion along the flagellar membrane
or microtubule and translocation to the flagellar lumen or central cap, the rebinding rate of
dissociated BBSomes will be even lower.
Our simulations yielded that a maximum of 89.6% BBSomes dissociated from site one
rebound to one of the 17 IFT train binding sites, and 63% of the IFT trains did not lose any
BBSomes at the time of retrograde IFT commencement. Note that we have chosen a set of
parameters for optimal rebinding in our cargo protein simulations. In reality, the rebind rates
of IFT cargo proteins should be significantly lower. This result contradicts our observation
of identical flagellar tip dwell times of BBSomes and IFT trains which indicates that nearly
all anterograde BBSome and IFT train sets depart from the flagellar tip together.
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Figure A.4: BBSome simulation schematics and results. (A) A 3-D diffusing BBS protein
in flagellar lumen that dissociated from a 2-D diffusing BBSome on flagellar membrane.
For diffusion along the membrane, y′ is defined to be along the flagellar membrane cross
section direction. (B) Flagellar cross section showing a dissociated BBSome from the IFT
train binding site. (C) Six evenly distributed BBSome binding sites along a stationary IFT
train on flagellar membrane, microtubule, or both. (D) Excursion distance distribution for
a dissociated BBSome from binding site one on a stationary IFT train.
We next needed to show that the BBSome’s rebinding rate is lower when an IFT train
moves during reorganization. Of the rebound BBSomes that originated from site one, 97.7%
returned to the original binding site, and more than 90% of these rebinds wandered less than
10 nm away from the starting point as shown in Fig. A.4D. If the IFT train moves during
BBSome dissociation, the binding site moves away by more than a few nanometers in a short
time. Without the proximity of the original binding site, the BBSomes’ rebinding rate will
plummet compared to the rebinding rate found with stationary binding sites. Consequently,
the only option for the original set of BBSome and IFT trains to perform retrograde IFT
together is if they remain connected during reorganization at the flagellar tip. That is,
the IFT train diffuses along the flagellar membrane together with the BBSomes throughout
the reorganization process. The connection of the IFT trains to the flagellar membrane is
likely to be mediated by ciliary membrane proteins carried by both the IFT train and the
BBSome [122,190–192].
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A.2.4 The Dissociation Model for IFT Particles
Finally, we consider whether IFT proteins dissociate and rebind to IFT particles during
reorganization. The analysis for BBS proteins also applies to IFT proteins, which have
similar Stokes radii to that of BBS proteins of 2.7 nm. If IFT proteins dissociate during
reorganization at the flagellar tip, they will not all rebind in time for retrograde IFT travel.
Thus, IFT particles should remain intact during reorganization.
A.2.5 Calculating the Free Diffusion Coefficient of BBSomes in
Flagellar Lumen.
The diffusion coefficient of the freely diffusing BBSomes in the flagellar lumen was esti-
mated by using the axonemal protein DRC4-GFP (78 kDa) Dx of 2.2 × 105 nm2/s in C.
reinhardtii flagellar lumen [123] and the estimated molecular weight of GFP tagged BB-
Somes of 465 kDa [189]. The ratio of the effective Stokes radii for the two protein complexes
rBBSome/rDRC4−GFP ≈ (438kDa/78kDa)1/3 = 1.8. Since Dx ∝ 1/r, BBSome’s Dx in the
lumen is calculated to be 1.2 × 105 nm2/s.
A.2.6 Calculating the Stokes Radii and Free Diffusion Coefficients
of BBS and IFT Proteins in the Flagellar Lumen.
The average molecular weight of a BBS protein is approximately 70 kDa [189]. Assuming a
spherical conformation and the typical protein density of 1.38 g/cm3, the average hydrody-
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Figure A.5: Simulation step size vs rebind rate for (A) BBS proteins and (B) BBSomes.
10,000 dissociation events were simulated for each step time.
namic radius of a BBS protein is approximately 2.7 nm. The average diffusion coefficient of
BBS proteins in flagellar lumen was estimated using the axonemal protein DRC4-GFP (78
kDa) Dx of 2.2 × 105 nm2/s [123]. Since the ratio of the effective Stokes radii for the two
protein complexes rBBSprotein/rDRC4−GFP ≈ (69.57kDa/78kDa)1/3 = 0.96 and Dx ∝ 1/r,
the average Dx of BBS proteins is 2.29 × 105 nm2/s.
Using the same calculation and the average molecular weight of an IFT protein of 80
kDa [193], the average Dx of an IFT protein in flagellar lumen is 2.2 × 105 nm2/s.
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A.2.7 Simulating the rebinding kinetics of dissociated BBS pro-
teins
For simulating dissociated BBS proteins, we used the average radius of a dissociated BBS
protein of 2.7 nm (calculated above) as its binding site size on BBSomes, which is also
comparable to the average protein-protein interaction interface size [194]. Figure A.4A de-
picts this simulation. BBSomes were placed at the center of an IFT train at the beginning
of the simulation when the IFT train arrives at the B microtubule end – 350 nm from
the end of the B microtubule and 550 nm from the flagellar tip. The start position of
the BBS protein and the BBSome were at the origins of their respective coordinate sys-
tems as (x,y′) = (0,0) and (x,y,z) = (0,0,0), respectively. After the BBS protein dissoci-
ated, the BBS protein binding site diffused along the flagellar membrane with our exper-
imentally determined 2D BBS4-GFP diffusion coefficient D2,BBSome = 1.25 × 103 nm2/s
along the flagellar membrane, while the dissociated BBS protein diffused in the flagellar
lumen with D3,BBS proteins = 2.29 × 105 nm2/s (calculated above). The simulation time
step was determined to be ∆t = 1 ns by the convergence of the BBSomes’ rebind rate
(Fig. A.5A). At each time step a BBSome moves by (∆xBBSome,∆y
′
BBSome) and a BBS
protein moves (∆xBBS protein,∆yBBS protein,∆zBBS protein). The step sizes ∆x, y
′
BBSome and
∆x, y, zBBS proteins were chosen from Gaussian distributions with a mean of zero and respec-
tive standard deviations of
√
2D2,BBSome∆t and
√
2D3,BBS proteins∆t.
We used a typical protein-protein interaction distance of 1 nm [195] for the excursion
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distance (largest distance traveled from the BBS protein’s starting point during a dissociation
and rebind event) threshold beyond which there is no interaction between the BBS protein
and BBSome and the BBS protein was considered dissociated. For each dissociation event,
we selected a maximum simulation time from our Gaussian BBSome and IFT train flagellar
train reorganization time distributions with a mean of 2.27 second and a standard deviation
of 0.83 second (Fig. 4B). When the dissociated BBS protein crossed the flagellar membrane,
we computed where it hit. If the location was within a radius of 1.35 nm from the origin,
the BBS protein was considered to have rebound to the BBSome and the simulation was
stopped. If not, the BBS protein was reflected off from the flagellar membrane and the
simulation continued until either rebinding occurred or the time limit was reached. The final
BBS protein rebinding rate was obtained from 10,000 simulated dissociation events.
A.3 Simulating the Rebinding Kinetics of Dissociated
BBSomes from IFT Trains.
Figures A.4B and A.4C depict this simulation where the IFT train is stationary and bound
to the flagellar membrane, the microtubule, or both. We placed a 2.7 nm-wide binding site
at the center of each of the 17 IFT particles in an IFT train, accessible by the membrane-
diffusing BBSomes. For each dissociation simulation, a BBSome was initially positioned at
the center of a binding site. We again used a typical protein-protein interaction distance of 1
nm [195] for the excursion distance threshold beyond which there was no interaction between
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BBSomes and IFT particles and the BBSomes were considered dissociated. The simulation
step size was ∆t = 0.16 µs as determined by the convergence of a BBSome’s rebinding rate
to one of the IFT train binding sites within its flagellar tip reorganization time (Fig. A.5B).
The step size ∆x, y′BBSome was chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and
a standard deviation of
√
2D2,BBSome∆t. When the dissociated BBSome returned to any of
the IFT train binding sites, it was a rebind and the simulation was stopped.
We simulated 10,000 BBSome dissociation events for IFT train binding sites 1, 4, 7, 10,
13, and 16, assuming even distribution of the six bound BBSomes along an IFT train. At
site 1, 89.6% of the dissociated BBSomes rebound to one of the 17 binding sites within the
BBSome flagellar tip reorganization time. The rebind rates are 93.3%, 93.6%, 93.7%, 93.4%,
and 92.9% for sites 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16, respectively. The product of these rebind rates
yields the ratio of IFT trains that do not lose any BBSomes at the time of retrograde IFT
commencement: 63%.
A.3.1 Our Simulations Provide Upper Bound Re-association Val-
ues for IFT Cargoes
For our simulations we have chosen a set of parameters that should obtain the upper bound
rebind rates of dissociated IFT cargoes. The rebind rates are over estimations for the follow-
ing reasons: (i) Dissociated BBS and IFT proteins, and BBSomes will also be rotating while
diffusing in the flagellar lumen, or along the flagellar membrane, respectively. Therefore, the
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orientations of the IFT cargoes and their binding sites may not match perfectly for binding
to occur at the time of the cargoes’ incidence. (ii) For the case of BBSomes binding to IFT
trains, the BBSome binding sites on the IFT train may not be available at all times for
binding to occur; they might be occupied by rebound or undissociated BBSomes. (iii) Al-
though the 2.7 nm binding site size agrees with the average protein-protein interface contour
area [194], it is the cargo-binding-site interaction cross section that was used in our simu-
lation – the effective binding site size should be significantly less than 2.7 nm. (iv) For the
case of BBSomes binding to IFT trains, the IFT train binding sites may not all be located at
where the membrane-diffusing BBSomes can gain access, such as when they are on the other
side of the IFT train or far from the membrane. If two attempts are needed for rebind to oc-
cur, only (63%)2 = 40% of the retrograde IFT trains will contain all their original BBSomes.
The more the required rebind attempts, the further the decrease. (v) For all simulations, we
have further assumed that the rebound BBS and IFT proteins and BBSomes remain bound
until the retrograde IFT. In reality, they may perform additional dissociations and rebinds
within the reorganization time. This further decreases the percentage of intact BBSomes,
IFT particles, or IFT trains during reorganization. (vi) For the simulation of BBS proteins
rebinding to BBSomes, the BBS proteins may perform restricted or facilitated diffusion in
flagellar lumen rather than free diffusion. The effect is that they linger in the lumen longer
before rebinding to BBSomes, yielding an even lower rebinding rate.
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Appendix B
Supplemental Material: Kinesin
Regulation Dynamics Through Cargo
Delivery, a Single-molecule
Investigation
B.1 Correction for Stage Drift
The microscope’s stage drifts during imaging and such drift affects nanometer range local-
ization measurements such as ours. To correct for the stage-drift effect, we used surface-
adsorbed eGFP molecules as control particles. A simultaneously imaged eGFP molecule
will experience the same stage drift as the kinesin-2-GFP molecules. Therefore, subtracting
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its location from that of the kinesin-2-GFP molecule will correct for the stage-drift effect
in our relative location measurements. The stage-drift corrected location of sub-diffraction-
separated kinesin-2-GFP molecules in this chapter is the difference between the x or y lo-
cation of the center of fluorescence of these kinesin-2-GFP molecules and a simultaneous
surface-adsorbed reference eGFP molecule.
B.2 MSD Analyses
For the “stationary” data, MSDx,y was calculated using Eq. B.2 and the stage-drift-corrected
localization measurement data of 67 “stationary” trajectories in Figs. 3.4A and B. Equation
B.2 is a modification from the single trajectory MSD analyses described in Ref. [61]:
MSDx,y,n =
∑67
j=1
∑Nj−n
i=1 [(x, y)j,i+n − (x, y)j,i]2∑67
j=1(Nj − n)
(B.1)
= 2Dx,yn∆t+ ∆MSDx,y (B.2)
in which j is the “stationary” KAP-GFP trajectory label, Nj is the total number of location
measurements available in trajectory j, n is the time interval index going from 1 to Nj-1, ∆t
= 0.3 sec is the time interval between two consecutive images, and ∆MSDx,y is the mean
squared precision to our stage-drift corrected MSDx,y measurements as described below in
Section B.3. For the “scattered” data, MSDy used all available pairs of kinesin-2-GFP data
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in a trajectory, and all 12 scattered trajectories in Fig. 3.4B:
MSDy =
∑12
j=1
∑Nj−1
i=1
∑Nj
k=i+1[(yj,i − yj,k)2∑12
j=1
∑Nj−1
i=1
∑Nj
k=i+1 1
(B.3)
≈10000nm2 + ∆MSDy (B.4)
in which j is the “scattered” KAP-GFP trajectory label, Nj is the total number of location
measurements available in trajectory j, i is the data index in a trajectory going from 1 to Nj−1,
k is also the data index in a trajectory going from i+1 to Nj, 10,000 nm
2 = (100 nm)2 should
be the mean squared separation between random pairs of kinesin-2-GFP intensity profiles in
a trajectory, and ∆MSDy is the mean squared precision to our MSDy measurements. All 12
“scattered” trajectories used for the calculation are continuations of the “stationary” data
in Fig. 3.4B.
B.3 Localization Measurement Error
In single-molecule localization measurements, the error associated with a lateral location
measurement
√〈(∆x)2〉 can be analytically calculated as follows [117,120]
〈(∆x)2〉 = m2
[
2s2x
N
+
8pis3xsy(σ
2
b + 〈b〉)
a2N2
]
, (B.5)
in which sx,y is the intensity profile SD determined in Eq. 3.1, N is the number of photons
per intensity profile; 〈b〉 and σb are the mean and standard deviation of the background noise
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in photons, respectively; a = 79 nm is the camera’s pixel size; and m = 1.06 + 0.43a/s0x
is the multiplication factor [121], where s0x =
√
s2x − a2/12 is the standard deviation of
a kinesin-2-GFP or eGFP intensity profile without the camera pixelation effect [117]. We
obtained parameters in Eq. B.5 as follows: 〈b〉 is the mean background in the Gaussian fit
of the molecule’s intensity profile using Eq.1 in the main text. σb is the statistical standard
deviation of the background noise of an 80 × 80 pixel region selected near the flagellar tip
for the kinesin-2-GFP data and next to the surface-adsorbed eGFP molecules for the eGFP
data. For each localization datum, we determined s0x,0y and consequently m from the fitted
sx,y values using Eq. 3.1.
In our localization measurements that correct for the stage-drift effect, each localiza-
tion datum is the location difference between the center of fluorescence of the kinesin-2-
GFP molecules and the control eGFP molecule. Consequently, the mean squared preci-
sion to a localization measurement is the sum of the mean squared precision associated
with the location measurements for the kinesin-2-GFP multimer and the eGFP molecule
as 〈∆(x, y)2Kinesin−2−GFP + ∆(x, y)2eGFP 〉 [61, 63]. In our MSD calculations that correct for
the stage-drift effect, four location measurements are involved in a squared displacement da-
tum from two sets of kinesin-2-GFP and eGFP molecules. The mean squared precision for
the MSD calculation at all time intervals is therefore ∆MSDx = 〈∆(x, y)21,Kinesin−2−GFP +
∆(x, y)22,Kinesin−2−GFP + ∆(x, y)
2
1,eGFP + ∆(x, y)
2
2,eGFP 〉.
For the “stationary” data, we obtained ∆MSDx = 3.69 × 103 nm2 and ∆MSDy = 3.44
× 103 nm2 from our experimental data, which agree with the fitted offset at t =0 for MSDx
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and the average value for MSDy, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.4C. For the scattered data,
MSDy = 1.17 × 104 nm2, yielding a mean kinesin-2-GFP separation of ≈ 100 nm after
subtracting ∆MSDy = 3.44 × 103 nm2.
B.4 Simulating Diffusing KAP-GFPs on Microtubules
In order to verify that MSDx of diffusing kinesin-2-GFPs on microtubules remains linear even
when the sub-diffraction separated kinesin-2-GFPs diffuse separately or there is a reflective
boundary at the end of B microtubules, we performed simulations for three kinesin-2-GFP
molecules (described in Section B.6) diffusing on a microtubule, together and separately, with
and without the reflective boundary at the B microtubule ends. The step interval ∆t is 1 ms,
and the random step sizes were drawn from a Gaussian distribution with SD of
√
2D1t, in
which D1 = 1.33 × 103 nm2/s is our experimental diffusion coefficient value for “stationary”
kinesin-2-GFPs on microtubules at the flagellar tip. When the three kinesin-2-GFPs were
allowed to diffuse together, the starting position was at the end of the B microtubule. When
they were allowed to diffuse separately, the three kinesin-2-GFP molecules were evenly dis-
tributed along the 700 nm long IFT train [82] whose one end is flush with the B microtubule
plus end. In this case, when a kinesin-2-GFP trajectory encountered a B microtubule end, it
was reflected. Figure B.1 shows that for all situations, MSDxs for the center of fluorescence
of the three kinesin-2-GFP molecules can be approximated well by a linear function. 5000
simulations were performed for each situation.
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Figure B.1: Simulated MSDxs on microtubules for one kinesin-2-GFP molecule with (disks)
and without (circles) the reflective boundary effect at the end of B microtubule and the center
of fluorescence of three kinesin-2-GFPs with (squares) and without (crosses) the boundary
effect.
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B.5 Estimating the Number of Unbleached KAP-GFPs
per IFT Train at the Flagellar Tip
In order to simulate scattered kinesin-2-GFP molecules after release from the microtubules,
we estimated the mean number of unbleached Kinesin-GFP molecules per IFT train after
arriving at the flagellar tip from experimental data. We compared the number of photons
emitted by kinesin-2-GFP intensity profiles on anterograde IFT trains with the number of
photons emitted by “stationary” kinesin-2-GFP intensity profiles at the flagellar tip (Fig.
B.2): the ratio is 2:1. Since there are, on average, six sub-diffraction-separated kinesin-
2s per IFT train [109], we have an average of three unbleached sub-diffraction separated
kinesin-2-GFPs at the flagellar tip.
B.6 Simulating Diffusing KAP-GFP Images in Flagella
Kinesin-2-GFP molecules were simulated diffusing in a cylinder of radius 125 nm (the ap-
proximate Chlamydomonas flagellar lumen radius) with a step interval, ∆t, of 0.1 ms. Three
kinesin-2-GFP molecules were simultaneously released at the ends of the B microtubules,
which are located approximately 25 nm from the flagellar membrane (Fig. B.3A) and 200
nm from the flagellar tip (Fig. B.3B). The cylinder has a blunt end (Fig. B.3B). We selected
a random time within the 0.3 sec between consecutive images to release the kinesin-2-GFP
molecules. The molecules then each preformed an independent 3-D random walk with steps
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Figure B.2: Sub-diffraction separated kinesin-2-GFP intensity profiles emission photon dis-
tributions while on IFT trains during anterograde IFT and the “stationary” phase at the
flagellar tip. The anterograde photon distribution is best described by two peaks at ≈ 152
and 68 photons; the “stationary” phase photon distribution peaks at ≈ 74 photons with
a SD of 35 photons. We estimate that half of GFPs bleached during the anterograde IFT
before arriving at the flagellar tip.
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in the x-, y-, and z-directions chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a SD of
√
2D3t, in
which D3 is the diffusion coefficient of the kinesin-2-GFP molecules in the flagellar lumen
that ranges from 5 × 104 nm2/s to 5 × 106 nm2/s. If kinesin-2-GFP were to run into the
flagellar membrane, a new step was simulated.
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Figure B.3: Schematics for simulating diffusing kinesin-2-GFPs in the flagellar lumen. (A) A
cross section view of kinesin-2-GFPs (green disk) on random microtubules before dissociating
into the flagellar lumen. (B) A side view of KAP-GFPs at the end of a B microtubule before
dissociating into the flagellar lumen. The KAP-GFP emission was projected along z onto
the xy plane to construct the final image.
At every 300 ms, a kinesin-2-GFP intensity profile was simulated to be exposed for 10
ms using the method described in Ref. [55], in which the sx,y of the intensity profile was
100 nm as determined by the mean intensity profile SD of surface adsorbed eGFPs (data
not shown). In order to accurately compare to experimental kinesin-2-GFP intensity profile
images, we determined the number of simulated photons per kinesin-2-GFP molecule dur-
ing the 10 ms exposure time to be a Gaussian with a mean of 25 and SD of 20 photons
from the experimental three sub-diffraction separated kinesin-2-GFP intensity profile pho-
ton count distribution, N0, in Fig. B.2. A new photon count was simulated when N0 was
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negative. Because the kinesin-2-GFP photon distribution was collected from 9 trajectories
on microtubules randomly distributed in flagella, it has already taken into consideration
the exponentially decaying TIRF evanescent light intensity of our system, which can be
described by exp (−z/117nm) with z being the distance measured from the glass-water in-
terface and the 117 nm being the TIRF penetration depth for our incident angle of 69◦ [56].
Therefore, the simulated total photon counts per intensity profile should have also included
correction for the evanescent excitation effect. At each step of the intensity profile simula-
tion during the 10 ms exposure, the emitted photon of N0/100 was corrected by a factor of
exp z0/117nm− z/117nm, in which z0 was determined to be 80 nm and is the distance from
the glass water interface where the measured kinesin-2-GFPs emitted the mean number of
photons.
At the end of many exposures, the intensity profiles are binned into pixels and made
into a kymograph of the same size as that of the experimental data. The final contrast was
adjusted by matching the simulated image with the experimental data. The simulations
did not include bleaching or blinking effects of GFP. Thus, the final simulated composite
kymograph in Fig. 3.4A was constructed by adding 100 trajectories aligned by the first
frame of the scattered kinesin-2-GFPs. Fig. B.4 shows the remaining 9 example simulation
kymographs of the set of 10 random kymographs from which the example in Fig. 3.3F was
chosen.
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Figure B.4: The remaining 9 simulated kymographs of three diffusing kinesin-2-GFPs. The
one that most resembles the kinesin-2-GFP images is in Fig. 3.3(F). Arrows denote trajec-
tories that resemble processive IFT travel. Scale bars: horizontal, 1 sec; vertical, 2 µm.
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Appendix C
Kinesin Speed Discrepancy
C.1 Considering the Discrepancy Between In Vivo and
In Vitro Kinesin 2 Speeds
As mentioned in Ch. 4, a large discrepancy exists between the kinesin speeds observed in
in vitro force vs. velocity measurements, as performed by the Block lab [147, 152], and the
speeds reported for anterograde IFT, which is driven by kinesin motors [66, 80, 161]. In
many cases, the reported anterograde IFT speeds are 3 to 4 times faster than the reported
maximum speeds of individual kinesin motors. This presents a puzzling physical conundrum
that seems to have been avoided in the literature thus far. Specifically, how do IFT trains end
up moving faster than their motors are ostensibly able to travel? I will record my thoughts
on this question and possible ways to answer it in the remainder of this appendix.
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C.1.1 Models to Account for the Kinesin Speed Discrepancy
A number of potential explanations may exist for why this discrepancy between kinesin and
IFT speeds has come about. First, it is possible that some experimental condition in the in
vitro force vs. velocity measurements artificially lowered the maximum speed of the kinesin
as measured in vitro. Second, it is possible that some condition inside of the flagellum, such
as steric hindrance, causes the kinesin motors to perform more efficiently than they do in
other (potentially less crowded) conditions. Finally, I would propose that it is possible that
the multiple kinesin motors on an IFT train work cooperatively in a way that has yet to be
described.
The first of these possibilities could be explored by recreating the original force vs. velocity
measurements and trying them with different parameters to see if the changes cause any
appreciable difference in the resulting kinesin speed curves. The second possibility could
be explored by studying kinesin in progressively more and more crowded environments.
However, a true exploration of the effects of the flagellar environment on kinesin function
would require a more complete knowledge of the flagellar environment than currently exists.
As for the third possibility–that of kinesin cooperativity causing the increased speed of IFT–I
will spend the next few paragraphs proposing how this might arise.
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C.1.2 Cooperativity Among Multiple Kinesins on an IFT Train
It has been shown in previous work that any given anterograde IFT train contains multiple
kinesins (up to an average of 16 per train [160]). Given many available motor proteins on a
single train, a number of inter-motor stepping regimes may be imagined. The simplest (to
consider) case is a lock-step regime in which all of the available motors on a train step at the
same time. This case would provide the most available force for pulling larger trains, but
it would also theoretically limit the maximum speed to the maximum speed of the motor
proteins.
Recent work on the kinesin 2 motor has found that it is much more likely to release from
a microtubule than the kinesin 1 motor [152]. Given a large number of kinesin 2 motors on
an IFT train, this property may actually turn out to be advantageous if the motors are, in
fact, not synchronized in their movement. That is to say, if each of the kinesin 2 motors steps
on its own time cycle (or even if subsets of kinesin 2 motors step together but the subsets do
not step at the same time), then it could be imagined that a kinesin (or set of kinesins) could
attach to the microtubule, perform its power stroke, and then detach from the microtubule
just as another kinesin (or set of kinesins) attaches to the microtubule to repeat the cycle.
This type of motion, which may be imagined as more of a gallop than a walk, would allow
the train to take advantage of each kinesin motor’s power stroke without being held back
by the motor’s quiescent stage between power strokes. By moving more and more kinesin
stepping cycles out of phase with each other, the speed of a train could be increased from
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the slowest stepping regime, in which all kinesins step at the same time to provide the most
force and the slowest speed, to a completely out-of-phase regime, in which each kinesin steps
at a different time providing the fastest travel speed but the lowest available pulling force.
The model described above could very well explain how the IFT trains are able to move
significantly faster than the kinesin 2 motors should theoretically be able to travel, but it
needs further theoretical and experimental consideration. Verification of this model could be
achieved by first using the experimentally determined stepping cycle of kinesin to calculate
or simulate the potential speed gains of having progressively more kinesins stepping out of
phase with one another. For such a simulation, moving motors out of phase would have to
be balanced by a need to produce a sufficient amount of force to actually move a train and
its attached transmembrane protein cargo. Given a positive outcome to such a theoretical
analysis, this model would then need to be experimentally tested, perhaps by using methods
that either allow control over the number of kinesins on a train or allow some sort of control
over the stepping cycle of kinesin motors.
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